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Lieutenant Colonel Robert J. Ross

INTRODUCTION

W

elcome to our first themed edition of The Cyber Defense Review (CDR). Our
inaugural themed edition is focused on information operations (IO) and
information warfare (IW). IO and IW are not new constructs within the
history of conflict. However, the exponential adoption and weaponization
of social media technologies are rapidly changing the character of modern conflict. Soon
digitally networked technologies known as the Internet of Things (IoT) unprecedented
influence of targeted populations will widely come online and supercharge the precision and reach of social media to enable these powerful information technologies are
enabling our adversaries to achieve strategic goals and objectives that avoid our military
strengths within the spaces short of armed conflict. As evidenced in 21st century conflicts thus far, the ubiquitous and amplifying effects of Information Age technologies are
being used by our adversaries in ways that create a symphony of chaos, confusion, and
polarization of targeted populations. These capabilities provide militarily inferior adversaries with the ability to achieve information parity at the minimum and information
advantage at the maximum. If left unchecked, access to inexpensive and increasingly
powerful commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies will continue to provide our adversaries with the means to achieve information advantage in continuously innovative
ways at a fraction of the cost of conventional warfare. The continual advancement of
powerful information technologies is being used to create information weapons with
devastating cognitive effects that pose an existential threat to the world order while
leaving attribution for their deployment increasingly difficult. Developing the military’s
information advantage presents enormous legal and moral challenges in the areas of
data privacy, artificial intelligence (AI), and across the social media platforms that our
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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global competitors leverage. The changing character
of information use in 21st century warfare has led the
Department of Defense (DoD) to transform our military into a force capable of achieving information advantage and success during competitive and conflict
operations in the information environment (OIE).

Colonel Andrew O. Hall is the Director of the
Army Cyber Institute at the United States Military
Academy (USMA) located at West Point, New
York. In his position as Director, Colonel Hall
leads a 70-person, multi-disciplinary research
institute and serves as the Chairman of the
Editorial Board for The Cyber Defense Review
(CDR) journal; and Conference Co-Chair for the
International Conference on Cyber Conflict U.S.
(CyCon U.S.). He has a B.S. in Computer Science
from the USMA, an M.S. in Applied Mathematics
from the Naval Postgraduate School, and a Ph.D.
in Management Science from the University of
Maryland. Colonel Hall additionally teaches in
the Department of Mathematical Sciences and
the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science at the USMA. Since 1997,
Colonel Hall’s military career has been focused
on operations research and solving the Army’s
most challenging problems using advanced
analytic methods. Colonel Hall also serves as the
President of the Military Applications Society of
the Institute for Operations Research and the
Management Sciences. His research interests
include Military Operations Research, Cyber
Education, Manpower Planning, and
Mathematical Finance.
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In 2018, the U.S. Army Cyber (ARCYBER) Commander, LTG Stephen Fogarty, committed to a strategy for
transforming ARCYBER into an IW command by 2028.
Several factors led to this decision: apparent Russian
interference in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election; the
convergence of the Army’s IO, cyber operations, and
electronic warfare (EW) capabilities within ARCYBER;
and the Army’s new multi-domain operations (MDO)
concept. The complexities of this task are anything
but trivial. The Army Cyber Institute (ACI) leadership
recognized the need to support this endeavor and, in
early 2019, created an IW team to support ARCYBER’s
transformational efforts. Since the IW team’s inception, we have been dedicated to expanding the Army’s
and the nation’s body of knowledge regarding how to
organize, strategize, and integrate technology for success in future multi-domain operations. The IW team
successfully established effective relationships with
information professionals across academia, industry,
and DoD. During this same time, our IW team hosted
conferences, workshops, and collaborative meetings
that connected some of the nation’s foremost information, technology, cyber, and advertising expertise with
Army leaders. Together, we developed the doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership, education,
personnel, facilities, and policy (DOTMLPF-P) for the
creation of a powerful Information Age Force.
The IW team's deep and meaningful relations have
led to the powerful partnerships and collaborations
reflected by the world-class contributors to this “IO
and IW Special Edition”. The CDR and the ACI’s IW
team are honored to open this inaugural themed

Lieutenant Colonel Robert J. Ross is the
Information Warfare Team Lead in the Army
Cyber Institute at the United States Military
Academy (USMA) located at West Point, New
York. Lieutenant Colonel Ross leads a 7-person,
multidisciplinary research team dedicated to
expanding the Army’s and the nation’s body of
knowledge on cyber and Information Age
conflict. He has a B.S. in Computer Science
from Rowan University, an M.S. in Computer
Science from Monmouth University, and a
Ph.D. in Information Science from the Naval
Postgraduate School. Additionally, Lieutenant
Colonel Ross is an assistant professor in the
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Department at USMA, who primarily teaches
information technology courses. Lieutenant
Colonel Ross is currently a cyberwarfare officer
and former artilleryman with two combat
deployments to Iraq. His research interests
are organizational science, strategic foresight,
information warfare education, and
digital economics.

edition of the CDR with senior leader perspectives
from LTG Stephen Fogarty (ARCYBER Commander),
Lt Gen Timothy Haugh (16th AF Commander), and
COL Michael Jackson (former EUCOM J39). Our opening senior leader article titled “Enabling the Army in
an Era of Information Warfare,” is co-authored by LTG
Fogarty and COL (Ret) Bryan Sparling. This article articulates ARCYBER’s strategy for the transformation
from a command primarily focused on cyber electromagnetic activities to an expanded role that enables
the Army to operate effectively in the information environment. Lt Gen Haugh, Lt Col Nicholas Hall, and
Maj Eugene Fan co-authored the second article titled
“Information Warfare Convergence.” The article outlines the Air Force’s unifying approach of convergence
to synchronize daily Cyberspace; Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR); Electromagnetic
Warfare (EW); IO; IW; and Weather operations across
the conflict continuum to support the joint force’s ability to compete, deter, and win wars across all domains.
The final article in our senior leader perspective’s section is contributed by COL Jackson and Dr. Paul Lieber
and is titled “Countering Disinformation: Are We Our
Own Worst Enemy?,” which provides interagency solutions for confronting state-sponsored disinformation.
Our professional commentary section features two
exciting articles focused on the technical, cognitive,
and strategic dimensions of contemporary information environments. The first article is written by MAJ
Nathaniel Bastian and is titled “Building the Army’s
AI Workforce.” Our second professional commentary
piece is authored by Mr. Renny Gleeson, Managing
Director of the Big Innovation Group at Wieden+Kennedy, titled “Truth Dies First: Storyweapons on the
InfoOps Battlefield.” In this article, Mr. Gleeson uses
his unique insight acquired from a long history in
the advertising industry to describe Storyweapons as
a new class of threat, fielded by new threat actors in
non-traditional domains across the digital landscape.
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The CDR is honored to showcase four of the nation’s leading academics in the field of
information warfare and cyber defense in our Research section. The first article in this section, “Cyberwar is What States Make of It,” by Dr. Martin Libicki discusses the ability of the
attacker and recipients of cyber-attacks alike, to downplay or exaggerate the effects of these
attacks based on the strategic objectives and consequences of the involved nation-states.
Our second research article, “Doctrinal Confusion and Cultural Dysfunction in DoD: Regarding Information Operations, Cyber Operations, and Related Concepts,” by Dr. Dr. Herb Lin
presents an insightful examination of the tangled and confused history of information operations, cyber operations, and psychological operations doctrine in DoD. Our third research
article, “Understanding and Pursuing Information Advantage,” by Dr. Christopher Paul, is a
masterful study that unpacks and explores the information advantage concept and how the
U.S. Army and the joint force should consider it more broadly. Timothy Thomas wrote the
final contribution to the IO and IW Special Edition of the CDR, “Information Weapons: Russia’s Nonnuclear Strategic Weapons of Choice.” He provides a very logical explanation for the
Russian information weapons concept and its applications in 21st century warfare.
This fall, we are excited to present a non-themed edition that will feature a formidable
group of leaders and scholars. The CDR will showcase the work of MG Robin Fontes, the Hon.
Joseph Reeder, the Hon. Patrick Murphy, Dr. Patrick Allen, Prof. Robert Barnsby, Dr. Erica
Borghard, Dr. Aaron Brantly, Dr. Sergio Castro, Dr. Jan Kallberg, and Maj Kelley Truax. This
thought-provoking issue will be released in November.
The CDR seeks research papers, commentaries, and research notes related to cyber and
the COVID-19 pandemic. This special edition will be published as the Spring 2021 CDR,
and will explore “COVID-19 Implications for Cyber” in the context of (1) Data Privacy and
Surveillance, (2) Exploitation of Fear, Anxiety, and Social Upheaval, (3) Preparedness and
Resilience, (4) National Security Implications, and (5) Sources of Information and Disinformation. Please check our Call for Papers announcement on the CDR website. We welcome a
multidisciplinary and international examination of this critically important topic.
We want to personally thank and recognize the remarkable dedication, energy, talent,
and creativity of Michelle Marie Wallace, Sergio Analco, Gina Daschbach, SGM Jeff Morris,
and Courtney Gordon-Tennant. The members of the West Point Class of ’70: Joe Reeder, Bill
Spracher, Chip Leonard, and Bill Lane, provided exceptional editorial support in the shaping
and influencing of this special edition of the CDR. As always, we are excited to continue the
cyber conversation together!
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Enabling the
Army in an Era of
Information Warfare
Lieutenant General Stephen G. Fogarty
Colonel (Ret.) Bryan N. Sparling

We cannot be an Industrial Age Army in the Information Age. We must transform all
linear industrial age processes to be more effective, protect our resources, and make
better decisions.[1]
- General James C. McConville, 40th Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army

O

perations against ISIS, disrupting Russian attempts to interfere in the 2018 US
midterm elections and, most recently, countering Iran's attempts to increase instability across the Middle East mark important efforts by the US military to
find effective capabilities, doctrinal concepts, and appropriate roles in an era of
information warfare. We must fight the battles our adversaries put before us. If our doctrines, systems, and processes do not match that reality, then it is time for new thinking.
Through three decades of near-ceaseless global operations, “Information Operations,” or
IO has endured as the mainstay approach for how the Armed Services and the Joint Force
conceptualize and apply informational power as an integral element of military operations.
Despite evolving definitions, ever-changing formulations, and passionate assertions as to
both its criticality and utility, IO remains doctrinal and relevant, though often misunderstood, a term of military art. Most often, IO has proved useful at tactical and operational
levels of war. At more strategic and political levels, the efficacy of IO remains elusive, and
US leaders, both civilian and military, have been less than adept at effectively realizing the
potential of “informational power.”
This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. Foreign copyrights may apply.
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Lieutenant General Stephen G. Fogarty is
the Commander, U.S. Army Cyber Command
(ARCYBER). With more than 37 years of active
service, LTG Fogarty was previously the first
Commanding General of the U.S. Army Cyber
Center of Excellence, and Commander, U.S.
Army Intelligence and Security Command.
His extensive Joint and Combined experience
include assignments with U.S. Special
Operations Command, U.S. Central Command,
U.S. Cyber Command, three tours in
Afghanistan, and Operation JUST CAUSE,
Panama. LTG Fogarty holds Master’s degrees
in Administration from Central Michigan
University and in Strategic Studies from the
U.S. Army War College.
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Given the US imperative of civilian control, and the
military’s supporting role in peacetime strategy and
diplomacy, a perceived need for the military to play
an expanded role, beyond tactical IO, in strategic, information-based influence remains limited and often
contentious. The stunning social media-powered rise of
ISIS in 2015, Russia's interference in the 2016 US Presidential election, Iran's increasing digital belligerence,
and China's disinformation surrounding the COVID-19
pandemic are upending that perception and igniting a
conversation across the defense establishment regarding appropriate roles for the uniformed armed services
in this environment of unprecedented information warfare. Should the armed forces provide capabilities to
protect not only US portions of cyberspace and the electric magnetic spectrum, but also the larger, and more
challenging, Information Environment (IE)?[2] The Joint
Chiefs of Staff have put forth the term “Operations in
the IE (OIE)” to describe the Joint Force’s growing informational mission; however, across the broader national security community, the term "information warfare
(IW)”[3] is increasingly employed to connote an evolving
suite of cyber, electromagnetic, and informational activities that the Army and other services are, or perhaps
should be, developing, as part of a whole of government
approach to counter adversary attempts to destabilize
the US and its allies, and sustain a strategic competitive
advantage in the IE.
The Army is currently evaluating whether OIE, IW,
or some other concept should replace IO to describe an
expanded Army mission in the IE. We are likewise considering whether Army Cyber Command (ARCYBER)
should change its name to more accurately reflect the
full spectrum of its mission portfolio. Regardless, ARCYBER is building upon a ten-year foundation of continual
innovation, and accelerating its modernization efforts
to enable information age Army operations across tactical, operational, and strategic echelons. As a functional
Army Service Component Command (ASCC), ARCYBER

STEPHEN FOGARTY : BRYAN SPARLING

supports Army and Joint Commanders by executing
three major functions, detailed in Army Regulation
(AR) 10-87[4]:
1. Conduct operations – Commander ARCYBER is
dual-hatted as Commander Joint Force Headquarters – Cyber (Army) and plans, integrates and
executes full-spectrum Cyber Operations (operate, defend, attack), Electronic Warfare (EW) and
IO missions in support of US Cyber Command
(USCC), designated Geographic Combatant Commands, and the Army.

Colonel (Ret.) Bryan N. Sparling is a Highly
Qualified Expert (HQE) serving as ARCYBER's
Information Warfare Transformation Advisor.
Sparling served over 27 years on active duty
as a Signal Officer and Information Operations
Officer. He was the Chief of IO and Special
Activities, J39, U.S. European Command,
2011-2015, and the NATO Communication
Director in Afghanistan, 2010-2011. He is a
graduate of the U.S. Army School of Advanced
Military Studies (SAMS), the National Defense
University’s Joint Advanced Warfighting
School (JAWS), and holds a Masters in
Telecommunications from the University
of Colorado, Boulder.

2. Provide forces – ARCYBER supports USCC with
Army Cyber Forces and supports Army operational commanders with tailored Cyber, IO, and
EW forces. ARCYBER is the Title 10, “Organize,
Train, and Equip” headquarters for specific force
types identified by the Secretary of the Army.
3. Accelerate the state of Army information convergence – ARCYBER is the central focal point
for identifying, synchronizing, and advocating
operational Cyber, IO, EW, and other information
capability needs supporting Army and Joint operational missions.
Central to all these functions is the Army Network.
As the foundational weapon system of a global, information age, land force, the Army Network is one of six
specified Army modernization priorities.[5] Today, US
forces are continually engaged in simultaneous competition and conflict around the world. Our adversaries
recognize that our formations are highly dependent on
data and connectivity, and thus our network presents a
critical vulnerability. ARCYBER is the builder, operator,
and defender of the Army sector of the Department of
Defense (DoD) Information Network (DODIN-A). ARCYBER's ability to successfully defend the network, data,
and interconnected weapons platforms from adversary
attack is a critical prerequisite for all successful Army
and Joint operations.

|
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Within ARCYBER, and this article, “IW” refers to the converged employment of Cyber
Operations (CO), EW, and IO forces, and the capabilities that support Army and Joint operations. Acknowledging the more extensive transformational requirements of the Army
and the broader national security system, IW here refers to increasing the effectiveness of
assigned ARCYBER forces through a mission-designed organization, experimentation, innovation, and systematic learning. By routinely deploying and employing converged IW formations, ARCYBER gains knowledge and experience through “sets and reps” as part of a larger
Army campaign of learning.
THE ARCYBER TRANSFORMATION CAMPAIGN
To fulfill the full spectrum of AR 10-87 responsibilities, both specified and implied, and anticipating emerging requirements driven by accelerating technology advances, ARCYBER has
committed to a multi-year modernization effort. The ARCYBER transformation is envisioned to
last more than ten years and is focused on supporting the Army’s evolving Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) concept. Through deliberate iteration, ARCYBER will play a critical role in the total
Army’s capacity and skill to operate within and achieve operational advantage through the IE.
Army actions, contributing to Joint OIE effects, will involve continuously posturing, and skillfully
communicating (or obscuring), the location, capability, and intent of Army forces to influence
the decision calculus and behavior of principal adversaries. This work involves the integrated
employment of conventional land forces together with information and cyberspace capabilities,
synchronized through as-yet-undeveloped combined information arms techniques. ARCYBER
must enable the operational Army to sense, understand, decide, act, and assess more rapidly than
our adversaries and enable Army and Joint Commanders’ ability to achieve decision advantage.
Internally, ARCYBER will work to build information capabilities into combined arms teams
with converged cyber, influence, and electromagnetic capabilities that deploy to bring immediate, turn-key informational combat power to maneuver commanders. Externally, ARCYBER will
work with TRADOC and the broader institutional Army to build IE literacy into commissioned
and noncommissioned officer training and curricula, that we might collectively cultivate a new,
21st century Operational Art that leverages the ever-growing force of information and communication to amplify and empower the timeless, coercive power of violence. Simultaneous, parallel efforts—ARCYBER internal reorganization and transformation, external engagement and
support to total Army information modernization efforts, and sustained experimentation and
innovation in Army operations and execution of assigned Joint missions—will allow ARCYBER
to provide a powerful center of gravity for improving land power effectiveness in modern military operations. Key to our success will be our ability to partner effectively with the U.S. Army
Reserve and Army National Guard Cyber, and Information Forces.
The first phase of modernization, already well underway, aims to achieve irreversible momentum toward full-spectrum, integrated IW capability by the summer of 2021. From mid-2021
through 2028, Phase 2 will continue experimentation and innovation to meet operational

|
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opportunities and challenges presented by emerging technologies. Sitting at a unique nexus
of the operational and institutional sides of the Army, ARCYBER will connect academia, industry, and Army acquisitions directly to ongoing operations, and rapidly integrate cutting-edge
solutions into the operational force. Beginning in 2028, Phase 3 will see the resourcing and
fielding of IW capabilities and formations, tailored to enable IW in support of MDO. ARCYBER
deployable capabilities will augment information capabilities by then increasingly organic to
maneuver formations, that enable the Army to dominate competitive environments short of
armed conflict, and set conditions for the Army to prevail, where deterrence fails.
ARCYBER's transformation will be significantly less successful without thoughtful integration of Army Reserve and Army National Guard Cyber, and Information Warfare capabilities
and forces.
ARCYBER PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES
Phase 1—by Mid-2021, Achieve Irreversible Momentum. Multiple programs and new formations are already expanding ARCYBER’s reach and effectiveness; these include:

m ARCYBER Headquarters move from Fort Belvoir, VA, to Fort Gordon, GA. In preparation
for more than five years, 2020 will see this relocation of the ARCYBER Commander and
headquarters staff to a state-of-the-art-facility co-located with the National Security Agency, and thereby optimizing seamless access to critical infrastructure enabling ARCYBER’s
core defense, offense, and network operations missions. For the first time, the Army’s operational and institutional Cyber forces will enjoy unprecedented synergies by operating
from a single, information power projection platform.

m Cyber Protection Brigade (CPB)—Activated at Fort Gordon in 2014, the CPB trains and deploys specialized Cyber Protection Teams (CPTs) to defend key cyberspace terrain. CPTs
augment supported unit network defense ability to provide advanced assessments and
defense against sophisticated and persistent cyber threats on Army and partner networks,
systems, and data within the Army portion of the DODIN. CPB also provides the Army
with unique, centralized analysis of threat data, trends, forensics, analytic support, and
capability requirements. The CPB’s two battalions provide 20 CPTs in support of Army and
Joint operational forces. Of increasing importance, the Army Reserve and Army National
Guard are fielding an additional 21 CPTs. These Compo 2 and 3 forces meet the same training standards as their active duty counterparts and are already contributing to operations.

m 915

Cyber Warfare Battalion (CWB)—Activated at Fort Gordon in 2019, the 915th CWB
trains and deploys Expeditionary Cyber Teams (ECTs) to augment corps and below formations. ECTs provide offensive Cyber, IO, and EW capability not now fielded to tactical
units. At full operating capability, each of 12 ECTs will have organic cyber development
capability, network support, and capability to operate independently or as integrated into
a supported unit headquarters.
th
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m 1

IO Command (1st IOC)—The Army’s only active duty IO brigade, operational since 1994,
has initiated a Force Design Update (FDU) that reorganizes the Brigade to increase the
number of IO Field Support Teams (FSTs) available, expanding reach-back and social media capability, and adding capacity to support both conventional and Special Operations
Forces. By late 2020, 1st IOC will also be directly assigned to ARCYBER and continue to
provide expert IW planning support to include Operations Security (OPSEC), Military Deception (MILDEC), and IO's core synchronization and integration functions.
st

m Offensive Cyber Operations (OCO) Signal Battalion—ARCYBER has the approval to stand
up a long-needed OCO Signal Battalion at Fort Gordon in late 2021, which will provide
critical, dedicated support to Army cyber forces and Joint operational missions. The OCO
Battalion will be a multi-compo organization, reflecting the critical mission previously
performed by Army National Guard Cyber forces as “Task Force Echo.”
Phase 2—2021-2027, Experiment and Innovate. Upon consolidating and achieving full
operating capability at Fort Gordon, ARCYBER transformation will focus on employing and
discovering newly possible operational capabilities enabled by the multiple new capabilities
established in Phase 1. As Army commanders gain increased “sets and reps” integrating information capabilities into sustained operations, ARCYBER, in conjunction with TRADOC and
Army Futures Command (AFC), will serve as the Army’s key knowledge collector for emerging
21st century warfighting art in the IE. Critical initiatives during this phase will include:

m Information Warfare Operations Center (IWOC)—ARCYBER’s Cyber Operations and Intelligence Center (ACOIC) will continue its transformation to become a full- spectrum IWOC.
Featuring multidisciplinary, regionally focused cross-functional teams, the IWOC will give
the ARCYBER Commander unprecedented, real-time ability to sense and understand the
global IE, with 24/7 connectivity to all Army Service Component Commands (ASCCs) operational priorities, thereby leveraging the power of centralized visibility for all Army network traffic. This unique vantage point will allow ARCYBER to sense, understand, decide,
and respond to emerging global IE conditions, providing options to Army senior leadership and regional Army and Joint Commanders with unmatched speed, enabling strategic
decision advantage.

m Military Intelligence Brigade—Critical to IWOC success and decision advantage will be the
establishment of a specialized Military Intelligence (MI) Brigade organic to ARCYBER and
focused on the IE, including Cyberspace and the Electromagnetic Spectrum. This not-yet
resourced Brigade will partner with the Intelligence Community, AFC, industry, and academia to continually develop, test, and employ cutting-edge technologies (AI, augmented
reality, and human-machine interfaces) to analyze the massive data sets by combining traditional all-source intelligence with commercial threat data and open-source information.

m Network Command (NETCOM) Modernization—To achieve full operating capability, the
ARCYBER IWOC will need to transfer many of its current functions to other organizations.
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NETCOM, the long-standing strategic Army Signal command that secures, configures, operates, extends, maintains, and sustains the Army portion of the DODIN, is modernizing
to take on the Defensive Cyber Operations (DCO) functions now performed by ARCYBER’s
ACOIC.

m Joint Force Headquarters Cyber-Army (JFHQ-C (A))—As ARCYER develops and converges
IW capabilities, JFHQ-C(A) (once co-located with ARCYBER Headquarters at Fort Gordon)
will immediately benefit and provide enhanced capabilities to USCC missions in support
of U.S. Africa Command, U.S. Central Command, U.S. Northern Command, and other missions, as tasked.

m 780

Military Intelligence Brigade (Cyber) — The 780th is the Army's offensive cyberspace
operations contribution to USCYBERCOM, providing 21 teams in support of National and
Combatant Command requirements. In addition, it also maintains the Army's portion of
the cyberspace operations infrastructure and owns the Army's Capability Developers,
skilled coders whose skills enable both offensive and defensive cyberspace operations.
These National Mission Teams and Combat Mission Teams are effects focused; they destroy, degrade, disrupt, deny, and manipulate targets in and through cyberspace. As IW
matures, the missions assigned to these teams may shift towards shaping the information
environment, particularly as cyberspace operations and operations in all other domains
converge to enable MDO.
th

m Operational Experimentation—A key focus during Phase 2 will be ARCYBER support to
emerging warfighting formations. As the entire Army experiments to develop capabilities
that enable MDO, new, innovative formations will emerge. Already in 2020, ARCYBER is
providing support to three such mission-specific formations:
– Multi-Domain Task Force (MDTF)—The MDTF, developed by the Fires Center of
Excellence (FCoE), provides an unprecedented long-range fires capability to theater-level commanders. ARCYBER is assisting in training and readiness support to
the first MDTF’s organic Intelligence, Information, Cyber, Electronic-Warfare, and
Space Battalion (I2CEWS BN) that integrates a spectrum of information capabilities to enable long-range targeting.



– Theater Information Command (TIC)—This Army Futures Command (AFC) concept
is for a 2-star, forward-positioned command, providing theater commanders with
enduring influence capabilities throughout competition, armed conflict, and consolidation operations. Similar concepts for IW Brigades are emerging from TRADOC for regional collection, analysis, and informational effects-generation formations, focusing full-time on the IE for ASCC and Joint commanders. ARCYBER will
robustly support experimenting with these formations during the Joint Warfighting Assessments and DEFENDER exercises.
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– Information Warfare Task Force-Afghanistan (IWTF-A)—The Army Special Operations community led the IWTF-A development during combat operations. The
IWTF-A was formed in theater, with augmentation from 1st IO Command, around a
revolutionary operational approach, designed and focused on achieving cognitive
effects through the synchronized employment of maneuver forces and information
activities. Leveraging hostile fire zone authorities, the IWTF employs Military Information Support Operations (MISO), social media collection, data analytics capabilities, and cutting-edge digital advertising technology to deliver highly effective
influence messaging.



m Army Tactical Force Modernization—ARCYBER is proactively engaged in ongoing modernization efforts to embed appropriate, affordable IW capabilities in ASCC and below
formations. Throughout Phase 2, current Cyber-Electromagnetic Activities (CEMA) cells
will expand to include increased IO, PSYOP, and Public Affairs personnel, and upgraded
capability packages to improve tactical commanders’ information capabilities. ARCYBER
will build mission-tailored, combined information arms teams to augment maneuver commanders with state-of-the-art, full-spectrum IW capability.

m Reserve Component Optimization—The overwhelming majority of information capabilities
aligned to support conventional forces are found in the reserve component. These include
Cyber, IO, Civil Affairs, PSYOP, and Public Affairs formations. Throughout Phase 2, ARCYBER will work to optimize the force structure, composition, and mobilization of Compo 2
and 3 forces to ensure conventional force commanders have the right capabilities to train
and influence adversaries during competition.
Phase 3—2028 and Beyond – Multi-Domain Capable—By 2028, multiple capabilities and
formations identified in 2020 and earlier will come online across the force, greatly enhancing
Army commanders’ ability to operate in the IE as part of MDO. The ability to conceptualize,
design, and execute activities that effectively influence adversary perceptions and actions will
be a critical aspect of an MDO-capable Army, particularly in increasingly important, never-relenting competition environments. MDO concepts will continue to evolve over the next decade.
Already, TRADOC Pam 525-3-1 amply illustrates that information and influence are critical to
the three “Competition Actions”[6] that Army forces conduct during MDO:
1. Enable the Defeat of Information and Unconventional Warfare — The Army defeats
adversary Information Warfare[7] by Operations in the Information Environment (OIE).
2. Conduct Intelligence & Counter-Adversary Reconnaissance — This task is fundamentally information and analysis-based, and requires mastery of adversary military
capabilities, collecting and analyzing the Operational Environment, including civil networks, and conducting deception.
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3. Demonstrate Credible Deterrent — Deterrence requires communication. Adversaries obviously will not be deterred by capabilities we have that they do not know about.
The Army must establish command and control mechanisms, ensure interoperability,
and protect forward presence forces (including cyber and information protection) that
achieve deterrence.
As part of the Joint Force, the Army must master these essential Competition Actions through
what MDO calls “active engagement”[8] to become MDO-capable. In each critical task, ARCYBER
will play an essential supporting role as the Army better develops its ability to conduct active
engagement through the converged employment of maneuver and information capabilities focused on achieving desired cognitive effects and behaviors in our adversaries.
JOINT OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
The Joint Force continues to adapt to changes in the OE through the publication of Joint
Concepts such as the Joint Concept for Operations in the Information Environment (JCOIE),
the Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning (JCIC), and the Joint Concept for Human
Aspects of Military Operations (JC-HAMO).[9] These powerful concepts each grapple with
varying dynamics of information and how they impact the design and execution of military
operations and the use of military force in the emerging Operational Environment. These
Joint Concepts are driving better Army concepts, capabilities, and requirements that, in
turn, enable Army forces to support Joint Operations in the IE (OIE). For example, in early
2020, the Army Cyber Center of Excellence (CCOE) completed an OIE Force Modernization
Assessment (FMA), which generated 33 DOTMLPF-P[10] recommendations to mitigate identified gaps in the Army’s IE capabilities. In 2021, the CCOE will produce an AFC-directed
Information Functional Concept, which will articulate a long overdue theoretical foundation
for viewing information as a military concept and driving doctrinal improvements to posture
the Army to win in future competition and conflict.
CONCLUSION
When we look back as an MDO capable force, 2020 will stand out as a pivotal year for Army
Cyberspace, EW, and IO forces. After decades of dabbling in tactical IO, the Army undertook a
sweeping series of robust modernization efforts to dramatically transform ARCYBER to better
enable commanders across the Army with the ability to sense, understand, decide, act and
assess faster than our competitors and adversaries, gaining critical decision advantage in an
era of information warfare.
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NOTES
1.

General James C. McConville, 40th Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army, https://www.army.mil/article/225605/40th_chief_
of_staff_of_the_army_initial_message_to_the_army_team.
2. Joint Pub 3-13, 2014, U.S. Joint Doctrine defines the Information Environment as “the aggregate of individuals, organizations, and systems that collect, process, disseminate, or act on information.”
3. Information Warfare is not a doctrinally defined term. Further, the acronym “IW” within DOD commonly connotes
Irregular Warfare. In this article, “IW” refers only to the concept of information warfare, as described in the text.
4. Army Regulation (AR) 10-87, Army Commands, Army Service Component Commands, and Direct Reporting Units,
2188 Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 2017, para 14-2, 17, details 10 specified tasks that are here grouped
for clarity as three major functions.
5. The Army Modernization Strategy, https://www.army.mil/standto/archive_2019-10-17/.
6. TRADOC Pamphlet 525-3-1, The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations, Fort Eustis, VA: US Army Training and
Doctrine Command, 2018, https://adminpubs.tradoc.army.mil/pamphlets.html, 27.
7. The MDO concept internally defines IW as an enemy activity, see p. GL-6: “Employing information capabilities in a
deliberate disinformation campaign supported by actions of the intelligence organizations designed to confuse the enemy
and achieve strategic objectives at minimal cost.”
8. TRADOC Pamphlet 525-3-1, para 3-5b, 27.
9. Joint Concepts, https://www.jcs.mil/Doctrine/Joint-Concepts/Joint-Concepts/.
10. Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, Facilities and Policy, http://acqnotes.
com/acqnote/acquisitions/dotmlpf-analysis.
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T

he world has changed, and our approach to warfare must change with it. As traditional organized power structures erode, disorder fills the void. We are moving
from successive regional conflicts to a future characterized by continual global
competition. This circumstance will reward those who can leverage information
for strategic advantage. The 2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS) described this new paradigm by emphasizing the need to compete with adversaries now.[1] The Air Force recognizes that we are already in competition below the threshold of armed conflict. Within the Air
Force, the standup of 16th Air Force as an Information Warfare (IW) Numbered Air Force
(NAF) in October 2019 represents a direct response to this new reality. In the document
directing the standup, the Air Force described IW as “The employment of military capabilities in and through the information environment to deliberately affect adversary human
and system behavior.”[2] Our task is to synchronize – Cyberspace; Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR); Electromagnetic Warfare (EW); Information Operations
(IO) – across the continuum of cooperation, competition, and conflict, and support the joint
force’s ability to compete, deter, and win wars across multiple domains.[3]
Within the 16th Air Force, IO describes a collection of activities to include Military Information Support Operations (MISO), Military Deception (MILDEC), Operations Security
(OPSEC), and Audience Engagement. We intend to synchronize all 16th Air Force capabilities and activities through a unifying approach of convergence. We define convergence
as the integration of capabilities that leverage access to data across separate functions in
a way that both improves the effectiveness of each functional capability and creates new information warfare outcomes. This builds on the U.S. Army concept of convergence that
focuses on enabling tactical multi-domain effects during combat, by emphasizing competition and synchronizing effects in the information environment. In this article, we describe
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how competition in the 21st-century necessitates a
change in our approach to warfighting. Next, we discuss why 16th Air Force was stood up in response to this
change and our approach to IW. Finally, we introduce
the concept of convergence as a framework for how to
compete in the information environment on a flexible
but global scale.
COMPETITION AND THE RESULTING
IMPERATIVE

Lt Gen Timothy D. Haugh is the Commander,
Sixteenth Air Force, Commander, Air Forces
Cyber, and Commander, Joint Force Headquarters-Cyber, Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland,
Texas. Lt Gen Haugh is responsible for more
than 44,000 personnel conducting worldwide
operations. The general leads the global
information warfare activities spanning
cyberspace operations, intelligence, targeting,
and weather for nine wings, one technical
center, and an operations center. Previously,
he was Commander of the Cyber National
Mission Force, where he coordinated the
prevention and response to cyber incidents
and campaigns perpetuated by threat actors
in order to preserve U.S. critical infrastructure
and key resources. Lt Gen Haugh is a graduate
of Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, and holds Master's degrees
from Southern Methodist University, Naval
Postgraduate School, and the Industrial
College of the Armed Forces.
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Our adversaries have brought strategic competition
to the nation’s front door by engaging the United States'
(US) population in the information environment. Russia and China have sought to create distrust in the US
and allied political, military, and economic institutions
and processes. Our adversaries’ goal is to degrade political will or to generate internal conflict, while creating the plausible deniability necessary to avoid international responsibility.[4] As state and non-state actors
rapidly evolve IW capabilities to control the narrative
surrounding their actions, they are redefining what
“combined arms” means in 21st-century warfare.[5]
In 2016, Internet trolls working for the Russia-based
Internet Research Agency (IRA) exploited social media
to target the US electoral process in an IW campaign
designed to spread disinformation, create distrust, and
increase societal division.[6] However, Russia’s malign
influence stretches well beyond the US. The Kremlin’s
efforts to influence political outcomes span the globe,
ranging from political financing, to private military
corporations, to special operations activities on nearly
every continent.[7]
More recently, China leveraged the COVID-19 pandemic to expand its influence through a full-spectrum
of IW activities. To deflect perceptions that it was mishandling the initial stages of the COVID-19 outbreak,
China initiated a “global coronavirus rescue campaign,”
focused on sending aid packages to European Union nations. China aggressively publicized this effort while
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simultaneously blaming the US for causing the pandemic.[8] Some observers have noted that China’s information strategy surrounding the pandemic appears
similar to the Russian playbook of spreading disinformation to create doubt about established facts.[9] Our
adversaries employ integrated approaches, combining messaging in the media with economic pressure,
military maneuvers, and diplomacy to impose a cost.
The US must expand and broaden our own competition
globally in the information environment while remaining consistent with our values built on a “foundation of
mutual respect, responsibility, priorities, and accountability” with our allies as outlined in the NDS.[10]
Lt Col Nicholas J. Hall is the Director of the
Commander’s Action Group, Sixteenth Air Force
/Air Forces Cyber. A career intelligence officer,
Lt Col Hall was previously the Director of
Operations for the 15th Intelligence
Squadron, Joint-Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia.
He has served as an analyst in the U.S. Central
Command and U.S. Pacific Command areas of
responsibility, as an intelligence crew member
in an Air Force Special Operations Command
MQ-1B unit, and has held three targeting
positions at the squadron, major command,
and combatant command level. He has also
deployed to the Combined Air Operations
Center in Southwest Asia and to Afghanistan,
where he was a U.S. Army cavalry squadron S2.
Lt Col Hall is a graduate of Baylor University
in Waco, Texas, holds a Master’s degree
from American Military University, and is a
distinguished graduate of the U.S. Air Force Air
Command and Staff College.

As US adversaries increasingly pull the multidisciplinary levers of IW, the information environment
gives them global access to compete at a low cost. In
a globalized data-age, the outcomes of these actions
are not constrained to segmented geographic regions.
Department of Defense (DoD) leaders have recognized
this threat. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff has
pushed the joint force toward globally integrated campaigns and exercises to operationalize cross-combatant command coordination on global problem sets.[11]
However, this transformation will not happen overnight. Joint force commanders are demanding options
below the level of armed conflict, and plans t hat integrate multi-domain capabilities and creatively leverage
IO. As the DoD explores options to increase competition, we must look for new ways to partner across U.S.
Government departments and agencies. If we want to
gain the initiative in the information environment, we
need a new approach to warfighting.
THE RESPONSE – WHY 16TH AIR FORCE WAS
ESTABLISHED
Since 9/11, the joint force approach to warfighting has been shaped by the conflict a gainst v iolent
extremism. The Air Force ISR enterprise and the
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Intelligence Community more broadly optimized collection, analysis, and reporting strategies to enable findfix-finish operations against single or small groups of
combatants on the battlefield. The target development
required to establish a pattern of life, distinguish between combatants and non-combatants, and achieve
positive identification of the enemy was enabled by
time-intensive and overlapping collection in a permissive environment. For example, the 2006 strike on Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi took “600 hours of Predator time and
thousands of hours of analyst time to facilitate a strike
executed in a matter of minutes.”[12] In this environment,
the joint force developed a series of command and control processes that synchronized ISR and EW capabilities to efficiently find and fix a homogenous adversary.
Those processes were not constrained by time, and they
were geographically bounded. Additionally, cyberspace
and IO capabilities were rarely used as either a primary effects mechanism or as a collection enabler. This
model was sufficient for its time and place. However,
to effectively respond to inter-state competition from
Russia and China, the joint force must better integrate
IW capabilities and employ a process that is relevant
to the speed of the information environment. Within
the Air Force, previous approaches to ISR strategies for
great power competition; the integration of Cyber, IO,
and EW; and command and control of these capabilities
fell short.
Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 was achieved
using a combination of armed force, deception, IO,
criminal activity, and political and economic actions.
[13]
Russia’s strategy – what some have termed the
“Gerasimov doctrine,” for Russia’s Chief of the General Staff General Valery Gerasimov – blurs “the
line between a state of war and peace” and employs
“extensive use of political, economic, diplomatic, information, and other nonmilitary measures, all supported by the protest potential of a population.”[14]
At the time, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
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(NATO) Supreme Allied Commander Europe, General Philip Breedlove, admitted that “the
actions of Russia and its leadership are extremely difficult to predict.”[15] This difficulty resulted
in part because military service and Intelligence Community capabilities were positioned to
assess Russian actions as indications and warning predictors within a traditional “conception
of conflict.”[16] Orienting joint force capabilities in this way creates a “curtain of ambiguity,”
limiting insights into adversary intent and complicating the identification and discrimination
of targets in the information environment. In 2014, the DoD was seemingly unprepared to offer
any IW response.
To respond effectively to similar scenarios in the future, the Air Force must adopt an approach that enables a clear focus on these hard problems. This approach should take a global
viewpoint and use access to data across each IW capability to generate insights into the adversary’s whole-of-nation approach to strategic competition. It must not only effectively integrate
capabilities to produce timely effects in the information environment, but it should also enable
partners across the DoD, U.S. Government departments and agencies, and foreign partners to
counter a present and growing threat. The Secretary of the Air Force established the 16th Air
Force for this reason; to specifically converge these capabilities and activities in the information environment.
Convergence on priority problems positions the 16th Air Force to enable combatant commands and air components to create IW outcomes in globally integrated campaigns. Outcomes
are results that directly achieve a commander’s objective. Within the context of strategic competition, these can range from using cyber effects to deny or degrade an adversary’s operations, precision messaging that leverages deception to affect individual or unit behavior, a
public affairs release that exposes malign activity, Treasury Department (USDT) sanctions,
State Department (DOS) demarches, and other means. While the Air Force has enabled some
of these outcomes previously, our service was not postured to generate these IW outcomes in a
timely, consistent, or synchronized manner. The order establishing the 16th Air Force succinctly describes the challenge highlighted in the preceding paragraphs: “The separation of Cyber,
Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR), Electronic Warfare (EW), and Military Information Support Operations (MISO)/Military Deception (MILDEC) among different organizations coupled with an inability to integrate multi-domain operational and tactical activities
puts the Air Force at a disadvantage across the conflict continuum.”[17],[18] The 16th Air Force is
charged with integrating these capabilities, and will leverage a unique global vantage point to
generate insights on adversary activity that lead to outcomes that make us competitive now.
Convergence in the information environment integrates capabilities by combining cross-functional data and tradecraft in creative ways, ultimately generating outcomes greater than each
individual capability can create on its own. As the 16th Air Force builds towards convergence,
we must articulate our approach to IW as a command, how we operationalize convergence, and
examine how convergence applies to, and changes, warfighting.
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INFORMATION WARFARE FOUNDATION
The 16th Air Force IW outcomes are built on three foundational lines of effort: Generate Insights, Compete Now, and Prepare for Escalation.
Generate Insights. All warfighting activities center on understanding the adversary. The
16th Air Force is uniquely positioned within the joint force to continuously generate insights
across a spectrum of activities now integrated into an IW force. These include Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) missions as delegated by the National Security Agency (NSA), medium-and
high-altitude ISR collection as tasked by air components, problem-centric analysis and exploitation through the Distributed Common Ground System (DCGS) enterprise, robust reachback analysis and targeting enterprise, insights derived from operations in cyberspace, and
insight into adversary mindset from behavioral science resources.
Two factors within this line of effort complicate a transition to converged IW. The first is that
in the information environment, battlespace awareness often looks different from the traditional Intelligence Preparation of the Operational Environment (IPOE), which focuses on the order
of battle of physical targets and decision support. While these activities must continue, we need
to think differently. This will require new tradecraft to recognize and counter threats, and may
involve new data sources, collection strategies, and methods of analysis to create outcomes in
the information environment. Second, the need to improve data integration among intelligence
capabilities increases as we shift to global challenges that affect traditional geographic and
functional areas of responsibility. Units within our enterprise will require tight integration to
rapidly incorporate insights generated across multiple disciplines. Convergence addresses the
various functional Air Force data stovepipes that have formed over the last two decades.
Compete Now. The implementation of convergence will be marked by a cultural shift across
the Air Force. We must begin to expose adversary activities that seek to undermine the US
position and destabilize the international order. U.S. Africa Command (USAFRICOM) took this
initiative on May 26, 2020, when it publicly released unclassified imagery of Russian MiG29 and Su-24 aircraft deployed to Libya. In a statement amplified by CNN, USAFRICOM disclosed that “Moscow recently deployed military fighter aircraft to Libya in support of Russian
state-sponsored private military contractors operating on the ground there.”[19] The aircraft
had also been painted to remove national markings. The USAFRICOM exposure of Russian
malign action is an IW outcome the 16th Air Force should regularly enable by generating the
initial insights into the adversary activity and shaping the information environment to counter
adversary actions.
U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM) has also advanced joint force thinking on competition
through General Paul Nakasone’s concept of Persistent Engagement. This concept implements
the 2018 DoD Cyber Strategy, which explains that contact with adversaries in cyberspace is
continuous. Thus, it is appropriate to “defend forward” and engage militarily in this domain to
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protect our national interests.[20] Indeed, the 2019 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA),
embraces this strategy by defining operations in cyberspace as a “traditional military activity.”[21] A similar shift has started within the information environment but must accelerate more
broadly. Leveraging not only cyberspace but all IW capabilities, 16th Air Force must converge
on the nation’s highest priority problems. This process will yield outcomes for the joint force
or options for partners within the U.S. Government to execute multi-domain IW operations
against our adversaries.
Producing an outcome in the information environment does not always require DoD action;
other government departments and agencies often bring unique authorities and approaches.
For example, some outcomes can result from a USDT sanction, a Department of Justice (DOJ)
indictment, or enabling DOS to work through a partner nation. Such partnerships led to the
March 2018 USDT sanctions against five entities and nineteen individuals for “interference
in U.S. elections, destructive cyber-attacks, and intrusions targeting critical infrastructure.”[22]
This approach can enable the full power of the U.S. Government to achieve strategic outcomes.
Multi-domain and whole-of-government IW operations will impose a cost on US adversaries
by exposing their malign activity and eliminating their plausible deniability.[23] This approach
will force adversaries to respond, expend resources internally, or change their strategies. The
Air Force has many of the resources required to compete persistently in the information environment, which is an NDS imperative. We now need an approach that accelerates action. As
16th Air Force aligns on priority targets for competition, the challenge will be to synchronize
the activities required to produce effective outcomes inside our adversaries’ OODA loop— Observe-Orient-Decide-Act.[24]
Prepare for Escalation. As 16th Air Force expands its options to compete, we must remain
ready for conflict escalation. We must continue to perform each IW capability with excellence
and be ready to support joint force commanders in the event of a conflict. The 16th Air Force
approach to IW should also include strategies that impose cost and deter escalation without
provoking it. Additionally, US adversaries should be mindful that IW outcomes can rapidly
shift along the competition continuum.[25] The intelligence and targeting data used to generate
outcomes that compete with our adversaries in the information environment can be applied to
produce non-kinetic or kinetic outcomes if the conflict escalates.
Conflict with a peer adversary will be characterized by several complicating factors, including, the “geographic asymmetry” posed by our force posture relative to China and Russia, and an increased number of adversary targets on the battlefield.[26] Our adversaries will
employ a range of offensive standoff weapons to deny access as well as “semi-autonomous
unmanned aircraft, drone submersibles, small vessels, and smart mines” to complicate effective maneuver.[27] Additionally, China and Russia will target our most critical capabilities,
including the network and communications infrastructure, which the joint force relies on for
command and control.
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To win in this environment, 16th Air Force must deliver a range of kinetic and non-kinetic
outcomes. Effective IW operations in a peer conflict will require tight synchronization among
ISR, Cyber, EW, and IO, as well as seamless integration into combatant command operational
processes. Future battlespace conditions will expand the distance but limit the time required
to find, fix, and finish targets. Accordingly, the data produced by each IW capability must be
automatically accessible and integrated into all nodes in the kill chain both vertically and horizontally. The Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2) concept linking all sensors to
all shooters describes this approach.[28] In addition to the material means required to achieve
this level of integration, we must shift “our doctrinal dependence on large vulnerable centralized command and control nodes to more agile, networked solutions.”[29] Our IW forces must
integrate into joint command and control concepts that allow for the flexible employment of a
distributed force. The speed of decision required to respond to a peer adversary in a dynamic
tactical situation will require ISR, EW, IO, and offensive and defensive cyber Airmen to repeatedly make decisions and execute distributed operations under mission command with limited
direction from higher headquarters. The possibility of such a scenario requires 16th Air Force
to maintain excellence across its IW capabilities, and the convergence of our forces in the information environment will now prepare us to seamlessly integrate in a future conflict.
CONCEPTUALIZING CONVERGENCE
The 16th Air Force is building an approach to IW by tailoring the Army’s concept of convergence to our enterprise. We will operationalize convergence by both commanding and controlling our assigned forces, and enabling the horizontal awareness among tactical units required to synchronize the broader enterprise at the operational level of war. To succeed, we
must acknowledge and overcome several historical biases and thereby rapidly transition to
a problem-centric approach that leverages 16th Air Force global operations, authorities, and
access to data.
The U.S. Army's Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) doctrine defines convergence as “the rapid
and continuous integration of capabilities in all domains, the electromagnetic spectrum, and
the information environment that optimizes effects to overmatch the enemy through cross-domain synergy and multiple forms of attack all enabled by mission command and disciplined
initiative.”[30] The Army’s concept prescribes the need for data from any sensor to flow through
any command and control node to enable any shooter, which is critically important, especially
at the tactical level. The Air Force IW enterprise is service-unique, so we have built upon the
Army’s foundational work. As 16th Air Force expands convergence to address strategic competition, we must address some long-standing biases that could impact how we compete effectively
on a global scale.
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Bias 1 – Geographic Organization and Outlook
Geographic boundaries pose no constraints for data and information; our IW outcomes
should also be unconstrained. China and Russia do not operate in accordance with joint force
command boundaries—they are global malign actors whose exploitation of the information
environment impacts every combatant command. A Strategic Multilayer Assessment (SMA)
White Paper released by the Joint Staff in May 2019 assessed Russia would increase its “gray
zone” tactics across Europe and Central Asia, Africa, the Middle East, the US, and Latin America in the near term.[31] 16th Air Force capabilities are distributed globally and have an array
of vantage points into each of those regions. To leverage the unique capabilities of our global
enterprise, we must capitalize on the agility such a distributed force offers. In many cases, the
Airmen working to develop an outcome might not be “owned” by or even reside within, a given
command with authority to execute IW operations—they must instead work seamlessly with
a command that does. The more globally integrated the joint force becomes, the more natural
this will seem. We envision scenarios wherein the same commander can alternate between
supported and supporting during the same operation, or simultaneously exist in both states.
Bias 2 – Command and Control Blinders
Command and control are essential to the efficient and disciplined execution of combat
operations. At all levels of war, the joint force requires clear lines of command responsibility.
However, if we only shoot, move, and communicate with those elements directly in our chain of
command, we are less agile, less informed, miss opportunities, and are vulnerable to exploitation. Convergence does not require a change in command and control doctrine. What we need
is a new framework that organizes global synchronization at the speed of IW.
Bias 3 – Focus on Conflict
We must always be prepared for armed conflict, but our adversaries are out-competing
us now. The Secretary of Defense, Dr. Mark Esper, put it this way in a December 2019 press
briefing: “We must deal with the world we live in, not the one we want.”[32] While US adversaries’ actions are at times escalatory, they fall below the threshold of armed conflict. They cannot
act with complete impunity, yet their manipulation of the information environment clouds the
truth, redirects blame, or creates plausible deniability that inoculates them against international consequences. Through these incremental gains, they achieve strategic ends without the
need for war. There is a growing demand from combatant commanders to shift military service
weight of effort toward outcomes that regain the initiative in the information environment.
OPERATIONALIZING CONVERGENCE
Implementing convergence in the information environment requires new operational art.
Our framework starts within the 16th Air Force to synchronize outcomes on common operational priorities that cross combatant command boundaries. These outcomes address
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problems that, in many cases, are being simultaneously requested and prioritized across combatant commands. Russian malign influence impacts each geographic and functional combatant command in the DoD. However, legacy, stovepiped processes, and data access all limit
awareness and collaboration both inside 16th Air Force, and among component and combatant
command staffs that are divided by geographic boundaries.
Convergence is designed to leverage both existing command and control constructs that
direct forces and activities while enabling synchronization among partners that leads to mutually beneficial outcomes for multiple commanders. Ultimately, we will realize convergence by
leveraging the inherent strengths of the 16th Air Force outlined below.

Problem
Centric

+

Global Data
Access

+

Unique Authorities

+

Interagency, Combatant
Command, and Service
Component Partnerships

=

Globally Integrated
Information Warfare

Figure 1. Convergence Formula
First, 16th Air Force is problem-centric and has moved away from a platform or sensor-based
approach to one that leverages access to many data sources, regardless of origin. This approach
allows our Airmen to gain insights that improve the understanding of the adversary and solve
the most important operational problems for joint force commanders.
Second, 16th Air Force has access to data across each IW function. Integrating this
data into a combined picture provides a global vantage point. As a result, the problem-centric
approach becomes unconstrained by geographic boundaries and provides the opportunity to
generate global outcomes.
Third, the 16th Air Force is assigned authorities unique within the Air Force, that
include roles as the Service Cryptologic Component to the National Security Agency (NSA), a
Component-Numbered Air Force (C-NAF) within Air Combat Command, a Service Cyber Component in Combatant Command relationship to USCYBERCOM and in general support to four
other Combatant Commands, and as the operational commander of the Air Force Information
Network (AFIN). The 16th Air Force will leverage these authorities to take full advantage of the
elements we command and control in cyberspace operations, the enterprise data access inherent to each line of authority, and the broader capacity of our ISR, targeting, and EW capabilities.
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Additionally, the partnerships we have built with air components, combatant commands, and
within the interagency, enhance the effectiveness of 16th Air Force capabilities. This powerful
combination will enable new global IW outcomes, either in the form of options for a supported
joint force commander or as an outcome 16th Air Force creates as the supported component to
compete in the information environment.
The 16th Air Force is tasked both with developing the partnerships that bring alignment and
enable the horizontal awareness required to achieve problem-centric collaboration and data integration. This results in two byproducts. First, as we increase data sharing, each functional capability will gain additional insights that improve analysis, signal development, and follow-on
collection. Second, as the operational staff synchronizes previously stovepiped capabilities on
global problems, we will create new IW outcomes not previously realized within the Air Force.
We expect many of these to be fact-based public disclosures. This is our comparative advantage,
and it is an approach to convergence that has not yet been executed to the scale we envision.
SELECTED WARFIGHTING APPLICATIONS FOR CONVERGENCE IN THE
INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT
Our approach to convergence will address several sets of problems within the information
environment. The below examples are not all-inclusive but demonstrate a range of possible
outcomes that allow us to compete against our adversaries now. A brief examination of these
examples reveals opportunities to leverage our access to data, authorities, and partnerships. As
16th Air Force initiates operations, we begin to see the value of converged IW outcomes.
Countering Disinformation. We will quickly realize the potential for convergence in our
mission to counter disinformation. Our adversaries aim to supplant logic and fact with fantasy
and fear by saturating the information environment with lies.[33] We counter this by adhering
to the inherent strengths and core values of our nation—we speak the truth. As the US military
shifts its focus to this societal threat, our ability to generate insights postures the 16th Air Force
well for this challenge.
Today, Joint Force Headquarters cyber teams are developing options to impose a cost on adversaries who inject disinformation into the environment. Additionally, our DCGS enterprise
is employing a problem-centric approach to gain a deep understanding of adversary malign
activity in support of air components. Our cyber defense Airmen are exposing malign cyber
activity, while our global targeting wing has focused target systems analysis and non-kinetic
intelligence analysis on malign adversary influence. Simultaneously, four wings across the 16th
Air Force ISR enterprise are leveraging Publicly Available Information (PAI) to gain insight and
develop tradecraft to expose a similar activity.
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As we connect and share data among these functional capabilities, each unit will improve the
quality of insights it can provide to the tasking command. Additionally, as the 16th Air Force IW
Operational Staff organizes the converged approach, planners will identify new outcomes that
can be generated by taking a global view of the data generated by each subordinate unit. Some
outcomes might be precise and enabled by cyber. In other cases, our operationalized Public Affairs elements will be best suited to counter disinformation with the truth. Both options impose
a cost on the adversary by either compelling a change in behavior or deterring a future action.
Most importantly, we must recognize that what sets us apart from our adversaries is that
rather than spreading disinformation, we deal in truth. The Air Force can be aggressive within
the information environment because we will produce facts and fact-based evidence of malign
activity. Convergence creates a framework that enables the 16th Air force to begin injecting that
truth into the information environment at an unprecedented speed and scale.
Cyber-Enabled Information Operations. By integrating our Joint Force Headquarters cyber teams with our growing IO force, we can scale to create effects against targets where combatant commanders currently lack options. Alignment of our ISR collection and analysis units
against these targets will also yield intelligence and cultural insights that our IO professionals
can use to increase target fidelity and create behavioral change. For example, Joint Task Force
(JTF) ARES achieved this against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). JTF ARES integrated
multiple disciplines to create confusion and distrust within ISIS and ultimately worked closely
with partners to dismantle its web-based operations.[34]
Cyberspace access will be essential to creating precision effects in the information environment. Precision effects will also be somewhat of a cultural shift in military operations, which
has often focused on messaging aimed at more generalized populations. Precision, cyber-enabled IO, provides an intermediate option between broad messaging and a kinetic strike. It
may enable more predictable effects and, in some cases, lower cost, and pose a lower risk to
escalation. Regardless of the use case, tight synchronization among units working across the
information environment is required to converge effectively against global targets.
Convergence in Space. The 16th Air Force (Air Forces Cyber (AFCYBER)) was recently designated the cyber component in general support to U.S. Space Command (USSPACECOM). With
the standup of the U.S. Space Force (USSF), we must consider what IW looks like in this domain. In the coming decades, space will become more accessible and consequential to the civil,
military, and economic interests of all nations. As this happens, states will correspondingly
increase competition in and through space.[35] No domain lends itself to the synergy of cyber,
ISR, EW, and IO like space. A converged approach to IW in support of USSPACECOM should
leverage these mutually supportive capabilities to rapidly generate outcomes.
USSPACECOM has recently demonstrated clear initiative in responding to adversary space
activity. Russia’s direct ascent anti-satellite missile test on April 15, 2020, represents a clear
threat to the global community and undermines Russia’s advocacy for a treaty banning weapons
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in space. In response, the Commander of USSPACECOM, General Jay Raymond, publicly stated,
“This test is further proof of Russia’s hypocritical advocacy of outer space arms control proposals designed to restrict the capabilities of the United States while clearly having no intention of halting their counter-space weapons programs.”[36] He later responded to Iran’s failed
attempt to employ an imaging satellite by tweeting information regarding the failure derived
from USSPACECOM space-tracking capabilities.[37] As adversaries increase competition in and
through space, an IW posture such as the one demonstrated by the USSF will enable rapid outcomes that position the nation for continued ascendency over strategic rivals in space.
CHANGING THE WAY WE FIGHT
To effectively compete at scale, we need an approach to IW that builds on US strengths
and values. IW requires tight partnerships among all elements of the DoD, the interagency,
and our coalition partners, driving a shift in the weight of effort from preparing for conflict
to competing now. As military leaders, this is an opportunity to re-evaluate historical biases
that constrain us from competing in the information environment. We do not need a new
approach to command and control, but a new framework that both materially creates the
awareness among, and organizes the horizontal coordination of, organizations across the
continuum of cooperation, competition, and conflict. The NDS is driving the DoD to examine
competition through a new lens. We believe the creation of 16th Air Force and our approach
to convergence in the information environment offers new opportunities to compete now. As
the 16th Air Force enters full operational capability in 2020, we are taking a problem-centric
approach to competition. Our global vantage point, enabled by access to data and authorities,
will improve each of our capabilities while producing new IW outcomes through operations
that will be simultaneously supported and supporting. We are confident this approach will
change the way the Air Force fights.
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I

INTRODUCTION

n his 2019 book, Information Wars: How We Lost the Global Battle Against Disinformation and What We Can Do About it, Richard Stengel detailed the Department of State’s
(DoS) struggles in this burgeoning space. Stengel leaves the reader with a view of the
United States Government (USG), where individual departments and agencies resist
collaboration and tackle disinformation as individual departments and agencies. The result is a poorly integrated effort with limited awareness of parallel activities, significant
challenges to cross-department and inter-agency collaboration, and the inability to evaluate and describe success or failure. Rather than accept Stengel’s description as the only
way the USG can function, this article posits counterpoints derived from direct involvement with multiple USG departments and agencies during both the Obama and Trump
administrations. The counterargument is an understanding of cross-governmental authorities combined with collaborative implementation leads to greater success in combating
disinformation.
To begin, Stengel’s primary thesis is that, by design, democracies are naturally inadequate at countering disinformation. Inherent territorialism within a democracy is a critical
weakness Stengel experienced, and is at the core of his criticism. In contrast, we propose
that talent, initiative, innovative spirit, less centralized control, and ability are the real
foundations of democracy and can, therefore, be collectively leveraged to both overcome
territorialism and effectively counter disinformation. The greatest challenge lies in maximizing and synchronizing these strengths.
Stengel describes a widespread territorial mentality within and between USG departments and agencies. We acknowledge this mindset exists and stifles potentially successful ideas and efforts that require USG elements to work in partnership. In contrast with
Stengel, our experience suggests this territorial mentality is something the USG can
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overcome. The solution? (1) Link executive leadership
and action officers across departments and agencies,
(2) explain the intent to work together, (3) understand
existing efforts rather than creating new ones, (4) create an understanding of departmental and agency authorities and capabilities, (5) appreciate permissions
to apply authorities, (6) reduce the emphasis on differences and credit for successes. The crux of intergovernmental territorialism lies in a basic discussion of authorities absent a clear understanding of permissions.
To this end, a mentor once told me: amateurs talk about
authorities; professionals talk in terms of authorities
and permissions.
Colonel Michael J. Jackson is Chief for
Plans, Policy, and Partnerships at the Cyber
National Mission Force. He was previously the
Senior Army Fellow at the Council on Foreign
Relations. COL Jackson has served as Chief for
Information Operations and Special Activities
at the Brigade, Division, Theater Special
Operations Command, NATO Operational,
and Global Combatant Command. He is an
Information Operations officer with extensive experience integrating information
related capabilities across the Department
of Defense, within the whole of the United
States Government, with NATO Allies and with
partner nations. Assignments include United
States European Command, Special Operations
Command Europe, NATO, 1st Armored Division,
1st Infantry Division, and 2nd Infantry Division.
Overseas assignments include Korea, Germany,
Portugal, Iraq, Afghanistan, Jordan, and Kosovo.
He earned a BA from The Ohio University,
an MS from Naval Postgraduate School,
and a MMAS from the College of
International Security Affairs at the
National Defense University.
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Second, Stengel only served for two years as the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and was
another example of the rapid rotation of key individuals throughout government. This rotation cycle occurs not only at the political appointee level but also
at the executive and action officer ranks. The outside
perspective brought by political appointees is essential
in a functional government, and regular rotations will
and should continue. However, this, combined with the
rapid rotation of public servants at all levels, starves organizations of institutional knowledge and inhibits the
development of coherent initiatives and the implementation of consistent policy. Furthermore, rapid rotation
prevents the creation and sustainment of networks of
professionals who understand cross-governmental authorities and permissions and who have the experience
of cooperatively implementing them.
To achieve successful coordination in the disinformation war, USG should revisit perspectives from the administration of President Dwight Eisenhower, including
his National Security Advisor Robert Cutler. Eisenhower was known for collaboration, and if you “put the right
smart people in a room, they could figure out the answer to any problem” (Thomas 2012). To get those people in the room, Cutler described his role as that of an
‘information broker’ (Burke 2009). This solution, which
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is the antithesis to Stengel’s argument, moved the Eisenhower administration away from territorialism and
into a team mindset, which was based on a foundation
of partnership.
EUCOM, RUSSIAN DISINFORMATION, AND THE
‘RUSSIA INFLUENCE GROUP (RIG)’

Dr. Paul Lieber is COLSA Corporation’s
Chief Scientist (Data & Social Science),
where he specializes in communication
influence. A Board Member of the Information
Professionals Association, he previously
served as the Command Writer for two
USSOCOM Commanders, likewise Strategic
Communication Advisor to Special Operations
Command-Australia. Within academic environs,
Dr. Lieber was full-time Graduate faculty at
Joint Special Operations University, Emerson
College, University of South Carolina, and the
University of Canberra, respectively. He holds
a Ph.D. in Mass Communication and Public
Affairs and a Masters of Mass Communication
from Louisiana State University, and a B.S. in
Broadcast Journalism from Syracuse University.

In late 2015 and following Russia’s intervention in
Ukraine, the USG was concerned with additional Russian interference in other former Soviet states. Specifically, the USG was troubled by the advanced levels
of Russian disinformation and misinformation which
were aimed at European partners and allies. Countering Russian disinformation outside the continental US
required a whole-of-government resource synchronization to support DoS and individual country teams. The
U.S. European Command (EUCOM)/DoS co-led Russia
Information Group (RIG) was born from a need to understand and integrate USG efforts to defeat an increasingly robust Russian campaign of disinformation and
misinformation, one intended to undermine the US
relationships with partners and allies. The name was
later changed to the Russia Influence Group (RIG) to enable a broader focus. It must be noted here, the Russia
Influence Group (RIG) described here is different than
the Twitter-based Russia Influence Group described by
Stengel in his book. The somewhat parallel evolution
and lifecycle of the two groups is an excellent example
where awareness and interagency collaboration could
have and should have taken place but did not.
Stengel’s premise that democracies are inept at countering disinformation is not entirely off base. First, freedom of speech is a great US strength and a fundamental
principle, but it possesses an inherent vulnerability. Adversaries regularly exploit US freedom of speech protections by inserting protected but untruthful claims into
its information environment. Second, when integrating
across the US interagency, understanding departmental culture and perspectives are critical as they are
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frequently at odds. Differences in culture and perspective often feed interagency territorialism.
DoS and the Country Teams, for instance, naturally focused heavily on individual countries.
EUCOM and the Department of Defense (DoD) view the world as regions. For EUCOM, this includes over fifty countries with multiple sub-regions where defense requires a multi-state and
collective effort. Bridging the DoS and DoD/EUCOM gap to create a more collective perspective
was a challenging, but essential task for the RIG.
Four years later—in March 2019—EUCOM’s Commander (General Curtis Scaparrotti) described to Congress his approach to integrating EUCOM’s counter-disinformation activities
with the rest of USG (Scaparrotti 2019). The partner approach was bifurcated into two levels
of integration. The first was a monthly EUCOM / DoS, co-chaired meeting at the senior action
officer level. The second was a bi-annual EUCOM / DoS Senior Leader Steering Board (SLSB) to
guide action officers on the whole-of-government plans and emerging initiatives.
The aforementioned RIG (now a mature entity) would present integrated plans and activities
to the steering board along lines of effort, including messaging, diplomatic engagement, energy-related issues, finance, and judicial-related issues, and support to the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO). In many cases, Ambassadors or Deputy Chiefs of Mission returned to
Washington, D.C., to attend the SLSB to brief or show support for the plans. Participation in the
SLSB was voluntary, but the implementation of plans required consensus. Worth noting is this
integration initiative would not usurp existing interagency process led by the National Security
Council (NSC) and the National Security Staff (NSS). Instead, the process supported bottom-up
development in response to guidance provided by said NSC and NSS.
A separate but critical supporting effort to the EUCOM/DoS RIG partnership was the annual
Europe Chief of Mission Conference. This effort assembled Chiefs of Mission from across the
EUCOM area of operations, leadership from the Department of State European and Eurasia
Bureau, and EUCOM Staff (e.g., military personnel, and the EUCOM J9 Interagency Partnership Division consisting of senior liaisons from across USG). The Chiefs of Mission conference
empowered DoS, EUCOM, and Chiefs of Mission to share insights on current and burgeoning
efforts, to include the RIG. The result was broader awareness, integration, and inclusion.
The final supporting effort was the EUCOM led Russia Strategic Initiative (RSI), which General Scaparrotti described in his 2017 testimony to the House Committee on Armed Services
(Scaparrotti 2017). The RSI focused on DoD integration to balance deterrence and escalation.
All three efforts (RIG, Chief of Mission Conference, and the RSI) included the DoS and the
broader interagency and exemplified EUCOM’s pursuit of a whole-of-government partnered
approach in Europe.
For the RIG to be successful, communication was paramount, and dedicated liaisons located
in the National Capital Region (NCR) augmenting support from DoD and DoS leadership were
essential to ensuring communication occurred and momentum was maintained. A critical liaison built and maintained relationships with key USG departments and agencies. Another
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significant liaison worked in the DoS Europe Eurasia Bureau (DoS EUR) handling RIG scheduling and coordination. Importantly, the DoS EUR liaison communicated and translated between
DoD and DoS speak. Liaisons ensured visiting senior EUCOM leadership reinforced existing
and substantive conversations and aided in strengthening support. Liaisons also ensured plans
and concepts submitted to the SLSB were fully coordinated and ready for senior leader approval or guidance. This was a stark contrast to the typical wave top senior leader engagements and
these liaisons significantly reinforced partnerships.
General Scaparrotti consistently emphasized that while EUCOM would appropriately lead
and shape RIG efforts, too much defense influence and oversight would be counterproductive. His interaction with the US interagency process repeatedly reinforced the principle
that great leaders must effectively balance between leading and following. Great leaders are
also great partners. Contrary to Stengel’s territorial experience, when the RIG collectively
presented integrated proposals to USG leaders, one of two outcomes occurred. Either decision-makers emphatically supported implementation, or they worked out differences face-toface, reducing potential weeks or months of staff coordination to minutes. Ultimately, participating departments and agencies viewed ongoing parallel efforts as complementary to their
own goals and objectives.
Summarizing fundamentals learned from the past and reinforced by the RIG:
1. The singular problem, countering Russian misinformation and disinformation meant to
undermine US credibility in Europe, required focused and enhanced collaboration. The
RIG recognized and embraced this.
2. A two-tiered structure creates organizational commitment of staff and resources in
addition to executive leadership obligation to supervise execution. For the RIG, this
included: monthly communication and close collaboration between action officers and
bi-annual forums for executive decision-makers to jointly approve or supply guidance
to action officers.
3. Liaisons grow networks and reach. RIG liaisons mitigated the cost of participation by
member organizations, enabled open and transparent communications, and supported
face-to-face relationships.
4. Success requires an understanding of and respect for participating members. For the
RIG, this meant maintaining the highest familiarity with partner authorities, and employing institutional liaisons (point 3) to bridge organizations and cultural differences.
5. Informal is often a good path. The informal nature of the RIG where cross-departmental and agency network participation was voluntary, reduced tension and pressure to
participate.
6. Consider a partnership agreement upfront. This agreement was used by RIG members to
develop plans through consensus, share credit, and create a forum for open discussion.
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HOW TO COLLABORATE ON COLLABORATING
Collaboration is where problems and opportunity lie. Democracies can be exceedingly effective at countering disinformation. Effectiveness requires the time to understand and leverage
the authorities and responsibilities of each department and agency across USG. An effective
approach also requires that organizations understand and work with partners and allies, is
inclusive of industry, non-profits, academia, and encourages innovation. There are three steps
the USG can take right now to improve collaboration to counter adversary disinformation:
1. Train individuals how to work across the interagency.
2. Learn to develop a strategy from the bottom up. These efforts should not replace the interagency process or documents, but rather complement existing strategies and practice.
3. Maximize non-USG entities in determining the assessment of best practices and
baselines.
Addressing the first point requires an investment in the education of individuals serving in
government. These individuals must have a clear understanding of their department or agency, their capabilities, and their organization’s authorities. Second, they require an additional
understanding of how to integrate with sister departments’ and agencies’ capabilities and authorities. In DoD, each service possesses robust professional education systems. Additionally,
gateway schools and professional development exist for promotion at each critical step in an
individual’s career. However, none of these schools adequately prepare individuals to effectively interact and leverage the interagency environment.
To the second point, USG must also re-consider career progression and job rotation in the
military and across government. At too many departments and agencies, individuals serve
only two to three years in a job before rotating to a more senior position. The focus is on the
promotion of generalists rather than the creation of skilled career practitioners. Frequently moving individuals also creates a lack of continuity between policy and strategy. Tackling
disinformation problems requires those most skilled at employing and integrating solutions.
Relatedly, across much of USG, information professionals are respected, but collectively, are
not seen as competitive for promotion to the most senior and executive ranks. Management of
strategic campaigns and narratives require the skill, experience, knowledge, and intuition of
an executive campaign manager.
Interagency groups need to supply better, broader, and more inclusive solutions to the existing interagency process. That being said, creating more groups is not the answer. An informed,
networked approach will yield more focused and fewer ad-hoc organizations; staff will naturally realize others are working on the exact same problem.
Lastly and addressing the third point, the USG must think beyond industry as a means to
employ contractors to fill gaps in operational needs. Industry is adept at understanding marketing, data, and social science principles, evaluating long-term trends in the environment,
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and maintaining technology to quickly identify patterns in disinformation. Cooperative partnership with industry should include informal and professional relationships (i.e., advertising
executives, cybersecurity officers, communications professionals, and others from the top and
most innovative firms) to better analyze the disinformation problem and understand emerging
solutions.
This inclusive approach also requires partnerships with think tanks, non-profits, and 501(c)
(3)-type organizations that exist solely to advise and assist government in analyzing and developing innovative disinformation solutions that affect both government and industry.
Importantly, even the arguably successful RIG never conquered disinformation assessment
and evaluation, specifically developing a proper baseline understanding of the current information environment to then determine success. There are still extreme barriers and outright
refusals across the USG to share internal information measurement methods or to consider
external assessment and evaluation. There is also a reticence to leveraging marketing and
other industry skill and expertise. Collaboration in these areas remains a significant obstacle
to overcome.
NURTURING FROM WITHIN TO GROW FROM BEYOND
The root of territorialism lies in cultural and institutional norms, most of all in talent management. To better manage career professionals and develop talent and utilizing input from
industry, the Army created the Talent Management Task Force and developed the Assignment
Interactive Module (AIM). Though not completely perfect, AIM is a significant improvement
over its highly decentralized predecessor. AIM demonstrates the Army’s commitment to develop true professionals and make a concerted effort to deliberately match expertise to the job.
Moreover, AIM enables officers to work outside of their career field, expanding their professional skills and knowledge in tandem. The Army’s implementation of brevet promotions and
providing officers an ability to delay participation in key selection boards without prejudice
offers flexibility. While it is nothing new for officers to serve in a billet above their current rank,
the newly implemented brevet promotion policy promotes the individual to the required rank,
and the individual receives pay and benefits of the higher rank for the period they hold a billet
senior to their current rank. Likewise, providing officers the opportunity to delay a promotion
or selection board to remain in key developmental billet an additional year is significant. This
flexibility yields increased influence in Army career progression by one’s supervising officers,
career managers, and leadership. This also means officers can stay in critical jobs longer and
gain essential experience that will significantly benefit the USG. There is no doubt other USG
departments and agencies are pursuing similar talent management improvements, with best
practices to learn and share.
The DoD has, for decades, required significant institutional commitment and investment in
education and professional development. The Goldwater-Nichols Act, intended to fix challenges
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to Joint operations such as the failure of Desert One in April 1980, recreated DoD’s education,
and assignment process. This, however, was a military solution that did not realistically extend
to the interagency. Also, changes to education and promotion resulting from Goldwater-Nichols did not significantly affect officers below the rank of Colonel. To this day, officers lacking
enough experience in a Joint environment are easily identifiable. In tandem, a whole-of-government solution must be developed to expose action officers and public servants to each other
sooner. Sincere consideration of a Goldwater-Nichols Act for the interagency is therefore critically needed.
The final, persistent talent-centric problem remains collaboration and partnership beyond
the USG. The rule, ‘do what you are good at, and do not try to be something you are not,’ still
applies. Government agency professional development systems deliberately cultivate generalists, leaders, and decision-makers to manage organizations and produce and implement policy.
As such, critical capabilities remain where USG is simply incapable of maturing techniques
and maintaining the talent not just to be competitive, but to win.
Thus, and in some cases, contracting from traditional government contractors remains a solution. In others, including operations in the information environment, infusing current industry
experience beyond the usual government-centric talent pool is truly needed. This importantly
includes building relationships with industry providers to identify future needs. For example,
relationships with industry leaders in marketing and evaluation expose action officers to ideas,
concepts, and techniques at the leading edge of industry. Industry cybersecurity experts possess a perspective vastly different than cyber professionals within the government. Increasing
industry fellowships with junior officers, captains, and majors, would expose individuals to
leading technology and enable them to bring their experiences and relationships back to DoD.
CONCLUSION
The COVID-19 crisis presents a significant opportunity for government and industry-wide
collaboration in the information space and beyond. The crisis finds organizations like Thompson Reuters working with Facebook to identify and explain misinformation and disinformation
throughout social media. The DoS Global Engagement Center’s (GEC) Technology Engagement
Team is now leading USG toward finding, developing, and evaluating capabilities available
from industry. The National Security Innovation Network (NSIN) is yet another bright spot
during COVID-19, a resource that conveys significant USG collaboration and partnership potential. Multiple other departments and agencies across the USG are looking at COVID-19 as a
threat with varying levels of integration being the solution.
A crisis also often leads to the creation of new organizations and working groups who are focused only on a single problem The COVID-19 crisis–like its highest-profile counterparts-transcend every societal boundary and organizational proclivity to focus on ‘the current problem.’ With disinformation accompanying the crisis, there are two choices: (1) to either view
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adversary sponsored COVID-19 disinformation and misinformation as a separate information
campaign, or (2) to realize that COVID-19 disinformation and misinformation are opportunistic
adaptations by adversaries who aim to reinforce existing narratives. The COVID-19 disinformation is clearly an opportunistic adaptation and provides a common motivation across the USG
to rapidly strengthen and integrate existing efforts. The opportunity to leverage this crisis to
fundamentally improve the way we collaborate to counter disinformation and misinformation
is one we cannot afford to miss.
As the ‘solution’ noted above, far from being incapable of countering disinformation, the
decentralized collaboration of the USG’s amalgamation of authorities, capabilities, and the professionalism and initiative of dedicated public servants is more than capable of countering
the adversary’s centralized and focused approach. Overcoming USG territorialism is the most
significant roadblock, but the RIG proved that this is anything but insurmountable. Developing
professionals across the interagency to understand cross-departmental capabilities, authorities, and permissions are feasible. Creating networks of action officers and executive leadership across the interagency are attainable. It is essential that executive leadership and actions
officers adopt an attitude of partnership.
In closing, and to both acknowledge and counter Stengel; The US must become comfortable
owning its narrative and through collaboration across and external to the USG. When founded
on collaborative partnership, without a doubt, democracies are exceedingly more capable of
countering disinformation.
RECOGNITION
Throughout this article, we reinforced the importance of an inclusive partner approach, and
with it leveraging a community of experts and professionals. To that end, it is essential to recognize the leaders, practitioners, and partners essential to making the RIG successful. These
individuals included: General (R) Curtis Scaparrotti, Mr. Wess Mitchell, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense Laura Cooper, General Timothy Ray, Lieutenant General Stephen Twitty,
Lieutenant General Patrick White, Major General (R) Skip Davis, Major General David (Oscar) Meyer, Ambassador Susan Elliott, Ambassador Philip Reeker, Ambassador Dennis Hearne,
Ambassador Eric Rubin, Ambassador Kyle Scott, Mr. Ben Ziff, Me. Lea Gabriel, Ms. Sharon
Hudson-Dean, Ms. Yaryna Ferencevych, Ms. Meghan Gregonis, Colonel Sonny Legget, Colonel
(R) Josh Burgess, Colonel Paul Matier, Colonel (R) Bo Clayton, Colonel Vic Garcia, Colonel Rob
Kjelden, Colonel (R) Bryan Sparling, Colonel Brian Mellen, Lieutenant Colonel Dan Welsh, Mr.
Patrick Fetterman, Mr. Austin Branch, Mr. Jeff Trimble, Mr. Gary Thatcher, Mr. Daniel Kimmage, Ms. Adele Ruppe, Mr. Chris Dunnett, Ms. Alicia Romano, Ms. Tonia Weik, Ms. Marta
Churella, Mr. Oscar DeSoto, Mr. George Franco, Ms. Patricia Watts, Mr. Hunter Treseder, Ms.
Lauren Protentis, Mr. Al Bal, Ms. Wendy Bartley, Ms. Christina Madrid, Ms. Alden Burley, Ms.
Rohina Phadnis. The excellence of these individuals and other not named resides in those after
them who follow their examples.
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Building the
Army’s Artificial
Intelligence Workforce
Major Nathaniel D. Bastian, Ph.D.

A

rtificial intelligence (AI) is a set of algorithmic tools and technologies that
enable machines to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence—
such as perceiving the world, learning from experience, reasoning through
information, representing knowledge, acting, and adapting.[1] Given the multitude of rapid technological advancements in AI, computing, big data analytics and autonomy, the 2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS) emphasized the importance of leveraging the “very technologies that ensure we will be able to fight and win the wars of
the future.”[2] The 2018 NDS flags ways to modernize key capabilities in “address[ing]
the scope and pace of our competitors’ and adversaries’ ambitions and capabilities,”[3]
and the need to “invest broadly in military application of autonomy, AI, and machine
learning, including rapid application of commercial breakthroughs, to gain competitive
military advantages.”[4].
Introducing AI capabilities into the military will impact virtually all Army warfighting functions, including: mission command (e.g., battlefield virtual assistant for command
and control), movement and maneuver (e.g., self-driving tanks, helicopters, and other vehicles), fires (e.g., autonomous weapon systems and AI-enabled targeting), sustainment
(e.g., predictive maintenance and logistics), protection (e.g., anomaly detection to protect
critical infrastructures), intelligence (e.g., AI-based information collection, data fusion and
analysis), and special operations. Creating a robust AI workforce challenges the Army’s
organizational capacity to best leverage and grow AI talent. At a minimum, changes are
needed to ensure that resources will be available to complement the AI workforce changes,
but that they will be available in a way that will better support the Army’s operating forces.
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In response to the 2018 NDS, the Office of the Department of Defense (DoD) Chief Information Officer
(CIO) established the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC) with the “overarching goal of accelerating
the delivery of AI-enabled capabilities, scaling the Department-wide impact of AI, and synchronizing DoD
AI activities to expand Joint Force advantages.”[5] To
fulfill the DoD AI Strategy, JAIC’s main focus areas
will be recruiting, training, promoting, and retaining
a leading AI workforce.[6] To buttress JAIC’s efforts,
the Army established the Army-AI Task Force (A-AI
TF) under the U.S. Army Futures Command (AFC)
to “rapidly integrate and synchronize AI activities
across the Army.”[7] One key task is to “develop a
talent management plan for the acquisition and
retention of necessary skillsets to support Army machine learning and AI activities today and into the
future.”[8] The U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command (CCDC), formerly the U.S. Army
Research, Development and Engineering Command
(RDECOM) underscored this need for “AI-fluent scientists and engineers, and to establish opportunities
for developing AI-fluency in the current workforce.”[9]
Integrating AI into the Army means accommodating,
growing, and maintaining the requisite skilled AI
workforce. Similar to the distinctive way that network
and cyber expertise have evolved, AI will require personnel with specialized talents. To create and grow the
Army’s AI workforce will require key changes to the
existing force structure and AI career management.
For Army officers in all applicable components
(COMPO), an existing career management field (CMF),
such as Functional Area 49 (FA49) Operations Research/Systems Analysis (ORSA), will require change.
While the FA49 officer “introduces quantitative and
qualitative analysis to the military’s decision-making processes by developing and applying probability
models, statistical inference, simulations, optimization
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and economic models,”[10] FA49 officers will have an unprecedented opportunity to refine
the delivery of their tradecraft. In particular, the FA49 Proponent Office seeks FA49 officers
who will “take advantage of the cloud, the open source environment, big data, and algorithms.”[11] Over the past few years, the FA49 Proponent Office has heavily invested in providing opportunities to integrate data science and more advanced ORSA skills into the FA49
training pipeline via graduate schooling, continuing education, training with industry, and
professional military education. As a result, the bench of FA49 officers equipped with the
latest data science skills has grown considerably. In order to certify, track and manage the
Army’s FA49 officers with data science qualifications, the Headquarters, Department of the
Army (HQDA) G-1 in conjunction with the FA49 Proponent Office established the Personnel
Development Skill Identifier (PDSI) R1J for Data Scientist, which certifies that the FA49 officer has met specific graduate degree (master’s or doctorate) requirements and has requisite
experience working with distributed computing platforms along with one or more programming languages (R, Python, etc.), structured query language (SQL), and Linux command-line
interface commands.[12]
While the supply of data science-trained officers has increased, so too has the demand.
More and more organizations across the Joint Force seek FA49 officers to lead data science
efforts. Indeed, along with the creation of JAIC and A-AI TF organizations, and publication
of the DoD AI Strategy, demand for FA49 officers armed with AI skills has grown exponentially. In terms of AI talent, the FA49 Proponent Office wants FA49 officers to “become the
experts in not just understanding how the algorithms work, but how to put together the team
to make the algorithms work properly.”[13] While several FA49 officers have the necessary
education, training and technical leadership experience to serve as Army AI experts and
leaders, the bench remains relatively small given the high demand across the Joint Force.
Further, AI-savvy FA49 officers currently are not managed in a distinct military occupational specialty (MOS); the FA49 CMF has only one managed MOS, 49A, for a generalist ORSA.
Typically, the 49A MOS does not require FA49 officers to possess the expert mathematical,
computational, cognitive, and software development skills such as machine learning engineering, evolutionary computation algorithm design, and human systems integration, that
are necessary for the AI tradecraft. This dearth of managed AI talent and respective force
structure requires a fix to this obvious DoD and Army-wide capability gap.
Creating and definitizing a managed 49B MOS for an Army AI career specialty within
the FA49 CMF would help enable and enhance the Army’s ability to recruit, train, promote
and retain AI personnel required by the Joint Force. This would mean major changes to the
Army’s FA49 force structure, and to AI personnel policies and career management, AI education/training, and AI workforce development. Moreover, the timely creation of this managed
AI career specialty within the FA49 CMF would help move the Army in the right direction
for building a leading AI workforce. The creation and management of the 49B MOS career
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specialty and resulting force structure would jump start and help sustain recruiting, training,
promoting, and retaining talented FA49 officers who can lead the design, development, testing, evaluation, assessment, and implementation of AI tools and technologies across the Army’s operating and generating forces. AI talent management within the FA49 CMF requires
effective processes and procedures, and is essential if we are to optimize AI capabilities as
an integral part of the Army’s warfighting functions.
This proposed solution helps build, grow, and manage a talented and leading Army AI workforce
needed to operationalize AI capabilities into the DoD to “fight and win the wars of the future.”[14] Further, this solution directly supports the recommendations of the National Security
Commission on Artificial Intelligence (NSCAI) for recruiting, training and retaining a worldclass, AI-ready workforce in accordance with its recently established common AI Workforce
Model developed in partnership with the Defense Innovation Board and the JAIC to guide DoD
AI workforce needs.[15]
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Truth Dies First:
Storyweapons on
the InfoOps Battlefield
Renny Gleeson

S

toryweapons are adversarial narratives that use algorithms, automation,
codespaces, and data to hijack decision-making, and the stories of who we
are, what we believe and why it matters. They leverage vulnerabilities and
weaknesses against people and populations; they subvert freewill to bend actions to self-sabotage. Storyweapons exploit attack vectors across our new mixed
reality of code and cognition, and they move the frontlines into the minds and software connected to any strategic objective. Defending the US against storyweapons
requires a reconsideration of battlefields, operational models, and threat actors.
Storyweapons are a new class of threat, fielded by new threat actors in non-traditional
domains across the new landscape of Codespace. A military “prepared to fight the last
war” risks missing the one raging now: storyweapons are evolving, mutating, and redefining how we wage war and peace in real-time. To “defend the United States against all
enemies” means defeating foreign and domestic adversaries who use storyweapons to
attack our democracy, our institutions, and our people. They are doing it right here, right
now, and from every screen, weaponizing the information environments and the connected spaces in which we live. “The future of disinformation is domestic,” noted Alex
Stamos, Facebook’s former security chief [1].
To unpack storyweapons, we first must know why the “story” is important.
Maybe you know the story about the astronaut’s pen. It goes something like this: Back
in the sixties, American astronauts needed something to write with in space, so NASA
put in years of research and spent millions of tax dollars to develop a pen that could work
up there. A masterpiece of engineering, it had pressurized ink and a carbide-ball tip so
it could write upside down and in zero G. The Soviets, well they had the same problem.
They gave their cosmonauts pencils. It’s a great story, but it’s not true.
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Truth seldom matters when it comes to stories - what
matters is how they feel. Just look at our political situation. The truth about the pen is that a private company developed the pen at its own expense. As for pencils, they introduce flammable material into the cabin
and can generate broken lead, a threat to astronauts
and their equipment. The truth is that once the pen
was invented, the Soviets ordered them from the same
company.[2] But “truth alone,” as Carl von Clausewitz
wrote, “is but a weak motive of action with men...the
strongest impulse to action [is] through...feelings”[3]:
the ‘astronaut pen’ is a story that feels true enough - it
resonates, and stories that resonate, propagate. Along
the way, our most deeply felt stories become foundational to our individual and collective identity. At that
level, they become impervious to truth. We pay no attention to facts that put those stories at risk; from a
sensory standpoint, we literally do not see them. As
Daniel Kahneman wrote in Thinking Fast and Slow,
“The confidence that individuals have in their beliefs depends mostly on the quality of the story they
can tell about what they see, even if they see little.”[4]
Stories—especially the deep stories that exist beyond
words and rationality—do not describe reality; they are
the filters through which we create it.
Our stories are more vulnerable than we know: our
cognitive systems are hackable by everyone, from
kids’ birthday party magicians to infowar adversaries.
We do not see the flaws in those systems because they
are features of the systems. Storyweapons leverage
the infrastructure of perception to misguide, misdirect, and manipulate.
We interpolate “meaning” not from facts but from
estimations of relationships between them. Interpolation enables us to build stories from intuitive leaps,
using extremely limited data, but the trajectory of
those leaps (and where we land) is influenced by our
biases, heuristics, hacks, and filters operating below
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conscious cognition. Sensory information is filtered first through the amygdala (our “reptile-brain” of “fight-or-flight”) then through the mid-brain limbic system (our emotional/
feeling brain) before reaching the frontal lobe (our rational/thinking brain). By biological
design, outrage, fear, and the unfair light up these lower regions, grab the spotlight of our
attention and short-circuit rational thought. This functional truth renders us vulnerable to
adversarial attacks through media and software-mediated platforms. It also makes us vulnerable to attention hijacking by the platforms themselves, who monetize our attention in
service to advertisers and third parties. They compete to grow attention share and revenue,
and that competition becomes a race down the brain stem: research shows that joy moves
fast over social networks, “but nothing is speedier than rage.”[5] The ruthless economic imperative behind the zero-sum wars for attention has fueled the rise of outrage as a business
model in the places we connect with who and what we love.
Knowing what makes and motivates someone provides an instruction manual for actuation. A study by Gloria Mark at UC Irvine[6] showed one could predict the “big five personality traits” —Openness, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, Extraversion, and Neuroticism—to
80% accuracy based on click streams, interactions, and behavior. This is precisely the data
Cambridge Analytica leveraged to achieve their clients’ goals. What we do online is who we
are, and we are online all the time: our digital signatures and data contrails lay bare our deep
stories and our subconscious biases, filters, and desires. Adversarial Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning systems that access our behavioral data can weaponize things about
us we do not even know ourselves. Those adversaries are full-spectrum—one major US insurance company used its algorithms to predict how high insurance rates could be jacked up
before a customer would switch to another provider; a 2019 U.N. report[7] suggested that with
the advent of facial recognition software, eye-tracking and dynamic voice sentiment analysis,
we might need to legally protect the right to dishonesty. When we touch software, or software
touches us, we are known.
Software no longer sits safely behind the glass of our computer monitors or mobile devices; it permeates our environments, introduces new functionalities and vulnerabilities, and
transforms decision-making, and the frameworks within which decision-making takes place
to create new, symbiotic decision spaces.
Software, like gravity, has become a fundamental force of human experience—it can’t be
talked about in a discrete domain, because it affects all domains. Our stories move through,
shape, and are shaped by software; it has fused the physical (what you see), informational
(what you capture/organize), and cognitive (sense-making, or CogSpace) domains to create
the new world—and battlefield—of Codespace.
The interplay between CogSpace and CodeSpace is a continuum of heavily contested Information Environments. CodeSpace’s algorithmic “decisions” determine and reframe the
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raw materials we use to sense-make in CogSpace; CogSpace’s narrative-influenced human
“decisions” generate data that inform CodeSpace “learning,” dynamic reconfiguration and
outcome-based optimization.

Figure 1: Storyweapon Threat Landscape
In these new decision spaces, we make conscious and unconscious decisions based on software, with software making decisions based on us. Our environment itself is alive, learning,
aware. It has memory, biases, and opinions. Actors—private and state, foreign and domestic—
fight for their agendas and our attention in these spaces; their actions and algorithms generate
the raw materials of sense-making we use to build our stories of truth, identity and meaning.
Codespace was coined in 2014 by Kitchener and Dodge to describe what they called
“life-as-software-mediated-experience”[8]. A typical airport demonstrates their premise: software is used to book your flight, integrate that flight into your calendar software, call a car
to the airport, check you in, process and route your luggage; navigate you through security,
determine your identity/threat level/processing path; tell you your gate, access public Wi-Fi
or private “hotspots,” keep you entertained while you wait, dynamically alert you to departure
and arrival time changes, enable plane access and status perks, and then fly the plane to your
destination. An airport without code isn’t an airport—it’s a shed full of angry people surrounded by metal paperweights full of jet fuel. Airports are Codespaces.
Codespaces blur the lines between software, hardware, and experience; they will evolve to
deliver customized video, audio, and haptic experiences. Google search results are already
different for each user (based on historical searches and online behavior); soon real-world experiences will be, too: in the fall of 2020, some Detroit Metropolitan Airport travelers will
experience custom visual beamformed airport signage (ala Minority Report) linked to their
boarding pass, preferences, and physical position. Two travelers, looking at the same sign,
will see different messages. “Dark marketing,” made notorious by the Cambridge Analytica
revelations, is digitally targeted micro-persuasion, impossible to see as a whole, invisible to
all but the targeted mind, vanishing once the emotional payload is delivered to the brainstem.
Codespace enables this in the real world.
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We will be alone together: two people looking at the same thing at the same time will sense
different things. When lived experience is addressable, it becomes relative and vulnerable—
and everything will be addressable. IPv6, the new Internet protocol being globally rolled
out, has created enough new addresses to uniquely connect every atom on this earth to the
Internet, with enough left over to connect 100+ more earths[9]. In self-optimizing addressable
codespace, the truth becomes relative.
Storyweapons exploit all these technologies and more: the doctored video that tells us stories that reinforce our “illusory superiority”[10] will become augmented realities that amplify
polarization; “beam-forming” will deliver micro-targeted visual, auditory, and haptic experiences in the real world, undetectable to anyone but the intended recipient; synthetic entities
will be able to call, text or video chat with you, dynamically evolving their responses to your
voice signature or facial expressions. Storyweapons will use a continually evolving tactical
toolkit against people on the physical battlefield and use codespace to bring everything connected to combatants into the fight as well. War will not be fought “over there,” it will be
fought in your mind, your home, your social connections, and in the court of public opinion.
Codespaces are battlefields that will dynamically reconfigure decision spaces and rewrite
perception. By 2025, it is estimated that 5G will achieve 15% penetration globally and 74%
in the US[11]; a functional promise of 5G is sub-1ms latency, the time it takes for your input
through a software interface to generate an outcome. High latency is why the maps app on
your phone tells you to take an exit after you’ve passed it on the freeway; low latency might
win you the battle royale in Call of Duty’s Warzone. Biologically, neural processing is such
that our perception of reality lags actual reality by about a tenth of a second[12]. Codespace
operating with sub-1ms latency is a reality that can change in response to our feeling brain
before our thinking brain consciously experiences it.
Three reasonable assumptions about Codespace operations include:
1. Everything is compromised. Every interaction with Codespace generates, shares, and
potentially leaks behavioral data. Hardware and chipset suppliers answer to their nations of origin (e.g., China’s National Intelligence Law). Social software experiences are
powered by supercomputer arrays running algorithms that exploit our weaknesses and
vulnerabilities to serve third-party agendas, learning, and self-optimizing at the speed
of light. Finally, codespace is networked “systems of systems” with all the interoperability, incompatibility, integration and software updates and security patch headaches that
implies. The Codespace we live in is neither safe, nor housetrained. Any software-mediated experience or enabling connection is an attack vector for storyweapons.
2. Vulnerability is a feature, not a bug. More connections = more sensors = more data
= more value. Connecting all those things—your printer, your coffeemaker, your thermostat—has to be easy or we would not buy them. According to security researchers
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in 2017, having just five passwords would have allowed access to 10% of the world’s
estimated 8.4B Internet-connected objects whose users had not changed their original
password[13].
3. Attack vectors multiply exponentially, not linearly. Codespace environments are seldom single-author systems. Expect Frankenstein-ed systems of systems: a shit-sandwich
of cascading dependencies and budget-restricted kluges running new and legacy hardware, multiple software configurations, and generations-old, unpatched security. These
systems can be their own worst enemies even before adversaries compromise them.
Everyone and everything that touches software is effectively on the new Storyweapon battlefield; there is no “behind the lines.” All an adversary needs to secure “narrative” or “reflexive”
control is enough data to tell the story you want to hear. And that story doesn’t have to be true,
it only must to be true enough.
The most effective marketing does not sell you a product; it sells you the story that the product tells about you, an emotional and aspirational story of who you’d be with that product in
your life. We vote for the best stories with our attention. And if that story is compelling enough,
if it feels true enough, it might break through the wall of 5-10,000 brand messages[14] and 12.5
hours of media we consume daily[15]. If we see in it something we want to believe about ourselves, we might splice elements of that story into our deep story DNA. Done at scale, you can
sell product, move markets, shape opinion, and drive action.
You can’t beat a “true enough” storyweapon with facts.
The only way you beat a story is with a better one.
To field a storyweapon tailored to its target, one needs data. One can steal data to build targeting profiles—38 Billion customer data files have been breached or hacked in the US alone
since 2010[16]. You also can do what marketers do: buy it from the AdTech players fighting it
out in the $7 Trillion dollar attention industry. ChiefMartech’s annual roundup lists 7,040+
marketing tech companies (up from 150 in 2011)[17] —for illustration purposes, consider just
three: one is a data aggregator that claims to have dynamic, ongoing location data for 25% of
the world’s population; a second provides a mobile application that aggregates the data from
100 Billion data transactions by 1.4 Billion people across more than 7 Billion devices. At the
CyCon U.S. conference in Washington DC in November of 2019, speaker Admiral (Ret.) Mike
Rogers told attendees that China’s government had amassed “2,500 data points per citizen”;
four years prior, our third example, a US data brokerage subsequently acquired by an ad
agency holding company bragged it had over 5000 data points per person[18]. When a single
company on a roster of over 7,000 can make China’s state surveillance look amateur, you
must wonder about the rest. The sheer volume of legally and illegally available data makes
it conceivably possible for any actor, foreign or domestic, to have already developed profiles
for every potential “target of interest,” including everyone and everything connected to them.
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Silicon Valley venture capitalist Marc Andreessen has said, “software is eating the world,”[19]
- our new reality is what’s coming out the other end: convenience and connection, and also
relentless wars for narrative control, storyweapons of micro-targeted persuasion and behavior modification at scale, and Codespaces of predictive actuation.
Fighting these wars across mental, physical, and Codespace geographies will require new
operational models. For example, the ad agency where I work bases organizational structure
on slime mold, a networked organism that coalesces from slime into a collective, mobile
being, purpose-built to achieve specific goals, which, once achieved, returns to its original
state. As the landscape of persuasive communication has evolved, this structure has allowed
maximum flexibility and resilience. Another active-defense model is the human immune
system, and how it identifies and assesses potential threats, and distinguishes them from
healthy tissue.
To “defend the United States against all enemies” means we must effectively counter attacks on our democracy, our institutions, and our people from without or within. We cannot
allow the American experiment to “die by suicide” under our watch. General (Ret.) James
Mattis noted, “a proper understanding of our national story is absent”[20]. In that void we
have allowed attack vectors on our societal cohesion to be built around us, enabled by direct
access to the minds of American citizens. To counter effectively, our forces must be opportunistic, flexible, and adaptable, able to ‘defend forward’ at home and abroad against enemies
domestic and foreign—with a force that is a hybrid of public, private, and military actors,
flexible, resilient, and purposeful-built to defend our stories, and to win on the Storyweapon
battlefield.
Stories will make or break us. We need storywarriors on the field, fighting for the best version of America. The American story will be pivotal in the decade-to-come as our decisions
determine whether Codespace becomes a prison of insular micro-realities, or a launch pad
for a greater good. The health and continued viability of the American experiment hinges on
the result. We face a nation-wide collapse of journalism (the critical watchdog of a democratic society), accelerating climate disaster, and widening income and opportunity inequality.
We will be living with the impact of COVID-19 for years to come, and already, the mis- and
disinformation campaigns are ramping up for the 2020 presidential election cycle. Now more
than ever, we cannot allow our stories to be written by our adversaries.
This is our chance to take the fight to those who would train Storyweapons on our people—
and make others think twice about ever doing it again. We do not always get to choose when
we fight, but we do get to choose what we fight for.
What new stories will we write?
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Cyberwar is What
States Make of It
[1]

Dr. Martin Libicki

N

o one there at the time could forget the vicious cyberattack on Venezuela’s
power systems in March 2019. Four days of chaos ensued. Stores and restaurants closed. Card payments systems were down, with customers asked to pay
in dollars. Disrupted public transportation left many unable to get to work.
Looting ensued. Seventeen people died in hospitals for lack of electricity.[2]
Wait, some of you may be thinking: what cyberattack? There is no question that Venezuela’s grid had serious problems, but the only evidence that a cyberattack caused these problems was the word of President Maduro. He certainly had political reasons to mobilize his
supporters against yet another delivered insult by the US, which has made no secret of its
desire to see Maduro go.[3] More likely, the power outage reflected the same dysfunctional
energy facilities that reduced the average daily oil production rate from nearly 2.5 million
barrels in 2015, to a third of that in 2019.
Brazil can tell a similar tale of woe. In 2007, hackers attacked the grid of the state of Rio
Grande do Sul, causing severe power outages. The CIA picked up and circulated this story
within the intelligence community for two years before it was broadcast by Sixty Minutes
in 2009.[4] Or was it a cyberattack? Once it was reported in the press, Brazil’s government
denied any such cyberattack, claiming the cause to be sooty insulators, resulting in a fine
assessed against the relevant utility.[5] So, end of the story? Not necessarily, argue two of
the savvier observers on the cyberwar scene (one American and one Israeli); there were
known groups that had both an interest in, and a talent for cyberspace mischief, and the
government of Brazil would have been embarrassed to admit their success.
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If attacks on the power grid can be faked or hidden,
imagine what can be done with other mischief in cyberspace. Cyber-espionage can go undetected for years.
Withdrawals from bank accounts can be covered by
funds transfers from the embarrassed bank (albeit not
legally in many countries). Induced failures in police
or intelligence systems may not make the news if such
systems are themselves unknown to the public. By contrast, there is no hiding when it is the lights that go out.
Nevertheless, the fact of a power outage does not prove
that a cyberattack caused it—and, while the power company might know, they may not say or be encouraged
or even allowed to speak. And, even if a cyberattack is
established, attribution can still be an issue.
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So far, the only verified cases of electric power loss
caused by hacking occurred in Ukraine: two separate
incidents in late 2015 and late 2016. But just as the
existence of nuclear weapons—even though none have
been detonated in war since 1945—has dramatically
influenced the security choices of the US, Russia, and
China, an imminent threat to knockout electric power could shape future crises. Targeted countries could
be coerced or alternatively, they could try to pre-empt
attackers by doing likewise. The most frequently discussed way to convert the threat to the electric grid
from a notional to a real possibility is to implant malware into the other side’s industrial control systems
(as distinct from their office and billing systems). Such
implants have been likened to Soviet moves to put intermediate-range nuclear-tipped missiles in Cuba, thereby
tripling their capacity to strike the US.
So, have countries implanted malware in other countries’ electric grids? In 2009, The Wall Street Journal,
with no evidence beyond “intelligence” sources, reported that Russia and China had done precisely that to the
US grid.[6]
In late 2014, Admiral Michael Rogers, Commander,
U.S. Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM), testified[7] that,
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“there are nation-states and groups out there that have the capability . . . to shut down, forestall
our ability to operate our basic infrastructure, whether it’s generating power across this nation,
whether it’s moving water and fuel.” Later that year evidence surfaced that Russian hackers
had used tools to penetrate power stations (using Black Energy malware) and corrupted software updates of machinery that sat on electronically isolated (aka “air-gapped”) networks (using Havex malware). In mid-2018, DHS officials reported penetration by Russian hackers of the
US electrical system by leveraging the phishing-acquired credentials of suppliers to electrical
control systems; “They got to the point where they could have thrown switches” and disrupted
power flows.[8] Iran has been credited with similar capabilities.[9] Some believe that "so many
attackers have stowed away in the systems that run the US electric grid that experts say they
likely have the capability to strike at will."[10]
It is difficult to know what to make of these claims. The intelligence community keeps secrets
for a living. Law enforcement rarely releases sensitive information before trials. Corporations
seldom concede that they are victims of hackers, especially of hacks that produced no visible
effects. Finding malware is not necessarily an indication of cyberattack, either. The malware
could have drifted in from elsewhere. Stuxnet, for instance, appeared in over 100,000 systems
outside the Natanz centrifuge plant. A compiler corrupted to produce malware-laden software
for a specific supply-chain attack can compromise other software that is unknown to the hackers. While possible, it is quite difficult for hackers who cannot communicate with the malware
to time an attack.
At least, claims of extant or impending cyberattacks can be refuted if given time. Anomalous
indicators on an employee’s laptop at the Burlington Electric Department were initially mistaken for a deliberate Russian hacking attempt on its electrical power grid.[11] That is reassuring
to onlookers who remember the accusation, and then the retraction, but what if someone had
acted irreversibly on the accusation, before it was retracted?
Matters are foggier if attackers, rather than defenders, claim that implants were installed.
In mid-2019, USCYBERCOM gave notice that it was installing implants into the Russian
electric grid,[12]] which the Russians denied,[13] claiming that such attacks were thwarted.[14]
So, is the US capable of taking down the Russian electric grid (e.g., in retaliation for their
doing likewise)?
Finally, even if the fact of the disruption and attribution both are indisputable, the message intended by the disruption is subject to multiple interpretations. Consider the hacks of
Ukraine's power grid.[15] The hack, according to Robert M. Lee and Mike Assante (both teach
cybersecurity for SANS) was meant, "to stoke the ire of Ukrainian customers and weaken
their trust in the Ukrainian power companies and government." The article’s author, citing
Ukrainian sources, then adds that "[s]peculation has been rampant that the subsequent blackouts in Ukraine were retaliation for the attack on the Crimean substations." Robert Lee was
quoted later in the article considering the possibility that, "the attack on the Ukrainian power
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companies was a message to Ukrainian authorities not to pursue privatization," ultimately
concluding the message to be: "We want to be seen, and we want to send you a message ... oh,
you think you can take away the power [in Crimea]? Well I can take away the power from you.”
Finally, an attack on the electric grid that caused modest effects could easily be portrayed as
one that could have caused major effects but for self-restraint or error: the late 2016 cyberattack on Ukraine’s electric grid opened circuit breakers that were closed an hour later, but
analysis of the code suggested that the hackers sought to cause physical damage before power
was restored but made several coding errors.[16] Oleksii Yasinksy, a Ukrainian cybersecurity
researcher, believed the hackers "could have knocked out Ukrenergo’s transmission station
for longer or caused permanent, physical harm to the grid, he says—a restraint that American
analysts like Assante and Lee have also noted."[17]
What can we draw from these examples? Based on the Venezuelan incident, one observer
concluded, “the inability to definitively discount US or other foreign intervention, whether
deliberate or accidental, demonstrates the incredible power of using cyberattacks to target
utilities.”[18] But there is an alternative perspective: it demonstrates the profound impact such
cyberattacks have on the public’s imagination—which, when coupled with the difficulty of
proving who did what and why—illustrates the power that mere claims of cyberattack have,
either by the attacker or the attacked. There is a reason cyberspace events are mysterious. To
paraphrase Ross Anderson[19]: airline safety has improved faster than cybersecurity because
airplanes crash outside and, by so doing, create facts that cannot be waved away. But computers crash inside, which allows others to understate or overstate what actually took place.
Manipulating Information about Information War Itself is Information Warfare
The ease with which facts can be manipulated, given the ambiguities and obscurities of
cyberspace, means that leaders will be tempted to do just that. Having examined the means of
distorting the truth, it is important to understand some of the motives that would prompt such
distortions. The degree of manipulation will depend on several variables, including the moral
quality of a country’s leaders, their ability to maintain a narrative at variance with facts, and
the political context within which they operate.
In fairness, the ability to create misperceptions that vary with reality is often unequal.
Transparency brings reality and perceptions closer together. So, the leeway of governments
to fudge events will vary—directly or via proxies (e.g., power grid operators). Competition
among private cybersecurity firms makes it more difficult to advance defensible claims. Conversely, exposure to public opinion creates a gap between perceptions and reality that may
be unsupportable. Claims to expert authority are not taken as seriously as (we suppose) before. At least in the West, epistemic closure appears to be growing worse. Despite a clear consensus among the cybersecurity community that imaging servers suffices to understand a
network intrusion, for instance, many who take their cues from the leaders they like believe
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that shipping servers to a foreign country is a way to hide false flag attacks (e.g., Ukrainians
doing what Russians are blamed for).
Adding to the discrepancy has been the tendency of some countries to separate their communications from the rest of the world. North Korea remains isolated. China’s Great Firewall is
a prime example of selective filtering. Iran is similar in this regard and is contemplating even
more isolation.[20] Russia recently experimented with closing its Internet off from the rest of the
world.[21] Early hopes that the Internet would bring the world together and that, in John Gilmore’s words, “The Net interprets censorship as damage and routes around it,” look nostalgic.
As Evgeny Morozov observed in The Net Delusion: The Dark Side of Internet Freedom,[22] authoritarian governments originally caught flat-footed by the Internet have learned how to control it
and turn it to their purposes.
Between the facts that, for laypeople, cyberspace is opaque, and yet, the Internet can actually
facilitate misperception over reality, the stage is set for states to make of events in cyberspace
as they will.
To simplify the question, consider two players: the target and the attacker. The target has two
basic choices: to play up the incident (even, perhaps especially, if no cyberattack were actually
involved or no implant dropped), or to downplay it. The attacker has two basic choices as well,
but is in a poor position vis-à-vis the target to argue about the effects of the cyberattack. Figuratively and literally, the target is there, and the attacker is not. But the attacker can either
dispute or embrace attribution because the requisite evidence is something the attacker will
have special knowledge of.[23]
The target can play up the cyberattack in many ways. Assuming there is something to work
with (e.g., a blackout), it can be mischaracterized as an accident, human error, design flaw, as
well as a cyberattack. As a variant, an accidental or inadvertent cyberattack can be characterized as deliberate and malicious.[24] A cyberattack with a weak effect could be touted as a
bullet dodged, either because the hacker erred, or because the hacker was brandishing its capabilities and could have done worse if it wanted to. And, as noted, even if no cyberattack took
place, some entity the target wants to malign could be accused of having planted malware “discovered” in the system. Attribution can also be played, largely because some cyberattacks are
more embarrassing than others. An inside job can imply that an organization’s employees are
untrustworthy, or that the organization poorly vetted, and/or that its systems afforded others
too many privileges. The victim of a state-backed hacker group can summon the misleading
argument that a private company can no more defend its network against an army than it can
defend its factory against one; falling to a criminal group is more blameworthy. Finally, if the
adverse impact of the cyberattack is insufficient to meet the target’s needed political narrative,
the cyberattack can be cast as the beginning of a systematic campaign. With a little nerve, it
can argue that it was the first shot in a kinetic war, thereby justifying the target’s decision to
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mobilize its society to fight. While an actual kinetic war may not happen, an action-reaction cycle could actually escalate into war. And if the war does not come, there’s always the narrative
that war would have come were it not for the target’s raising the alarm and mobilizing (e.g., its
own forces, the righteous anger of its citizenry, enraged world opinion) accordingly.
This litany of options illustrates why the target may play up a cyberattack. They help unify
a country in the face of an adversary while distracting the polity from the government’s mistakes. The mobilization of opinion helps governments institute repressive measures or raise
taxes. Threats of cyberattacks may persuade the public to allow its government access to personal or organizational systems. Once governments are granted authority to surveil systems
for malware or other evidence of intrusion, they can use such access to monitor unwanted
activity by citizens. Accusations may create cover for the target’s own aggressive acts, forcing
concessions from the attacker, even if the incident is phony or exaggerated. It can warn third
countries that war may be coming, thereby forcing alliances or other commitments. (Ironically,
hyping a cyberattack could lower tensions by substituting conflict in cyberspace, which is unlikely to kill anyone, for more risky posturing in the physical world).
The most innocent explanation is that exaggerating the cyberspace threat will persuade
many to take cybersecurity more seriously as they should have from the start (like Senator
Arthur Vandenberg, who told President Truman public support for aid to Greece and Turkey
against Communists required him to "scare the hell out of the American people"). But this rationale holds some paradox. If the point is to inspire confidence in the integrity of government
processes – for instance, that voters can trust election results because they are protected – advertising their vulnerability to hacking may ultimately lead to trustworthy voting systems but,
until then, will not produce trusted voting systems.
That logic is one of several reasons’ leaders may be reluctant to play up cyberattacks. As a device for mobilizing popular opinion, cyberspace events may be too esoteric, incomprehensible,
and removed from daily concerns to allow for galvanizing emotions. Unlike terrorism, cyberattacks more likely will engender anxiety and annoyance, on par with the prospect of a morning
traffic jam. But if someone’s literal viscera are not threatened, can cyberattacks induce the
kind of visceral fear with the requisite political clout?
Reasons to downplay cyberattacks are not hard to find. Falling victim to cyberattacks is,
as noted, embarrassing. Such catastrophes can be prevented either by diligent cybersecurity investments or through various forms of self-denial (e.g., closing systems to easy access
by others, retaining less information, or prioritizing security over usability and flexibility).
Because the point of government is providing security and reliability, admitting that it failed
at that can be difficult.
Other reasons for reticence may arise in strategy. Just as playing up cyberattacks may
help mobilize citizens for confrontation, playing them down may allow governments to avoid
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confrontations they cannot win or at least can win only at great cost. Analogously, many in
Europe were eager to accept Putin’s assertion that Russia had no forces in Ukraine’s east: “[The
West] connived in Mr. Putin’s pretense that he had not invaded eastern Ukraine—even though
in a furtive tricky way he plainly had—because to say otherwise would have required a drastic
response.”[25] Playing down attacks also signals insouciance. Thus, if its purpose is to goad the
target into doing something rash (e.g., as the September 11th attacks may have been used by
al-Qaeda to goad the US into Afghanistan) then downplaying that would translate as an insufficient pain threshold to merit response. Similarly, by refusing to admit to being hurt, a state
conveys that it is not coerced and thus will not accede to whatever demands, be they explicit
or implicit, are imposed by the attacker, and will itself be undeterred in pursuing its own ends.
Denying attribution also obviates pressures on the target to respond, and also conveys, albeit
weakly, that the cyberattack fell below some pain threshold. This allows the target state the
option to determine later that they have enough confidence to respond. Conversely, an argument that the pain of cyberattack is limited can be undermined by the discovery of wider and
deeper effects and rarely can be assigned by the reverse (much as death tolls can only go up as
catastrophes are investigated). The same holds for characterization of near-attacks or failed-attacks. Earlier interpretations that they were not deliberate or carried out by incompetents can
be credibly revisited.
A last option is to cast doubt on any early facts, whether helpful or harmful. One reason may
be to avoid prejudicing the investigation in the hopes of learning the real lessons for the incident. Another is to prevent the attacker (and would-be copycats) from receiving battle damage
assessment so to speak, the better to perfect subsequent attacks.
As to attackers, they, like defenders, can play up or play down the consequences of the attack,
its characterization, or its attribution. In practice, however, it is difficult for attackers to more
credibly characterize the attack than the target, which has far greater access to information
than the attacker. Indeed, the attacker often will have very little if any firsthand information.
Reports, for instance, that the US successfully interfered with performance of North Korea’s
Musudan missile had to be left dangling because of the lack of any sure way to know whether
the hack actually worked, or, even if it did work, was a decisive factor in subsequent launch
failures.[26] The best the attacker can do is to argue that while the target may know better, its
leaders often lie about what they know to be otherwise. It took two months after the public
learned about Stuxnet for Iran to concede it had been hurt. Yet neither the US nor Israel officially claimed that the attacks succeeded.
In theory, matters are less clear. Attackers usually know better what they tried to do than
do defenders; if the damage is subtle or only appears under certain circumstances, the attacker may know to look to telltale signs that its attacks worked, often leaving the defender
oblivious to the attack. Subtle attacks also do not make the news, at least not until their
impacts become visible.
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This leaves attribution as the attacker’s primary lever. Countries generally do not acknowledge their cyberspace operations, even when so accused. This stands in contrast to acts of
terrorism (at least pre-9/11), which were followed by multiple claimed terrorist group perpetrators. Many cyberattacks such as the 2012 attack on Saudi Aramco or the 2014 attack on Sony
are claimed by groups: The Cutting Sword of Justice and the Guardians of the Peace, respectively. But these groups do not really exist as separate entities. The reasons to deny attribution are
straightforward. Most accusations involve cyber espionage whose operators avoid—because the
point is to work undetected—revealing their own capabilities and modus operandi.
As for the rarer instances of cyberattack, often the target knows the attacker’s identity,
while admitting as much opens the attacker to criticism and makes it hard for the attacker
to, in turn, criticize incoming cyberattacks. For example, going back at least to the 1973 War,
Israel’s neighbors believed that Israel had nuclear weapons, thereby giving Israel the benefit
of deterrence. Yet Israel strenuously denied having such weapons, to the point of even luring
and then jailing Mordechai Vanunu, an Israeli who revealed as much to the British press
in the 1980’s.[27] Israel may well have calculated that open admission would have led third
parties to push Israel to de-nuclearize, or to pressure neighboring countries to pursue their
own nuclear weapons.
Stuxnet provides an interesting case in contrast. Neither the US nor Israel denied this
cyberattack,[28] yet neither admitted it officially, at least at first. But at least some in each
country wanted to take credit for it. In the US, former Vice Chairman of the JCS, General
Cartwright, was accused to have been the source for David Sanger’s articles on the hack.
And a 2011 YouTube video captured Israel’s Chief of Staff at his retirement party counting
Stuxnet among his prominent achievements.[29] In 2016, an official Israeli document baldly
stated, "an example of an offensive cyber operation conducted by Israel is Stuxnet, which
was jointly developed with the United States and targeted Iranian nuclear facilities."[30] Other
governments have tried to have it both ways. Russia denied hacking the DNC in 2016, but its
President called the hackers “artists.”[31] North Korea denied hacking Sony in 2014 but called
it a “righteous deed.”[32]
Generally, hypocrisy—a tribute vice pays to virtue—rules. Given a choice between appearing great and appearing good, countries choose good. That is, they would rather talk up their
fealty to international norms than overawe others with their cyberspace prowess. But for
how long? As noted, the US did not seem to mind news stories that it had penetrated Russia’s grid. In the summer of 2019, the US also indicated it was penetrating systems of those
intruding against the US[33] (a.k.a. “defending forward,” or “persistent engagement”), and
had countered Iran’s shoot-down of a US drone with a cyberattack.[34] Might other countries
follow? No country had (publicly, at least) established a cyberspace operations entity until
the US formed USCYBERCOM. Many blushed at the thought of militarizing cyberspace until
they—first allies, and then adversaries—followed suit. Whether other countries copy the trend
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of taking credit not only for successes but also for operations more difficult to assess as successful depends on whether the aforementioned events of 2019 recur. This, in turn, depends
on how much they reflected the character of the U.S. Administration at the time. But if such
behavior becomes a trend, as opposed to a blip, other countries likely will follow suit in the
years to come.
CONCLUSION
It has been said that the first casualty in war is truth. Today advances in technology and
transparency as well as the professionalization of inquiry make it easier to determine the
truth sooner rather than later. In this regard, cyberspace lags. Perhaps this should not be
so—a fully imaged computer hard drive after a cyberattack leaves nowhere for anything to
hide. But, in practice, there is often no third-party confirmation of a successful cyberattack,
much less a failed cyberattack, or one partially completed (e.g., an implant). There is no easy
equivalent in overhead imagery. And besides, matters once considered settled because of
elite scientific consensus are increasingly open to question for a variety of causes (e.g., populism, the Internet’s ability to support echo chambers, less influence of traditional media,
epistemic closure).
True facts of cyberwar are becoming secondary to misperceptions that governments either
shape or influence. Increasingly, cyberwar is becoming what states make of it, and how they
package it. That leaves, as open questions, what states will make of it. As argued, their options range in efficacy and persistence (in the face of subsequent revelations). The strategies
states will employ will, of course, adapt to the circumstances. No hard projections can be
made about what the games will look like, but games there will be.[35]
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ABSTRACT

he doctrinal history of information operations, cyber operations, and psychological operations within DoD is tangled and confused. Moreover, those military
specialties rank lower in the DoD pecking order, and those with such specialties are accorded less respect than those specializing in traditional combat arts.
These two realities have led to inconsistent usage of these and related terms within DoD
and the larger national security community in government as well as in public discourse
and, arguably, a misallocation of resources given the importance of the information environment in military operations.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a Lawfare posting earlier this year,[1] I asked how cyber operations, which are the
bread and butter of U.S. Cyber Command’s (USCYBERCOM) operational activities, could be
regarded as psychological operations. This question was raised by two recent articles on
NPR[2] and in The Washington Post,[3] the former discussing past activities of USCYBERCOM
and the latter discussing possible future activities. Both articles described these activities
as “information warfare,” “information operations,” “psychological operations,” and “influence operations.” One obvious question raised by these reports is this: In what sense
should these activities USCYBERCOM is contemplating or conducting be considered any
of these things?
To the extent these operations seek to influence the behavior of senior Russian or ISIL
leadership, they are clearly influence operations. Perhaps the fact that they use information to do so makes them information operations. The influence is psychologically mediated; hence they could be psychological operations. They are enabled by cyber operations
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that use computer hacking techniques to locate, identify, and possibly manipulate the sensitive personal data
of the targeted individuals. Maybe they are information
warfare activities, since they seek to respond to an information warfare campaign Russia has waged against
the United States and its democratic institutions for a
very long time (but first burst into public view during
the 2016 Presidential election). On the other hand, The
Washington Post story was careful to note that the options being considered did not “envision any attempt
to influence Russian society at large”—thereby excluding one common understanding of what some of these
terms often mean.
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These terms sometimes are used interchangeably in
public discourse and even within the Department of Defense (DoD) community, but they are not synonymous.
These terms also have a confused and tangled history
even within the DoD. Some have formal definitions,
but in practice and reflecting that tangled history, even
those working within DoD do not use them consistently
in communicating among themselves or with the public. This inconsistent usage creates confusion within the
U.S. Government and within public discourse as well.
2. ON DOCTRINE, CONCEPTS, AND
TERMINOLOGY
This section reviews in some detail the emergence
and evolution of a variety of DoD concepts and terminology relevant to information and information technology systems as reflected in joint doctrine, which
is widely regarded as the most authoritative source
for the meaning of various terms and how they are
used to describe US military thought. “Most authoritative” however, does not always mean entirely coherent or consistent. The complexity of DoD doctrine is
such that its various parts evolve at different rates,
and hence, over time, doctrine may well suffer from at
least a partial lack of synchronization.

HERBERT LIN

2.1 The Information Function
Until 2018, US joint military doctrine recognized six joint functions that were common to
operations at all levels of warfare: command and control, intelligence, fires, movement and
maneuver, protection, and sustainment. In October 2018, Joint Publication (JP) 3-0 (2017 Incorporating Change 1 from 2018) added the information function.[4]
Under JP 3-0 (2017 Incorporating Change 1 from 2018), the information function manages
and uses information to change or maintain elements such as perceptions and attitudes to influence desired behaviors and to support human and automated decision-making. Importantly,
this publication emphasizes that all military activities produce information, which in turn
affects the perceptions and attitudes that drive behavior and decision-making.
The information function includes three sets of activities. The first is understanding information in the operational environment, i.e., the perceptions, attitudes, and decision-making processes of relevant actors informed by an appreciation of their culture, history, and narratives,
as well as knowledge of the means, context, and established patterns of their communication.
The second set of activities involves leveraging information to influence the behavior of relevant actors through their perceptions, attitudes, and other drivers; to accurately inform domestic and international audiences to put operations into context and to facilitate informed
perceptions about military operations; to counter adversarial misinformation, disinformation,
and propaganda; and to attack, exploit, and cast doubt on non-friendly information, information networks, and systems to gain military advantage.
The third set of activities is support of friendly human and automated decision-making, i.e.,
facilitating shared understanding across the entire force and protecting friendly information,
information networks, and systems.
JP 3-0 (2017 Incorporating Change 1 from 2018) notes that information (and C2 and intelligence) apply to all military operations, while the other joint functions may or may not apply
depending on the purpose of the operations in question. It calls upon the commander to plan
all operations so as to influence relevant actors and to benefit from the inherent informational
aspects of physical power, but it takes special note of certain means with which to leverage information: key leader engagement; public affairs; civil-military operations; military deception;
military information support operations; operations security; electronic warfare; space operations; special technical operations; and cyberspace operations. As it happens, these means are
also key elements of JP 3-13 Information Operations (JP 3-13 (2012)) (see Section 2.3 below).
2.2 Information Warfare
Within the DoD, the term “information warfare” was apparently introduced Department-wide
in a then-classified DoD Directive dated December 1992 with that term as its subject.[5] This
directive defined “information warfare” as “[t]he competition of opposing information systems
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to include the exploitation, corruption, or destruction of an adversary’s information systems
through such means as signals intelligence and command and control countermeasures while
protecting the integrity of one’s own information systems from such attacks.”
However, possibly limited by classification, this view of information warfare did not become
part of joint doctrine until 1996 with the publication of JP 3-13.1 Joint Doctrine for Command and
Control Warfare.[6] This document defined “information warfare” as “actions taken to achieve
information superiority by affecting adversary information, information-based processes, information systems, and computer-based networks while defending one’s own information, information-based processes, information systems, and computer-based networks.”
In 1998, DoD changed the definition of “information warfare” in JP 3-13 Joint Doctrine for Information Operations (JP 3-13 (1998))[7] to mean “IO [information operations] conducted during
time of crisis or conflict (including war) to achieve or promote specific objectives over a specific
adversary or adversaries.” This publication also defined “information operations” as “actions
taken to affect adversary information and information systems while defending one’s own information and information systems.” This definition of information warfare is virtually identical in content to what DoD understands today as cyberspace operations, as discussed in Section
2.6. Of particular importance is the fact noted in that section that cyberspace operations (often
called cyber operations) are generally understood to involve access to and manipulations of
computing or communications technology (both hardware and software).
2.3 Information Operations
The 2006 version of JP 3-13 Information Operations (JP 3-13 (2006)) replaced the term “information warfare” with “information operations,”[8] which it defined to include electronic
warfare, psychological operations, military deception, and operations security in addition to
computer network operations.[9] The terms added to the definition of information operations
were previously part of what DoD had called “command and control warfare” in JP 3-13.1, Joint
Doctrine for Command and Control Warfare.[10] Furthermore, JP 3-13 (2006) expanded information operations to include influencing, disrupting, corrupting, or usurping adversarial human,
as well as automated-decision-making while protecting US decision-making.[11]
JP 3-13 (2006) also introduced the concept of the information environment as “the aggregate of individuals, organizations, and systems that collect, process, disseminate, or act on
information,” noting that “the information environment is where humans and automated
systems observe, orient, decide, and act upon information, and is therefore the principal
environment of decision-making.” This information environment includes a physical dimension (i.e., the entities that enable individuals and organizations to create effects), an informational dimension (where and how information is collected, processed, stored, disseminated,
and protected), and a cognitive dimension (i.e., the minds of those who transmit, receive, and
respond to or act on information). Yet the information environment construct did not play a
central role in JP 3-13 (2006).
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In 2012, DoD issued JP3-13 Information Operations (JP3-13 (2012)),[12] which changed the
2006 version in three significant ways. First, it elevated the importance of the information
environment since information-related capabilities (IRCs) are defined in terms of their ability
to affect the information environment. Second, it changed the focus of information operations
from a list of operations to “the integrated employment, during military operations, of IRCs in
concert with other lines of operation to influence, disrupt, corrupt, or usurp the decision-making of adversaries and potential adversaries while protecting our own.” Third, JP 3-13 (2012)
emphasized that information operations are not about ownership of individual capabilities
(hence the elimination of the list of activities that constitute information operations) but rather
the use of those capabilities to create a desired effect.
More formally, JP 3-13 (2012) defined IRCs as the tools, techniques, or activities that affect the information environment. It also identifies a larger number of capabilities that contribute to information operations: strategic communication, joint interagency coordination
group, public affairs, civil-military operations, cyberspace operations, information assurance,
space operations, military information support operations (formerly psychological operations,
or PSYOP), intelligence, military deception, operations security, special technical operations,
joint electromagnetic spectrum operations (colloquially known as electronic warfare), and key
leader engagement. Further, within the constructs of JP 3-13 (2012), cyberspace is recognized
to be wholly contained within the information environment—the logical implication being that
cyberspace operations necessarily affect the information environment and furthermore that
cyberspace operations are, in fact, an information-related capability.
In 2014, the DoD issued JP 3-13 (2012 Incorporating Change1 from 2014).[13] Differing from
the 2012 version only in its addition of doctrine related to the assessment of information operations, JP 3-13 (2012 Incorporating Change1 from 2014) predates JP 3-0 (2017 Incorporating
Change 1 from 2018) by several years. Thus, it would not be surprising to see the next version
of JP3-13 to track the discussion of the information function more closely in JP 3-0.
2.4 Influence Operations
The term “influence operations” appears to have no DoD (or U.S. Government) definition.
Yet the 2009 RAND study Foundations of Effective Influence Operations defines influence operations as the “application of national diplomatic, informational, military, economic, and other
capabilities in peacetime, crisis, conflict, and post conflict to foster attitudes, behaviors, or decisions by foreign target audiences that further US interests and objectives.”[14] This study also
noted specifically that although influence operations usually emphasize communications to
affect attitudes and behaviors, they can also use military capabilities, economic development,
and other in-real-life capabilities to reinforce these communications. RAND views are not necessarily authoritative, but RAND has been a primary analytical resource for the Department of
Defense, though an independent one, for many decades.
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2.5 Psychological Operations
Psychological operations are a key component of information operations, and the NPR and
WP stories both refer to them. JP 3-13.2, Psychological Operations (JP 3-13.2 (2010))[15] and
its follow-on JP 3-13.2 Military Information Support Operations (JP 3-13.2 2010 Incorporating
Change 1, December 20, 2011)[16] define psychological operations (or military information
support operations as they are now known in DoD’s lexicon) as the conveyance of “selected
information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective
reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups, and individuals in a manner favorable to the originator’s objectives.” These doctrinal documents also
indicate that “it is important not to confuse psychological impact with PSYOP. Actions of the
joint force, such as strikes or shows of force have psychological impact but they are not PSYOP
unless their primary purpose is to influence the perceptions and subsequent behavior of a TA
[target audience].”[17] Note also that the definition does not restrict psychological operations to
conveying truthful information. For practical or operational reasons (such as the damage to US
objectives that might result should lies be discovered), it may be wise to restrict a psychological
operation to conveying truthful information, but nothing in the definition requires it.
JP 3-13.2 contains two curious omissions. First, it does not include counterpropaganda activities, which are understood to be activities that identify adversary propaganda (defined as communication designed to influence the opinions, emotions, attitudes, or behavior of any group
to benefit the adversary), contribute to situational awareness, and serve to expose adversary
attempts to influence friendly populations and military forces. This definition of counterpropaganda was present in JP 3-53, Doctrine for Joint Psychological Operations (2003), the predecessor of JP 3-13.2; the term was also eliminated from JP 1-02 DOD Dictionary and Associated
Terms in the 2010 version.
Second, the DoD definition of psychological operations in JP 3-13.2 does not explicitly acknowledge the possibility that US audiences (or armed forces) could be the target of adversary
psychological operations to influence the emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of US actors—definitions of other DoD operations do incorporate the idea that
US forces conduct operations to compromise adversary functions while protecting those same
for US forces. It is possible that this omission is directly or indirectly a result of DoD policy:
DoD Directive 3600.01 Information Operations states explicitly that “DoD IO activities will not
be directed at or intended to manipulate audiences, public actions, or opinions in the United
States and will be conducted in accordance with all applicable US statutes, codes, and laws,”[18]
and activities that seek to counter adversary psychological operations could be construed as
violating this directive.
2.6 Cyberspace Operations
JP 3-12(R) Cyberspace Operations was first introduced in 2013,[19] and a second revised version published in 2018.[20] Both versions define a cyberspace capability as “a device, computer
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program, or technique, including any combination of software, firmware, or hardware, designed
to create an effect in or through cyberspace,” and cyberspace operations as “the employment
of cyberspace capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through
cyberspace.” Note in particular the technical focus of cyberspace operations.[21]
JP 3-12 (2018) states that all cyberspace operations are part of one of three cyberspace missions: DoD Information Network (DODIN) operations, defensive cyberspace operations, or offensive cyberspace operations. DODIN operations secure, configure, operate, extend, maintain, and continuously sustain on an ongoing basis DoD cyberspace, and create and preserve
the confidentiality, availability, and integrity of the DODIN. Defensive cyberspace operations
defend the DODIN from specific threats that have bypassed, breached, or are threatening to
breach DODIN security measures, and defend other cyberspace assets that the DoD has been
specifically ordered to defend. Offensive cyberspace operations project power in and through
foreign cyberspace. They may exclusively target adversary cyberspace functions, or create
first-order effects in cyberspace to initiate carefully controlled cascading effects into the physical domains to affect weapon systems, C2 processes, logistics nodes, high-value targets, and
so on.
JP 3-12 (2018) also describes how cyberspace operations contribute to the joint functions of
command and control, intelligence, fires, movement and maneuver, protection, sustainment,
and, most importantly, information. After repeating the discussion of the information function contained in JP 3-0 (2017 Incorporating Change 1 from 2008), JP 3-12 (2018) describes
cyberspace as a medium through which specific information capabilities, such as military information support operations or military deception, may be employed. It notes that while some
operations in the information environment may be done using only cyberspace operations,
other such operations may not involve them.
3. INFORMATION AND CULTURAL DYSFUNCTION IN DOD
It is important to consider the information function itself in relation to the other joint functions. As noted in Section 2.1, JP3-0 (2017 Incorporating Change 1 from 2018) added information as a joint function essential to military operations at all levels of warfare. These other
functions are:

mCommand and control, which encompasses the commander’s exercise of authority and
direction over assigned and attached forces to accomplish the mission,[22]

mIntelligence, which informs commanders about adversary capabilities, centers of
gravity, vulnerabilities, and future courses of actions, and helps commanders and staffs
understand and map friendly, neutral, and threat networks,[23]

mDirecting fires of available weapons and other systems, which creates a specific effect
on target(s), both destructive and non-destructive,[24]
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mMovement and maneuver secure positional advantages before or during combat operations,[25] and

mProtection, which helps preserve the fighting potential of the commander’s forces.
mSustainment, which entails logistics and personnel services to maintain operations

[26]

through mission accomplishment and redeployment of the force.[27]
These seven functions are described as essential to all military operations, yet the fact that
previous versions of JP 3-0 did not explicitly include information suggests that DoD did not
view information to be as important as the others. According to one account provided by a senior military cyber commander,[28] the doctrinal authorities recognized that adversaries were
accomplishing goals in the operational environment (in which the original six functions resided) solely through activities in the information environment. Adoption of the information
function was their way of reconciling the growing importance of information-centric activities
with the operational environment and the primacy of the first six functions at the center of
previous doctrinal formulations.
As noted in Section 2.1, the description in JP3-0 (2017 Incorporating Change 1 from 2018)
of the information function calls for the commander to plan all operations to influence relevant
actors and to benefit from the inherent informational aspects of physical power. C2, intelligence, and information are functions that apply to all military operations, but of these three,
only information is outwardly relevant—that is, it seeks to influence non-US actors. Furthermore, JP 3-0 (2017 Incorporating Change 1 from 2018) notes that the other joint functions may
be necessary only in some other military operations, depending on their scope and goals.
Put differently, information is the only function that is both outwardly as well as inwardly
directed and is applicable to all military operations. As the information environment is increasingly overlaid on top of the operational environment, information will be uniquely and increasingly importantly cross-cutting among the joint functions. On the other hand, and despite
rhetoric and doctrinal statements to the contrary, US military culture is oriented towards the
physical world and the operational environment. It has historically looked to the operational
environment as where battles are won, and mass, firepower, and technological overmatch have
been regarded as the tools with which to win battles, and physical engagement, courage, and
bravery are honored above other personal attributes in soldiers. The patron saint of US military
culture writ large is much more Clausewitz, who emphasizes the need to destroy the enemy’s
means of physical resistance,[29] than Sun Tzu, who emphasizes the desirability of winning
without fighting.[30]
This ethos surfaced conspicuously in February 2013 with the proposed Distinguished Warfare Medal (DWM), introduced by then-Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) Leon Panetta to provide
“distinct, department-wide recognition for the extraordinary achievements that directly impact on combat operations, but that do not involve acts of valor or physical risk that combat
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entails.”[31] By design and intent, this medal was to be awarded not for acts of battlefield valor,
but rather, for key contributions to combat operations whether or not within a combat zone.
DoD provided two examples of medal worthy acts: a Nevada-based operator of a remotely piloted vehicle flying in Afghanistan, and a Fort Meade-based Soldier who detects and thwarts a
cyberattack on a DOD computer system. This medal would have ranked above the Purple Heart
and Bronze Star, and below the Distinguished Flying Cross.
Despite DoD’s resolve to avoid having this new medal detract from valor decorations, (e.g.,
the Medal of Honor, Service Crosses, and Silver Star Medals), serious controversy arose for
that very reason. Critics all acknowledged the need to recognize those who contribute significantly to combat operations, but hotly disputed placing the DWM above the Purple Heart and
decorations that honor physical bravery. For example, one critic said, “Medals that can only be
earned in direct combat must mean more than medals awarded in the rear.[32] Another stated
that “to rank what is basically an award for meritorious service higher than any award for heroism is degrading and insulting to every American Combat Soldier, Airman, Sailor or Marine
who risks his or her life and endures the daily rigors of combat in a hostile environment.”[33]
Two months later the DWM was canceled by the incoming SECDEF, Chuck Hagel.
The sentiment underlying such comments is clear—one’s physical bravery is prized over and
above the value of one’s contribution to the achievement of US military goals. It is thus not
entirely surprising that some do not view soldiers with non-kinetic specialties with the same
respect as they do for combat arms troops with specializations in more traditional fields such
as infantry, armor, and artillery. Indeed, soldiers specializing in information operations—and
especially psychological operations—often report feeling that others regard them with disdain
and contempt.
A similar mindset can be found in the debate over physical fitness requirements for cyber
soldiers. Several things are unassailable in this debate. First, the ability to “fight” on the cyber
battlefield is not highly correlated with one’s physical fitness. Second, the actual conduct of
cyber operations can be largely though not exclusively conducted remotely from areas in which
physical attributes are again not particularly valuable. Third, higher standards for physical
fitness will inevitably result in a smaller pool of those with the skill sets needed for the cyber
battlefield. And yet, when the services continue to resist these realities, they degrade their own
cyber capabilities—a very clear sign that these capabilities are not as highly valued as other
capabilities relevant to military engagement.
Psychological operations have also been singled out for some negative comparisons even
among the non-kinetic combat capabilities. In 2011, the term “psychological operations”
(PSYOP) was superseded by “military information support operations,” on the directive of
then-SECDEF Robert Gates, whose explanation for the name change was that "although psyop
activities rely on truthful information, credibly conveyed, the term PSYOP tends to connote
propaganda, brainwashing, manipulation, and deceit."[34] Indeed, JP 3-13-2 Military Information
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Support Operations, explains that such operations “create and reinforce actions that are executed to deliberately mislead adversary military decision makers about US military capabilities,
intentions, and operations.”
The conduct of psychological operations also tends to require higher authorities than for kinetic operations. For example, during Operation INHERENT RESOLVE, the authority to strike
ISIS kinetically required a brigadier general or even below, while an information operation—
including a psychological or military information support operation—required the approval of
a at least a major general. Indeed, at the start of Operation INHERENT RESOLVE, some such
operations required approval at the level of the National Security Council (NSC). Any such operation conducted via the Internet or social media required Pentagon-level approval.[35] These
constraints have led some to wryly conclude that “it is easier to get permission to kill terrorists
than it is to lie to them.”
Organizationally, Army psychological operations personnel constitute most of DoD psychological operations personnel. Most of these Army personnel are under the operational command of the Army Public Affairs and Psychological Operations Command,[36] which itself is
an Army Reserve command. Only a relatively small fraction of Army psychological operations
personnel are active-duty soldiers under the operational command of U.S. Special Operations
Command (USSOCOM).
At the level of the U.S. Government, Carnes Lord takes note of American cultural inhibitions
with respect to psychological operations,[37] pointing to a tendency to “discount the relevance
of nonmaterial factors such as history, culture and ideas . . . [and] to assume that concrete
interests such as economic well-being, personal freedom, and security of life and limb are the
critical determinants of political behavior everywhere, the extreme difficulty of “Americans
[in dealing] effectively in international settings where basic American values are under challenge”, a manifest or latent “distaste for any sort of psychological manipulation or deception,”
and an idea that psychological operations are “a black art that can be morally justified only
under the most extreme circumstances.”
DoD policy also forbids information operations that manipulate audiences, public actions, or
opinions in the US. As a result of that policy, DoD cannot directly take actions to mitigate the
effects of adversary information-based campaigns against US citizens—it can only act against
those responsible for conducting such campaigns, even though as described in Section 2.5 it
once had considerable counterpropaganda knowledge and expertise that would be relevant to
such a goal.
Tasking DoD to conduct direct defensive operations to protect Americans against foreign
influence is beyond the scope of this article, and arguably a bad idea—perhaps even Constitutionally suspect as well. But under existing law,[38] DoD can support civilian authorities (e.g., it
can help prepare, prevent, protect, respond, and recover from domestic incidents). Thus, DoD
cannot act in a counter-propaganda role to protect US citizens from malign foreign influence,
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but it can lend expertise and knowledge to civilian authorities, such as the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) or state and local governments, as requested.
4. DISCUSSION
The previous sections highlight some of the ambiguity in public discussions mentioned in
Section 1. Cyber operators performing in offensive cyberspace operations are providing fires,
yet an offensive cyber operation also can serve to materially impact the decision-making processes of an adversary. When the goal of an offensive cyber operation is to affect adversary
decision-making processes, that operation can be regarded as an information operation, specifically a psychological operation.
At the same time, the doctrinal history holds an important lesson for internal DoD discourse
about information warfare, information operations, and the like, and communicating with the
US public about such topics. Outside the DoD specialist community, the terms “information
operations” and “information warfare” have evolved to be more or less synonymous with the
deliberate spread of disinformation for adversarial purposes; that is, they are more limited in
scope than DoD usage conventions. This is true outside the DoD as well.[39] This common understanding of information operations and information warfare is quite similar to DoD’s definition
of psychological operations as described in Section 2.5.
Such conflations are not new. In a May 2007 article,[40] Curtis Boyd (then assistant chief of
staff, G3, at the U.S. Army Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations Command) pointed to the
widespread adoption of “information operations” as a euphemism for psychological operations.
He observed that “unified combatant command theater security cooperation plans . . . routinely
use[d] IO synonymously for PSYOP to describe regional security information programs, activities, and exercises with other nations. . .” Further he noted several examples of such conflation:
a retired major general who wrote that he used IO and PSYOP interchangeably in describing
activities in Bosnia; then-SECDEF Donald Rumsfeld describing leaflet drops and Commando
Solo broadcasts (typically activities conducted by psychological operations personnel) as IO
preparation weapons against Iraq; and the description of a Marine Corps platoon leader of
Iraqi troops surrendering as the result of an intense “information operations” campaign that
dropped leaflets and broadcasted surrender appeals from loudspeakers.
Although the Boyd article was published in 2007, there is little evidence that such usage has
changed in the interim. Indeed, The Washington Post article cited above uses the term “information warfare” as being generally synonymous with the activities being conducted, presumably
based on interactions with knowledgeable DoD personnel. Apparently, the term “information
warfare” is often used to refer to a state-on-state use of cyber-enabled propaganda campaigns
aimed at national publics, which is an even more restricted formulation with no obvious analog within the DoD lexicon. It may be true that cyberspace operations as understood within
DoD doctrine can be used to deliver psychological effects, but the understanding in common
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parlance is that cyberspace operations affect silicon-based machines and psychological operations (as well as information operations, influence operations, and information warfare) that
affect human minds.
To sum up, I am suggesting that the history and evolution of doctrinal constructs in these
domains have led to a situation in which non-cyber and non-MISO DoD personnel view terms
and concepts such as information warfare and information operations more similarly to how
these terms are used in societal discourse than to how cyber and MISO specialists understand
them.[41] Using these same terms differently in different contexts is likely to create conceptual
confusion that in turn can also result in misallocation and misalignment of resources and capabilities.
For example, such confusion may make it more difficult to recruit, hire and train the right
people due to a lack of understanding about what different missions and skill sets actually
entail. If recruiters are unable to clearly articulate what missions entail, they will be unable
to hire people whose qualifications are optimized to perform those missions. Similar concerns
attach to performance evaluation—without a clear articulation of what effective mission performance means, it is more difficult to differentiate between high and low performers.
Perhaps of greatest significance are the cultural considerations discussed in Section 3 as
they potentially affect doctrinal formulations. As that section pointed out, non-kinetic military
specializations are not as highly ranked in the DoD cultural hierarchy (aka the pecking order)
as kinetic specializations, and it would not be surprising if the lack of respect accorded the
former translated into a lack of significant attention to such matters on the part of the latter.
Everyone is busy, and for matters deemed of lesser importance, incentives to familiarize oneself with such matters are likely to be scarce.
The comments above reflect a degree of cultural dysfunction within DoD regarding information operations (contrasted with kinetic operations) and more so for psychological operations.
Overall, they suggest that the full incorporation of psychological operations into military operations will continue to face an uphill battle within the DoD community.

5. CONCLUSION
The Army Times reported in late 2019 that U.S. Army Cyber Command (ARCYBER) was proposing to change its name to Army Information Warfare Command,[42] quoting Lt. Gen. Stephen
Fogarty, Commander, ARCYBER, as saying “Sometimes, the best thing I can do on the cyber
side is actually to deliver content, deliver a message. ... Maybe the cyberspace operation I’m
going to conduct actually creates some type of [information operation] effect.”
Assuming this is an accurate quote, a careful parsing of words suggests that Lt. Gen. Fogarty’s words are consistent with the comments of Section 4—cyberspace operations are being
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used to deliver a psychological effect. These words also coincide with guidance in JP 3-13.2,
Military Information Support Operations: “Computer network operations [approximately equivalent to today’s cyberspace operations] support MIS [military information support] forces with
dissemination assets (including interactive Internet activities) and the capabilities to deny or
degrade an adversary’s ability to access, report, process, or disseminate information.”
A name change to Army Information Warfare Command would expand the 1998 definition
of information warfare, which Section 2.2 pointed out was essentially synonymous with what
are known today as cyberspace operations. Everything that falls within the full scope of the
expanded definition of information warfare is unknown (at least to me), but at a minimum, it
seems to include psychological operations (or MISO) as well as cyberspace operations.
A similar story appears to be true of the Air Force. The 16th Air Force, known as Air Forces
Cyber and the Air Force’s Information Warfare Numbered Air Force integrates multisource
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, cyber warfare, electronic warfare, and information operations capabilities across the conflict continuum.[43] Prior to its creation in October
2019, one press report quoted a senior Air Force official as saying that “We’ve come to discover cyber is an element of the larger information warfare and [electromagnetic spectrum]
fight that we’re in,” and that “to view cyber in its lane and in the functional stovepipe is really
an incomplete analysis. We’ve come to discover it’s really information warfare.”[44] The same
article reported him as saying that the new organization [that is, the organization that would
become the 16th Air Force] will focus on “cyber information operations, influence operations,
electronic warfare, military deception, military information support operations and psychological operations.”
However, in late February 2020, a search of the 16th Air Force web site for “military information
support operations” turned up zero references. The word “psychological” yielded one reference—a
reference to a component of 16th Air Force (the 480th ISR Wing) that conducted psychological operations in 1952 and was subsequently deactivated in 1953. The site contains many references
to “information operations,” but examination of these references suggests no connection to psychological operations or military information support operations. The site is also replete with
references to “cyber,” and the commander of the 16th Air Force has a background that is squarely
in the cyber domain as the commander of the cyber National Mission Force.
The strongly technical emphasis and history of the DoD cyber warfare community cause me
to question whether DoD is well-positioned to embrace and integrate the psychological aspects
of information operations.[45] Various service cyber commands (including USCYBERCOM) have
concentrated on acquiring the technical expertise that cyberspace operations require. This
focus has been entirely proper given their missions to date, but the expertise needed to conduct psychological operations goes beyond the skill set of cyber operators. Nor do the various
cyber commands appear particularly interested in obtaining such expertise—a keyword search
on USAJOBS (conducted in late February 2020) for jobs involving “cyber” and “psychology”
or “cyber” and “psychological” turned up nothing, and of 44 jobs listings resulting from a
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keyword search on “cyber command,” exactly zero jobs entailed anything remotely connected
to psychology.
The DoD needs a standing operational entity that can integrate specialists in psychological
operations and in cyber operations as co-equal partners. As my Lawfare posting indicated,
“bringing to bear the respective expertise of each command [Cyber Command for cyber expertise, Special Operations Command [USSOCOM] for psychological operations] should . . .
enhance the synergies possible between cyber-enabled psychological operations and offensive
cyber operations, and it would be most desirable if the two commands could partner rather
than compete over the cyber-enabled psychological operations mission.”
The “standing” part of this entity (or entities) is essential, as it would recognize the continuing need to conduct such operations against adversaries who believe that open conflict need
not have been declared or even started for hostile activity in information space to begin. To cite
just one example, former Russian Deputy Chief of the General Staff Lt-Gen Aleksandr Burutin
noted in January 2008 that information weapons can be “used in an efficient manner in peacetime as well as during war.”[46] Mark Laity, Chief of Strategic Communications, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), pointed out that “the Russians use information from
a covert stage through six phases of warfare to the re-establishment of victory. Information
confrontation is conducted in every phase, including covertly, in peace and in war.”[47]
Many military missions today are conducted under the auspices of joint task forces assembled specifically to conduct individual missions. Although these missions generally have
well-defined start and end points, there is precedent for standing joint task forces. In particular, a series of joint task forces were established in the late 1990s to deal with the challenges
of defending US information assets and projecting power in cyberspace. Joint Task Force-Computer Network Defense (JTF-CND) attained initial operating capability in December 1998 and
reported directly to the Secretary of Defense. JTF-CND evolved into Joint Task Force – Computer Network Operations (JTF-CNO) by the end of 1999, and JTF-CNO itself turned into Joint Task
Force on Global Network Operations (JTF-GNO) in 2004.[48] This history is noteworthy for the
similarity of the cyberspace mission set to that of military information support operations—
adversaries pose ongoing and continuing challenges both in cyberspace and in human “brain
space, and addressing such challenges is a mission that never ends.
A lighter-weight alternative to a standing JTF could call for similarly structured functional components integrated into the geographical commands. As functional components, they
would integrate cyber and PSYOP capabilities. As elements of geographical commands, they
would be directly responsive to the needs of theater commanders, reducing the likelihood
of deconfliction issues arising from the activities of an entity outside the purview of those
commanders. The regional expertise needed for effective psychological operations would also
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be more readily available with integration into geographical commands. And there is precedent for functional components of combatant commands—in 2005, U.S. Strategic Command
(USSTRATCOM) established the Joint Functional Combatant Command for Network Warfare.[49]
I am personally agnostic on the specific form of this operational entity, as long as it meets
the two requirements of functional integration and permanence. Whether the right construct
is a standing Joint Task Force for Cyber-Enabled Military Information Support Operations reporting to the Secretary of Defense, theater-based joint functional combatant commands for
cyber-enabled military information support operations, or something else, the DoD needs to
move forward organizationally if it is to have any hope of getting ahead of this new form of
warfare.
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Understanding
and Pursuing
Information Advantage
Dr. Christopher Paul

T

he information environment (IE) and operations in and through the IE are currently a particular point of emphasis within the Department of Defense (DoD).
Information is the newest joint function (joining command and control, intelligence, fires, movement and maneuver, protection, and sustainment). The Marine Corps has followed suit and made information a warfighting function, and the Army
is considering a similar move. 2016 saw the first DoD Strategy for Operations in the Information Environment, and 2017 saw the development of the Joint Concept for Operating in
the Information Environment, signed and released (and the subject of a capabilities-based
assessment) in 2018. Senior leaders across the department have repeatedly expounded
on the importance of the IE for military operations and declared it a priority.
Part and parcel of this renaissance surrounding the role of information in military operations are new concepts and terms. One that is prominent in new foundational documents
and frequently appears in stakeholder discussions is information advantage. This article
tries to unpack this concept and explore what it might mean and how it should be thought
about by the U.S. Army and the joint force more broadly.
“INFORMATION ADVANTAGE” APPEARS FREQUENTLY, BUT IS NOT DEFINED
The Strategy for Operations in the Information Environment makes repeated mention of
information advantage, as the purpose of the strategy is to lay out a path for the DoD to
“gain advantage in the IE.”[1] The strategy includes four lines of effort and a host of other
elements that will contribute to creating and sustaining advantage, but spends curiously
little attention to what having an advantage in the IE looks like. Similarly, the Joint Concept
for Operating in the Information Environment is a concept focused on the things required
“in order to gain and maintain an information advantage,” but describes only the concepts
and capabilities necessary to gain such an advantage, without making clear what the information advantage itself entails.[2] The 2018 National Defense Strategy mentions information
advantage, again without definition or elaboration.[3]
© 2020 Dr. Christopher Paul
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Information advantage does not appear anywhere in
U.S. Joint doctrine, and so is not defined in the Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated
Terms. Joint Publication (JP) 3-13, Information Operations, comes close, as it defines information superiority in a way that includes advantage: “The operational
advantage derived from the ability to collect, process,
and disseminate an uninterrupted flow of information
while exploiting or denying an adversary’s ability to
do the same.”[4] Information advantage does not appear
in current service doctrine, either.
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Looking to the doctrinal documents of US allies and
partners reveals the term in use elsewhere, and defined there. The United Kingdom Ministry of Defence
has a joint concept note with the title Information Advantage that also contains a definition: “the credible
advantage gained through the continuous, adaptive,
decisive and resilient employment of information and
information systems.”[5] This definition is somewhat
lacking as far as definitions go, however, as it uses
both “information” and “advantage” prominently in
the definition, and boils down to defining information
advantage as the advantage gained through the employment of information. The Australian Department
of Defence includes a definition in its doctrine publication 3.13, Information Activities: “An information advantage is a favourable information situation relative
to a group, organisation or adversary.”[6] This is the
most robust definition available, but it still begs some
elaboration.
Having read these different strategies, concepts, and
discussions, I find their overall arguments compelling.
I want the joint force to operate more effectively in the
IE and to seek and achieve information advantage… I’m
just not entirely sure what exactly that means.

CHRISTOPHER PAUL

INFORMATION ADVANTAGE: I WANT THAT, BUT WHAT IS IT?
Perhaps the term is left un- or under-defined because it is held to be self-evident? Information
environment is defined, and information is broadly understood. Advantage is a classic military
principle, with Strategist Robert Leonhard reminding us, “The history of human warfare is a
saga of continuous attempts to gain the advantage over the foe in battle.”[7] The foundation of
maneuver warfare is about gaining a position of advantage and seeking to apply strength to
weakness to maximize advantage.[8] Though classic and foundational, neither “advantage” nor
“military advantage” is defined in joint doctrine. “Advantage” repeatedly appears in both Joint
Operations (JP 3-0) and Joint Planning (JP 5-0), but is not defined in either publication. “Position
of advantage” also appears in several joint pubs but is not formally defined. In annex A, JP 3-0
notes that the goal of maneuver is “to secure or retain a positional advantage, usually to deliver—or threaten the delivery of—the direct and indirect fires of the maneuvering force.”[9]
U.S. Army doctrine makes similarly heavy use of “advantage” without formal definition. The
Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-0, Operations, comes closest in describing a fairly generic
type of advantage, a position of relative advantage:[10]
4-31. A position of relative advantage is a location or the establishment of a favorable
condition within the area of operations that provides the commander with temporary
freedom of action to enhance combat power over an enemy or influence the enemy to
accept risk and move to a position of disadvantage. Positions of relative advantage may
extend across multiple domains to provide opportunities for units to compel, persuade,
or deter enemy decisions or actions. Commanders seek and create positions of advantage to exploit through action, and they continually assess friendly and enemy forces in
relation to each other for opportunities to exploit. [emphasis in original]
To avoid potential incorrect assumptions about information advantage as necessarily a form
of positional advantage (since information often lacks a meaningful location or position), I am
still left wanting a clear description of advantage or military advantage. Turning to the dictionary reveals the following four definitions for advantage:[11]
1. any state, circumstance, opportunity, or means especially favorable to success, interest, or any desired end: the advantage of a good education.
2. benefit; gain; profit: It will be to his advantage to learn Chinese before going to China.
3. superiority or ascendancy (often followed by over or of): His height gave him an advantage over his opponent.
4. a position of superiority (often followed by over or of): their advantage in experienced
players.
Given the dictionary definitions appear to be quite adequate, the lack of a definition of advantage in doctrine and strategic theory may not be an oversight. I am content to allow advantage
in a military context to be something like “circumstances favorable to success” or “a position
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of superiority.” This is consistent with ADP 3-0 on position of relative advantage, which is described as “the establishment of favorable conditions…”[12] One thing that is noteworthy about
the first dictionary definition is that, under this definition, the advantage is clearly and explicitly a means, something that is favorable to prospects of successfully achieving the desired end.
The “ends, ways, means” construct is quite common in military thinking, and here advantage
is circumstances that enable reaching ends, but not an end in itself. This is also consistent
with ADP 3-0 and the position of relative advantage, in which such a position “provides” or
“enhances” or creates opportunities a commander can “exploit” rather than being something
sought for its own benefit.[13]
In this, ADP 3-0 is a notable exception, as in many presentations of military theory or discussions of advantage (be it information advantage or some other form), advantage is at least
sometimes presented as if it is an end unto itself. Many discussions of maneuver warfare emphasize the gaining of advantage, rather than carrying the logic through and describing the
gaining of advantage and then exploiting it to achieve objectives. Similarly, both the Strategy for
Operations in the Information Environment and the Joint Concept for Operating in the Information
Environment emphasize gaining an advantage in the IE but stop short of discussing how to use
that advantage to accomplish the ends.
Advantage is always good to have, but having the advantage is not the same as accomplishing
objectives and achieving desired ends. Is there something else important hiding within the
concept of advantage that is not captured by a dictionary or common English-language understanding? Before trying to lash up information with advantage, I want to unpack “advantage” a
little further in the military context.
ON THE NATURE OF ADVANTAGE
What do we really mean by advantage? “Circumstances favorable to success” is fine but is
still pretty generic. What kind of circumstances? When a strategy, or a commander, or a soldier
seeks an advantage, what is really sought, and how does one go about getting it? By exploring
the mechanisms behind traditional and intuitively understood forms of advantage, I hope to
provide some levers by which I can pry open a better understanding of information advantage
later in the article.
Anything that can provide circumstances or conditions favorable to success can be labeled
as a form of advantage, and that label is spread quite broadly. In the relevant literature, I have
encountered numerous types of labeled advantages, including: numerical advantage; relative
advantage; position of advantage; position of relative advantage;[14] advantages conferred by
geography, or climate, or surprise, or technological advancement;[5] temporal advantage; political, economic, or cultural advantage;[16] physical, moral, and mental advantage;[17] capability
advantage, decision-making advantage;[18] and, of course, informational or psychological advantage.[19] I’m sure there are other forms of advantage, too. In what follows, I unpack, repack,
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and discuss some of these and sort them into categories in the hope that some important general characteristics and properties of advantage emerge.
One of the most obvious possible forms of military advantage is a simple numerical advantage. Though history is replete with examples of smaller forces prevailing over larger ones,
those smaller forces all had to overcome their opponents’ numerical advantage. Quantity has a
quality all its own. Numerical advantage belongs to the first category of advantage I have identified, capacity advantage. Having more of something than the adversary, or more throughput
of something, is a capacity advantage. This can be more troops, more vehicles (either for fighting, or transportation, or both), more ammunition, more logistics capacity, more reserves, or
more GDP to contribute to the war effort. Advantages of capacity can contribute to the military
principle of mass (be it mass of troops, firepower, effects, etc.),[20] and can also be relevant to
the law of economy of force.[21]
The second category of advantage is capability advantage. This category captures the ability
to do something the enemy cannot, or at least to do something routinely better than an adversary. Various technological advantages belong in this category, such as having air mobility
when the adversary does not or having artillery when the adversary does not. Technological
capability advantages need not be absolute to convey advantage: even if both sides have fighter
aircraft, the side with better fighters has an advantage, as does the side whose rifles have noticeably greater effective range. Capability advantage does not accrue only from better technology, but also from other factors related to capability, such as training, morale, and leadership.
Both capacity advantage and capability advantage are persistent advantages. That is, they stem
from some enduring property or characteristic of a force that is unlikely to change dynamically
with circumstances. Such advantages are not permanent or wholly unchanging: a capacity advantage like numerical superiority can change if a force is subjected to far higher attrition then
its opponent, or if a battle produces an encirclement and mass surrender, or if a commander
intentionally divides a force. Similarly, a capability advantage like superior artillery range can
fade when competitors develop or procure better guns. Still, these persistent advantages can be
distinguished from fleeting advantages, advantages that are more circumstantial and dynamic.
The category of fleeting advantage covers things like positional advantage, temporal advantage, or advantage due to surprise. A position of advantage remains advantageous only until the
enemy reorients toward that position or moves away from it. ADP 3-0 explicitly acknowledges
that positions of relative advantage are “likely to be temporary.”[22] Similarly, surprise is often
a huge advantage that can beget further advantage through shock and cascading surprise, but
eventually, an enemy is no longer surprised. Given time to recover, a surprised foe can restore
its equilibrium and deprive its opponent of further advantage due to surprise. The advantage
sought in maneuver warfare is most often in the category of fleeting advantage (though, of
course, the good maneuverist will happily use persistent advantages such as superior mobility
or dynamic junior leaders to create more fleeting advantages).
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In addition to being either persistent or fleeting, advantage can also be known or unknown.
A known advantage is one that is understood by or obvious to foes (though the full extent of
the advantage may not be known). A numerical advantage is usually known; some positions of
advantage, such as forces on higher ground or in a fortified position are also usually typically
known unless movement to these positions was concealed. An unknown advantage is one that
foes or competitors are not aware of, or not sufficiently aware of the details of, to anticipate
or respond to the advantage. For example, the existence of a new weapon or vehicle may be
known, but the capability advantage it conveys may be unknown. Some positions of advantage
rely on being unknown to be effectively exploited: an ambush works because it is unanticipated, and troops in a position where they can surprise, or flank, opposed forces would lose their
advantage were their enemies forewarned.
Known and unknown advantages differ in the mechanisms by which they can be favorable to
success. Unknown advantages must be exploited to convey any advantage. If a force has no idea
their adversary has an advantage, it will remain in ignorance (and unaffected) until something
is done with it (like an ambush or highly effective demonstration of new capabilities). Known
advantages can function through being actively exploited but can also function through display or presentation. Troops arriving on higher ground will have an advantage in any ensuing
combat but may also exert influence on the battlefield strictly by their observed presence, as
the opposed commander may choose to withdraw forces from the vicinity of the hill. Known
advantages can contribute to shaping or deterrence even if they are not explicitly exploited.
In addition to these categories (capacity and capability, persistent vs. fleeting, known vs.
unknown), advantage appears to have several properties. First, advantage is always relative.
If “circumstances favorable to success” was a good start on a definition of advantage, a more
comprehensive definition needs to include an opponent or other opposition, someone who will
resist the accomplishment of the end or objective. The extent to which capacity or capability
conveys an advantage is dependent on the relative capacity and capability of the adversary, as
is the duration of one’s advantage.
Second, advantage is always conditional. Just because one has a certain general advantage
does not necessarily mean it is going to give any benefit (that is, be favorable to success) in
every situation. Being able to increase prospects for success based on superior capacity or
capability, or based on position, depends on the end being sought and on other conditions.
For example, night vision equipment only conveys advantage in the dark, and an advantage
in weapon range is not an advantage when engagement range is inside both sides’ weapons’
maximum range, such as in jungle or other dense terrains. Similarly, a host of advantages
in sea power (numerical, technological) is not advantageous for land operations far from
the coast. Often, advantage is conditioned on time (the main distinction between persistent
and fleeting advantage, and what can determine just how fleeting a fleeting advantage is).
Left enough time to react, an enemy will try to deprive adversaries of advantages–either the
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years it takes to develop a counter-technology or the much shorter amount of time it takes a
formation to reorient to a foe on its flank or to move away from a position of enfilade or other
positional disadvantage.
The third property of advantage is that benefit from advantage comes from exploiting it. Consider the language of advantage: one takes advantage, or one presses one’s advantage. The
benefit from advantage comes from the verb action associated with it. Advantage may be circumstances favorable to success, but if one does not seize on that advantage and exploit it to
progress actively toward objectives, one has failed to take advantage. Similarly, forces placed
in a position of advantage that fail to act on or exploit that advantage, lose the advantage.
Having an advantage is nice, but taking advantage gets you something. Of course, sometimes,
you can capitalize on an advantage simply by displaying it. The defensive advantage of a fortified position presents an adversary with a dilemma: either attack the strong point at great
cost or decline to pay that cost and leave the defense intact. Either outcome is favorable to
the defender.[23] Displaying an advantage (that is, allowing it to become a known advantage,
or presenting the capability related to a known advantage) can shape or deter an adversary’s
behavior. Moreover, the type or quality of advantage gained may depend on whether it is an
advantage pressed or an advantage displayed, or it may depend on the adversary’s choice.
When presented with a dilemma, an adversary will choose an available course of action, but
may not choose the one most preferred by the force holding an advantage. Still, the nature
of a dilemma is such that the advantaged force should stand to gain in some way regardless.
A fourth property of advantage is that the best advantages match strength against weakness,
rather than just overmatching strength against strength. The best technological advantages
do not just let one do something the adversary can do, but better; the best technological
advantage lets one do something the enemy cannot do at all. Similarly, having a local
firepower advantage is a good thing, but being able to direct firepower into an unprepared
and undefended enemy is even better. Therefore, advantage is foundational in maneuver
warfare, as maneuver always seeks to pit strength against weakness, to dislocate enemy
strength and to put often otherwise relatively evenly matched forces in a position of advantage relative to foes.
The fifth and final property is that advantage is a means, not an end. Although this was
mentioned earlier, it merits repeating as a property. Not only is advantage a means and not
an end, but it is also conditional on the nature of the end. For example, if the tactical objective is clandestine monitoring of a route, a numerical advantage is no advantage at all, as it
is much harder to hide a large force than a small one. Similarly, a firepower advantage is not
much of an advantage when conducting a humanitarian assistance mission. What constitutes advantage at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels will vary in part because the
nature of objectives at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels vary, and so too will the
kinds of things that are favorable to success in those different levels of objectives.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY “INFORMATION”?
Having described some categories of advantage and having offered some properties of advantage, I now turn to information. Information is used even more frequently in doctrine than
advantage and is discussed and defined therein. In fact, JP 1-02 includes fully ten separate
terms that begin with the word “information” and even more that include it as a second or
subsequent term, and even more still that include “information” in their definitions. The information environment is “the aggregate of individuals, organizations, and systems that collect,
process, disseminate, or act on information.”[24] Though defined, information is an incredibly
broad term. Taking a term as broad as advantage and putting it next to a term as broad as information, it is no wonder that information advantage threatens some ambiguity.
Information in warfare and other military operations covers a very broad space. To make
some sense of what is meant by information advantage, we need to parse some of the disparate
things that gather under the broad tent of “information.” I have identified at least six different
ways in which “information” is described as relevant in warfare or other military operations:
(1) situational awareness and situational understanding; (2) command and control, including
communications and knowledge management; (3) command and control warfare (C2W) and
other factors that degrade situational awareness or C2; (4) information or aspects of the IE that
can cause subordinates to behave in ways contrary to the commander’s orders or preferences;
(5) efforts to protect against the factors of (4) or inflict them on adversaries; and (6) factors in
and through the IE that affect the perceptions or behaviors of relevant actors other than adversaries.[25] Each is described in greater detail below.
The first category of information in warfare is information about the operating environment
or battlespace, where one’s forces are, where enemy forces are, where other relevant actors
are, the state of those actors or forces, and what features of the environment might affect operations. This is commonly described as situational awareness or situational understanding, and
during actual operations is opposed by the natural forces of uncertainty collectively called “the
fog of war.” The fog of war is fought through sensors and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). Opposition from opponents is separated as a distinct category (category 3).
The second category of information concerns command and control, especially the ability
to communicate and transfer changes in understanding and instructions. This category recognizes the truth that the commander in the headquarters does not know about contact with
an enemy formation the exact moment the first scout in the field spots the first sign of movement, but that there are delays inherent in the system as new ISR is received, digested, and
disseminated, and similar delays as orders are developed and communicated to subordinates.
This category of information depends on networks and nodes, communication radii, chains of
command, numbers of echelons, etc. This category also includes knowledge management, the
integration of both new information and old information into meaningful information, and then
making that available to those who need it to support their decision-making.
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The second category of information concerns command and control, especially the ability to
communicate and transfer changes in understanding and instructions. This category is about
the sharing of information (specifically ISR and orders) between commanders and subordinates and delays and impediments to that sharing. Because information takes time to pass
between echelons, a commander in a higher headquarters will not know about contact with an
enemy formation the exact moment the first scout in the field spots the first sign of movement.
Similarly, once headquarters becomes aware of a change in the situation, it will take time for
new orders and instructions to reach the tactical edge. This category of information depends
on networks and nodes, communication radii, chains of command, numbers of echelons, etc.
This category also includes knowledge management, the integration of both new information
and old information into meaningful information, and then making that available to those who
need it to support their decision-making.
The third category is a subset of what is often called information warfare. It is an important
transition in these categories of information from describing things forces need to at least
some extent to operate (the first two categories) to describing an optional activity: fighting
with, or against, information. This category is about attacking the functioning of categories (1)
and (2). This category includes what has historically been called command and control warfare
(C2W) and includes other attacks on situational awareness/situational understanding or the
systems that convey that knowledge.[26] Thought about differently, this is about using information capabilities to amplify the fog of war either to promote general uncertainty or to lead
enemies to specific incorrect conclusions about some aspect of the location, disposition, and
possible courses of action of friendly forces.
The fourth category is about information or aspects of the IE or operating environment that
can cause subordinates to behave in ways contrary to a commander’s preferences. This exposes another important relationship with information: namely, how information affects behavior.
Why might subordinates not do what a commander wants? There are numerous possible reasons. Subordinates might not know what a commander wants because of failures in C2 (category 2), or because of inflicted failures in C2 (category 3). Subordinates might be incapable of
following a commander’s orders (if they lack sufficient fuel or ammunition or have sustained
so much damage that they are physically disrupted), but the commander may not know that because of failures in situational awareness. Subordinates might perceive the situation differently than the commander (either correctly or incorrectly, but differently) and thus act following
the principles of mission command and in a way that is consistent with the overall commander’s intent and that subordinate’s perception of the situation. Subordinates might also act in
contravention of the commander’s wishes due to factors that are not strictly rational and are
governed by psychology or emotion. This could be the baseline personality and proclivities of a
subordinate (bold, or timid, or reckless), or due to effects wrought by battlefield circumstances
such as distraction, suppression, panic, fear, shock, surprise, or rage.
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The fifth category of information concerns things done in or through the information environment to mitigate or counter the effects of (4) on one’s own forces, or to inflict such effects
on adversary forces. One might call this “information for effect.” This encompasses more of
the range of possible operations in the IE and includes efforts to harness the inherent informational aspects of military operations, as well as the employment of various information-related
capabilities to affect and influence enemies.
The sixth and final category is factors in and through the IE that affect the perceptions or
behaviors of relevant actors other than adversaries, basically category (5) against targets other
than enemy troops. This could include other actors in the immediate operating environment
(such as non-state actors, or relevant civilian populations, or partner-nation forces) or relevant
actors outside the area of physical operations (such as the domestic constituencies that support
the adversary, or one’s own domestic constituents, or senior leadership/national command authority on either side, or citizens and leaders in nations not a party to the conflict that contribute to the overall accord of international legitimacy). This category is fairly like (5) but includes
a broader scope, not only geographic scope but types of relevant actors and timescale as well.
While (5) is more focused on things that affect action and behavior in combat, this category
includes things that affect perceptions and behavior more broadly and over time. Thus, this
category requires tracking and understanding things like narratives, baseline attitudes, and
legitimizing processes. Of course, narratives and other longer-term processes can also contribute to shaping baseline proclivities or vulnerability to other effects; thus, they might blur into
other categories as a minor influence.
These six categories are distinct but also contain other divisions. Notably a division between
rational processing of information and decision-making under various human conditions,
such as culture, personality, individuality, psychology, emotion, stress, etc. Categories (1), (2),
and (3) all focus on rational processes, and assume that units and subordinates will do what
they “should” based on their situational awareness and their orders. Category (4) crosses the
boundary and allows that various units and subordinates might have different rationales in
their rationality, or might do things based on psychology, personality, or circumstances. Categories (5) and (6) are also on the human conditions side of this division.
Each of these different kinds of information can support different kinds of advantages. By
reviewing each of these categories of information in light of what we have already discovered
about advantage, we can put some further bounds on information advantage.
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER: INFORMATION ADVANTAGE
To review: I have offered six categories of advantage (capacity and capability advantage,
persistent vs. fleeting advantage, known vs. unknown advantage), five properties of advantage
(relative, conditional, active/displayed, best when asymmetrical, and a means not an end), and
six categories of information (1 – situational awareness, 2 – command and control, 3 – factors
that degrade C2 and SA, 4 – factors that cause subordinates to behave contrary to orders, 5
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– efforts to prevent or impose that, and 6 – efforts to affect perceptions and behaviors more
broadly). The Table summarizes the information advantage.
Table 1: Categories and Properties of Advantage, Categories of Information
Properties of Advantage Categories of Advantage Categories of Information
Relative

Capacity

(1) Situational awareness

Conditional

Capability

(2) Command and control

Must be exploited

Persistent

(3) Factors that degrade C2 and SA

Best when asymmetrical

Fleeting

(4) Factors leading to contrary behavior

A means not an end

Unknown

(5) Efforts to affect behavior

Known

(6) Efforts to affect behavior more broadly

In this section, I review each of the six categories of information looking to provide some specificity or categories of things that might constitute information advantage.
Beginning, then, with situational awareness. One can have persistent advantage in both capability and capacity regarding situational awareness, having more sensors, better analytic
capability, systems that update more rapidly, etc. Advantage relative to a competitor might
come from extending awareness over a greater area, or with greater fidelity, or with greater
tempo (either refreshing more frequently, or with fewer delays between sensing and updates
to the common operating picture), or through better interpretation or understanding of what
is sensed. Likely related to better general capability and capacity (but not necessarily), one
might also have a fleeting advantage in situational awareness, successfully finding and fixing
an elusive, high-value individual, or gaining indications and warnings of a planned enemy
movement or aggressive action. The side with the general advantage in situational awareness
will not always have the advantage regarding the discovery of every position and movement by
the other side, as fewer, less capable systems can still be in the right place at the right time. Advantage in situational awareness can be both known and unknown, or even a mix of the two. A
commander might know an opponent has generally better ISR, but not know if it has detected
his/her flanking force; this knowledge of the opponent’s superior ISR might prevent him/her
from attempting to send a flanking force in the first place, expecting that his/her forces will be
detected and countered. Advantage in this category comes from more and better ISR, perhaps
combined with good fortune or other favorable circumstances.
Command and control advantages generally stem from relative reach and speed of decisions,
and the communication of them. Commanders who can more rapidly formulate and convey orders to subordinate echelons than their enemies gain the advantage, and commanders who are
in communication with more of their more distant subordinate forces than their enemy similarly
gain an advantage. Command and control advantage is central in Colonel John Boyd’s thinking
about warfare as embodied in the OODA loop (observe–orient–decide–act).[27] Advantages in the
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tempo of situational awareness and command and control (cycling OODA faster than the opponent) will eventually cause an adversary to fall behind and thus surrender other advantages.
C2 advantage can be both persistent and fleeting, and sometimes both. A persistent capability
advantage in C2 leads to generally faster and more efficient decisions and communications but
can also produce a fleeting advantage in which the commander of the force with advantage
can perceive and react to changing circumstances before its opponent can. Many forms of C2
advantage involve tempo, either the actual tempo of decision-making or the potential tempo
supported by the information, networks, and systems. Note that just because one can OODA
faster than the opponent does not necessarily mean that you are doing so at any given moment:
an indecisive commander within a superior situational awareness and command and control
system can still cede the initiative (and thus the advantage).
The use of a C2 system that involves mission tactics, mission command, or mission-type orders can provide an advantage over those which do not. Under mission command, even when
out of communication and unable to receive orders from higher echelons, subordinate leaders
continue to act based on their understanding of the situation and the commander’s intent.[28]
Forces that do both category 1 (SA) and category 2 (C2) better than their foes will have a
consistent and persistent advantage: decision advantage. The force with better SA and C2 will
usually make decisions faster (due to an advantage in decision speed) and better (due to an advantage in decision quality). Not every decision will be optimal or without delay but, on average
the side with decision advantage will make better, faster decisions.
Information categories 1 and 2 focus on doing things (SA and C2) better than an opponent.
Information category 3 makes this a contested competition, including activities that degrade
others’ SA and C2 (or protect one’s own C2 and SA from such efforts). This includes efforts to
deceive sensors (such as camouflage or decoys), efforts to prevent sensors from reporting (such
as the destruction, jamming, or hacking of reporting networks), and efforts to promote mistaken conclusions about what is observed. This also includes efforts to avoid exposing plans and
actions, such as counterintelligence, operations security, and signature management. This includes any effort to corrupt or slow enemy OODA, including efforts to jam or interrupt conveyance of orders (the seam between deciding and acting, where the decision must be conveyed to
those who should act). Further, anything that can threaten the confidentiality, availability, or
integrity of information or information systems could contribute to this category.
Advantage in the third category comes from persistently better capability (either ISR capable of piercing enemy deceptions, or sophisticated equipment routinely able to avoid detection or otherwise affect adversary systems), or as fleeting advantages through clever combinations of stratagem, ruse, and thoughtful application of capability. Known and unknown
advantages can be particularly powerful here. If one side has a known advantage in stealth
or camouflage, the other side may not fully trust its own situational awareness and thus cede
further advantage to the advantaged force. An unknown and undetected advantage could
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allow a force to affect enemy SA or C2 without their knowledge, enabling extensive further
advantage through the manipulation of enemy perceptions and actions. When seeking to
deny an opponent of decision advantage, anything that threatens either decision speed or
decision quality can be effective.
The fourth category of information encompasses factors that might make a subordinate act
in a way that is inconsistent with the preferences of superiors. Advantages in this category
stem from aspects of context and from persistent qualities of forces. Better leadership, better
morale, better training, and combat experience could convey advantage in this area. Other effects of operations, such as reduced communications availability, casualties, shock, surprise,
and suppression, can also convey a fleeting advantage to the side suffering less from these
effects. To unpack sources of advantage related to category 4 requires the inclusion of category 5, efforts to intentionally promote contrary behavior. In this related category, advantage
could come from the intentional use of shock or surprise to promote a rout, or the combination of various physical and informational capabilities to increase the likelihood of desired
battlefield behaviors. Advantage in this category falls to the side that better understands the
human, cultural, and other dynamics that drive battlefield behavior and best exploits them.
A persistent capability advantage in understanding human dynamics may lead to repeated
fleeting advantages as windows of opportunity to leverage that understanding through the
application of other capabilities. Further advantage might accrue to the side which seeks to
scrutinize and better understand the individual enemy subordinate leaders whose preferences and proclivities might be leveraged. Advantage in this category also falls to the side
that emphasizes moral and mental effects from combat and other operations, and specifies
objectives in terms of actions desired from enemy forces; over a side that employs attritionist
thinking and focuses only on the physical effects of combat.
The sixth and final category of information includes factors and efforts that influence a
broader range of relevant actors, including government authorities, civilian constituencies,
and non-combatants in an area of operations. While these sorts of groups and individuals are
certainly affected by the presence and action of military forces, advantage in this category
likely accrues on the side that has better messaging and engagement (whether by the military, across other parts of government, or leveraged in partnership with civil society). Further
advantage likely accrues to the side whose relevant actors and supporters are most resilient
to influence and manipulation. Similarly, the side whose objectives require only modest influence to achieve, or whose objectives can be met through the influence of groups predisposed
toward the desired behaviors, are also advantaged. This is an area in which both capability
and capacity advantage are relevant, as a small number of excellent influencers will likely not
be advantaged against a much larger number of only adequate influencers. In this category,
quantity clearly has a quality all its own.[29]
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As is the case in other information categories, persistent capability or capacity advantage
does not ensure advantage in all instances across this category. Some efforts from the side
with lower capability and capacity will still lead to advantageous results, especially with some
groups and populations. Further, the uncertainty associated with human dynamics and influence will sometimes cause success to follow the side with a less apparent relative advantage
in this category.
CONCLUSION: SPECIFY THE INFORMATION ADVANTAGE SOUGHT
On further reflection, I am now wholly convinced that the joint force should seek to establish
and maintain information advantages, but that greater specificity is required in that pursuit.
Advantage is a means to an end; it needs to pertain to specific objectives relative to (or over)
specific adversaries and competitors. I have identified six categories of advantage and six categories of information. Future discussions of “information advantage” would do well to specify
what kind of advantage is desired in which category of information, and relative to whom. Here
are some examples of specific forms and objects of information advantage:

mThe US tradition of mission command gives US forces a persistent command and
control advantage over Russian forces trained on Soviet models when communication
networks are degraded; the joint force should seek to sustain the factors that contribute
to that advantage.

mRussia’s propaganda apparatus demonstrates a persistent capacity and capability
advantage over the United States and NATO allies in the area of influencing perceptions
and behaviors of various civilian groups by virtue of the large number of distribution
sources and modes they employ, their willingness to employ them, and their understanding of human dynamics and societal vulnerabilities; the United States should seek
ways to reduce this advantage.

mUS cyber capabilities might provide a capability advantage in the area of affecting an
adversary’s command and control and situation awareness during major combat operations that is presently unknown to near-peer competitors; the US should seek to grow
this potential advantage and sustain its status as an unknown advantage.
These are just examples. They are not meant to suggest priorities or specific ways the US
should seek information advantage, but only to demonstrate the shape of expressions of information advantage that specify the type of advantage, the type of information, and over whom
advantage is sought. I encourage stakeholders across the joint force to be similarly specific
when thinking, speaking, and writing about information advantage. I am sure there are additional relevant categories of advantage, and possibly additional relevant categories of information, than the ones I have identified here. I would be very pleased to see the lists expanded
through use.
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INTRODUCTION

or many years now, Russia has defined and even expanded its concept of “information weapons (IWes).”[1] At one point, Russia attempted to get the concept
introduced into United Nations resolutions, which at the time helped to guarantee Russian information and national security. This occurred in the 1990s
when Russia was at its weakest and unable to compete with other nations in information warfare capabilities. At this time, Russia’s information warfare weakness was so
pronounced that a prominent Russian scientist stated the following at an international
conference in Moscow in 1995:
In studying the potentially catastrophic consequences from an enemy’s use of strategic information warfare systems on, for example, the economy or government control…we must unequivocally declare that in the case of their use against Russia, we
reserve the right to conduct a first strike (nuclear) against the information warfare
system and forces which are directing that weapon, and then also against the aggressor-government.[2]
This stark warning was intended to send a message to other nations, and it served its
purpose well. “Don’t mess with Russia” if you want to keep Russia from messing with you.
Since the revival of Russia’s military prowess, a variety of its authors have continued
to focus on information-related topics, to include the following: information warfare, information struggle, information resources, information confrontation, information sphere,
information field, information effects, information superiority, information security, and,
in line with the focus of this article, IWes. At times, IWes address the information-related
technologies used in precision-guided and reconnaissance type weaponry, and at other
© 2020 Timothy Thomas
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times IWes are presented more simply as weapons that
help in the manipulation of social media and propaganda. The West seldom considers information to be a
“weapon” as Russia does, nor does the West break the
term into information-technical and information-psychological aspects.
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The information-technical aspect of IWes includes
technologies used extensively by Russia and many
other nations in global positioning, reconnaissance,
electronic warfare, and other types of equipment worldwide. The information-psychological aspect refers not
only to Russia’s use of information as an online weapon
in the social and political arenas, which has become unsettling to Western audiences, but also to Russia’s use
of disinformation, fake news, non-governmental organizations, and a tendency to define objective reality as the
Kremlin sees fit, and thus avoid “the truth.” Their use
appears to be a modern version of Soviet active measures, which were operations developed years ago in
Section A of the First Chief Directorate of the KGB. They
aimed to shape operations abroad and influence events
in another country and were often referred to as “political warfare.” Related terms were “assistance programs”
or “assistance operations,” tactics designed to change
the policy or position of a foreign government in a way
that would “assist” the Soviet position. A Russian foreign intelligence officer who defected to the US in 2000
noted that there is no difference between “active measures” and “assistance operations,” and that when the
KGB went away after the demise of the Soviet Union,
the active measures office was renamed to assistance
operations. Active measures reportedly were based on
95 percent objective information “to which something
was added to turn the data into targeted information or
disinformation.”[3]
Thus, Russian IWes must be considered for its utility in military, political, and psychological warfare, plus
also its utility in manipulating news and social media.
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As a result, Iwes have become non-nuclear strategic weapons of choice. This article will examine several Russian views of IWes that cover these aspects, beginning with the bigger picture of
IWes as strategic weapons. That discussion is followed by an overview of the Russian military
literature that has addressed IWes over the past two decades. The discussion includes theater
information weapons, information-strike weapons, cyber weapons, and social-media weapons,
among others. The analysis concludes with a very brief commentary by one Russian specialist
about the next generation of weapons, such as quantum computing and artificial intelligence
concerns.
THE BIG PICTURE: IWES AS NON-NUCLEAR STRATEGIC WEAPONS
IWes are considered non-nuclear strategic weapons in Russia due to their wide reach, even to
continents far away (thus, a planetary weapon). According to Russian new-generation warfare
expert Vladimir Slipchenko, IWes have also enabled a shift from a “quantitative-force sphere
to a quantitative-intelligent sphere.”[4] He adds that countries are creating “strategic non-nuclear forces, which will find wide use in new-generation wars and subsequently also will take
on a deterrence function.”[5] Numerous weapons depend on information technologies. Acoustic, electromagnetic effect, radiation, beam, and heat weaponry[6] are under development as
is the “unity of intelligence collection and destruction,” namely the development of reconnaissance-strike and reconnaissance-fire complexes.[7] Slipchenko views the development of
space groupings as a key shift as forces transition from a ground-based force to one based on
aerospace and information. Intelligence collection from space will provide information that
“will become the basis for planning massive high-precision strikes in the course of a strategic
air-space-sea strike operation.”[8]
Slipchenko’s thoughts coincide with a Russian concept known as the Strategic Operations
to Destroy Critically Important Targets (SODCIT) as discussed by numerous outlets. In 2010,
a Red Star article flagged changes in the nature of wars that would manifest in the various
forms in which the Armed Forces are used: “SODCIT has been developed.”[9] Retired Colonel
General Viktor Barynkin added that “it has become expedient to combine strategic defensive
and offensive operations and strategic operations in the ocean theater of hostilities into a single
strategic operation.”[10]
In conducting such operations, the expansive reach of IWes will play a crucial role. For example, as the Russian journal Air-Space Defense stated in 2013:
It is possible to use various space systems in support of each of these operations. Thus,
supporting a strategic operation to destroy critically important enemy targets necessitates the use of space-based means of reconnoitering these targets; electronic intelligence assets; meteorological reconnaissance assets in the interests of a proper selection
of attack weapons and their combat employment methods; and space-based navigation,
communications, relay, and strike evaluation systems.[11]
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As noted, these assets rely on information technologies.
Thus, the term SODCIT implies the extended use of IWes as non-nuclear strategic weapons or
assets. Such use in conjunction with aerospace forces or precision-guided munitions is significant since both possess long-reach capabilities into the depth of an adversary’s territory anywhere on the globe. Russian planetary warfare theorists must find such concepts intoxicating.
For Western analysts, SODCIT should raise concerns as to what Russia is planning.
How did Russia ultimately arrive at this conclusion that IWes provides a non-nuclear strategic capability? The following discussion that has transpired over the past two decades offers
how the concept of IWes gradually evolved and incorporated new developments in information
technologies, which in turn led to new ways to consider information-technical and information-psychological applications of IWes.
THE FIRST IMPORTANT IWE DISCUSSIONS
Detailed descriptions of IWes and their uses began to develop slowly in the 1990s. One of
the first (and still considered outstanding) Russian articles to define and discuss an IWe is
the article by Major S.V. Markov, which was authored and published in 1996 in the journal
Bezapasnost (Security). Leading specialists still refer to his many thoughts and definitions.
Markov defined an IWe as:
A specially selected piece of information capable of causing changes in the information
processes of information systems (physical, biological, social, etc.) according to the intent of the entity using the weapon.[12]
This understanding of IWes and its impact on the information-technical and information-psychological activity of Russia produces a much different national will and language of dialogue
than that to which the West is accustomed. Markov is convinced that international and state
control over the creation and use of IWes is essential.[13]
According to Markov, IWes can be used in the following ways:

mTo destroy, distort, or steal data files
mTo mine or obtain the desired information from these files after penetrating defense
systems/firewalls

mTo limit or prevent access to them by authorized users
mTo introduce disorganization or disorder into the operation of technical equipment
mTo completely disable telecommunications networks and computer systems and all the
advanced technology that supports the life of society and the operation of the state[14]
In 2000, the work of five authors at the Institute of Systems Analysis superseded Markov’s
IWe article in importance. They wrote the first authoritative, detailed introduction to, and explanation of, IWes in a pamphlet titled The Information Weapon—A New Challenge to International
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Security,[15] which describes various forms of IWes. One author, Andrey Krutskikh, became
President Putin’s point man on cyber issues and where he continues to serve today.
These authors classified IWes based on several attributes to include single and multi-mission/universal purposes; short- and long-range operations; individual, group, and mass disruption or destruction capabilities; various types of carriers; and destructive effect. They
further classified IWes as belonging to one of six forms:
1. Means to precisely locate equipment that emits rays in the electromagnetic spectrum
and destroy that equipment by conventional fire
2. Means to affect components of electronic equipment
3. Means to affect the programming resource control modules
4. Means to affect the information transfer process
5. Means to disseminate propaganda and disinformation
6. Means to use psychotronic weapons
The pamphlet then discussed the significance and potential types of each of these weapons.
The authors analysis of the fifth and sixth forms, which, because they are less prominently
covered in the Western press, merit discussion. The fifth form, propaganda and disinformation,
can change the information component of command and control (C2) systems by creating a virtual picture that alters reality, changes the system of human values, and manipulates the moral-psychological life of the enemy population. This type of weapon can create disinformation
in secure systems and alter navigation systems, information and meteorological-monitoring
systems, precision-time systems, and so on.
The sixth form, psychotronic weapons, describes weapons that leverage psychology and the
subconscious to attack a person’s will, and otherwise suppress and/or temporarily disable or
zombify that person. These weapon types include:

mPsycho-pharmacological substances
mPsycho-dyspeptics
mTranquilizers, anti-depressants, hallucinogens, and narcotics
mSpecially structured medicines
mSpecial-beam generators that affect the human psyche
mSpecial video graphic and television information
(25th frame effect, elevating blood pressure, inducing epileptic seizures, etc.)

mMeans for creating virtual reality that suppresses the will and induces fear
(e.g., projecting an image of “God” onto clouds, etc.)

mTechnologies of zombification and psycholinguistic programming

[16]
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The authors note that information technologies can serve as IWes, which are integral components of high-precision ammunition that can be used to guide missiles via position finding and
reconnaissance, as well as by visual, electronic, and other means.
MOVING ON: INTERESTING 2001-2019 DISCUSSIONS
Russia’s perception of the West’s focus on noncontact warfare and advanced cyber weapons
in the 1990s led Russian theorists to conclude that adversaries wanted to develop a “clean”
war run by special agents and programmers against a still vulnerable Russia. This led Russian
authorities to envision IWes as helping to offset the Kremlin’s national security weaknesses.
Russian theorists saw the many benefits of IWes and praised them for their universality, covertness, and variety of implementation forms (software and hardware), their radical effects
and ability to select a precise time and place of employment, and, finally, their cost-effectiveness. But recognizing these attributes also raised concerns for Russia’s national security,[17]
since other nations were farther along in IWe developments.
The following discusses specific elements of Russia’s focus on IWes over the past two decades and demonstrates the growing importance of the concept and how it has been integrated,
through Russian eyes, into information warfare and its information-technical and information-psychological components; and how IWes have underscored the growing importance of
nonmilitary means to influence and win confrontations.
In 2001, the PIR Center in Moscow published a paper that included a key chapter on IWes,
noting that, like the military, information superiority now determines battle outcomes. Invariably, the first to process battlefield information is less vulnerable. Disabling an opponent’s
command and control systems is key to information superiority. IWes can be high-precision
weapons, electronic warfare assets, electromagnetic pulse weapons, or software viruses, among
others. The paper noted that an IWe’s effectiveness in achieving information warfare missions
is often pivotal.[18] The authors then discussed the same six IWe types and their characteristics
and effects as were discussed by the 2000 IWe pamphlet authors--no surprise, because one of
the 2000 pamphlet authors also coauthored the PIR Center report (V.N. Tsygichko). IWe effects
were divided into three areas: information technologies (as components of munitions and reconnaissance, propaganda, and software systems), energy (as components of EW, microwave,
and cruise, or unmanned aerial vehicles), or chemical (gases, aerosols, pharmacologic agents,
etc.).[19] Several other IWe advantages included general freedom of access to many information
systems, especially in social media; the blurring of traditional legal and ethical borders (are we
witnessing a crime or an act of war?); the difficulty in controlling perceptions due to the wide
range of “facts” available; and the potential for the covert preparation of a battlefield years in
advance through the placement of specific software.[20]
In 2002, in an important article in Armeyskiy Sbornik (Army Journal) by Vladimir Slipchenko, who used the term “new-generation warfare” as early as 2000, noted that information’s role
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will only grow in the coming century. IWes will be system-destroying, he noted, as they will
disable entire combat, economic, and social systems, rendering them an effective non-nuclear
strategic weapon. Offensive means include destroying or disrupting an adversary’s information infrastructure, his process of operational command and control, and attacks on computer
networks. Defensive measures include operational and strategic camouflage, physical defense
of information infrastructure facilities, disinformation, electronic warfare, and other means.
Slipchenko added that electronic suppression would remain the most important component
of a nation’s information resources, predicting they eventually would become an independent
countermeasure. He also flagged cybernetic warfare as a promising potential element of independent development.[21]
Also, in 2002, two authors described IWes as nonlethal weapons (NLWs), noting the development of the mass media as an information NLW prerequisite. Of interest is that psychological
NLWs also were considered as IWes but had not yet been scientifically confirmed. These NLW
types included telepathy, telekinesis, clairvoyance, and other psychological means,[22] all measures under study in Russia for decades but have yet to produce known discernable results.
In 2003, an article in the journal Military Thought noted that the Cold War’s end brought
with it a desire to eliminate many weapons of mass destruction. This caused the military to
focus more attention on precision-guided and other IWes, both lethal and nonlethal. The Persian Gulf War, the article noted, integrated precision-guided weapons with global navigation,
intelligence, communications, command and control, and electronic warfare systems and created theater information weapons (TIWes). Specialists began to consider information-strike operations, whereby a force could achieve military objectives without land forces. These authors
viewed TIWes as the information-technical component of IWes. The information-psychological
component, on the other hand, is designed to break the enemy’s will to resist, where the main
targets are troop morale, public opinion, and the decision-making systems of the opposing
side,[23] to include using psychotropic substances or manipulative information amid distracting
messages. New technologies increase the opportunities to develop and use such effects as neuro-linguistic programming.[24]
In 2007, Sergey Ivanov, Russia’s Defense Minister from 2001 until 2007, noted the important
potential of IWes to influence the conduct of future wars. He was particularly impressed with
the widespread applicability of IWes in conducting operations without becoming involved in a
military conflict:
The development of information technology has resulted in information itself turning into a
certain kind of weapon. It is a weapon that allows us to carry out would-be military actions
in practically any theater of war, and most importantly, without using military power.[25]
In 2011, two Russian military specialists wrote on information-strike operations in the journal Armeyskii Sbornik (Army Journal). They viewed the classic triad of fire, strike, and maneuver
as no longer capturing the essence of a battle or operation. Radio-electronic, electronic-fire, and
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information-strike operations were the new forms of armed struggle. The latter is particularly
important as defined below:
The information-strike operation (ISO) is the totality of mutually associated information
strike engagements (srazhenie), information-strike battles (boi), and information strikes
(udar), coordinated with respect to goal, missions, place, time, and method of conduct,
carried out with the aim of disorganizing an adversary’s troop and weapons command
and control system and destroying his information resources.[26]
IWes conduct information strikes against an adversary’s information resources. The types
of strikes include information-psychological (which disinform or mislead an adversary), information-psychotropic (to disrupt a person’s psyche), radio-electronic, and program-computer.
ISOs help gain information initiative and superiority, including command and control of troops
and the adversary’s reflexive control. ISOs have no spatial limitations, a variety of forms and
methods of use, no weather or seasonal constraints, can often be used covertly, and can target
command posts and communication nodes.[27]
ISOs can be conducted in three stages. First, information support systems of command and
control for intelligence, air defense, and rocket defense are disorganized. Second, under the
cover of jamming, destructive strikes are made—operational-tactical and tactical rockets. Third,
information support of tactical and army aviation and field artillery is disorganized.[28] To prepare an ISO, an adversary’s command and control system must be studied and exposed, and
objectives for fire and radio-electronic destruction determined in advance. Disorganizing the
enemy’s command and control system is critical to planning and coordinating friendly fire
destruction elements.[29]
The authors then note the various types of information-psychological weapons that will enhance an ISO, and energy-information-psychological weapons under study for ways to modulate super high frequency ultrasonic infrared waves that affect the human nervous system.
Psychotropic-information weapons use narcotics and chemicals to produce information-control
effects on biological processes and the nervous system. Technical means (e.g., generators) of
virtual information-psychological and other types of weaponry offer different potential capabilities to affect the human psyche (author’s note: no actual results were offered, just these theories). Information-psychological weapons are to be integrated with fire, radio-electronic, and
energy effects to broaden the operational-strategic methods for achieving ISO goals. The ISO is
basically an offensive action, but it can acquire a defensive character if needed.[30]
An influential 2012 article entitled “Information Weapons: Theory and Practice of Their Employment in Information Warfare” views the infosphere as an inexhaustible information space,
supply and replenishment source, and one that also features the compactness of information
carriers, and bloodless responses—all infosphere features that have exponentially intensified
information warfare. IWes can at least be partially kept secret, can cross borders and impact
sovereignty, and can be used in both military and civilian structures. More importantly, the
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authors stated that IWes cause the greatest losses when used against command and control
systems and the human mind.[31]
The authors classified IWes according to effects, which they termed as physical, informational, software, or radio-electronic. Physical effects included specialized storage batteries for
high-voltage impulses, the means to generate electromagnetic impulses, graphite bombs, and
microbes that interfere with electronic circuits and insulation materials. Information effects
included mass information resources, global networks, and voice “disinformation” stations.
Software attack weapons included computer viruses, logic bombs, and the means to suppress
information exchanges. No radio-electronic effects were offered. However, “dynamic IWes”
were defined as a “unified system of comprehensive, combined, beam, targeted, and strike employment of all forces and means of technical, communications, and information-psychological
effects against the subconscious of the objective of the attack.”[32] Methods for implementing
dynamic IWes are mathematically, algorithmically, or software-hardware based, and are most
effective when employed as a set in offensive, defensive, or support forms.[33] The authors noted
that information-psychological effects result from:
A purposeful psychological attack against concrete areas of the human mind, the minds
of a group of people, or the public consciousness as a whole. Effects can be implemented
with respect to the means of information stimuli by using the entire spectrum of methods
and forms of technical, visual, aural, medical, physical, painful, and virtual suppression
of the will.[34]
Electromagnetic weapons (EMW) are well-known for disrupting or interfering with information system operations. They can disrupt a country’s economy, production, and defense
capabilities. Disrupting systems that exchange information for command decisions can have
serious consequences. C4ISR is the main target of EMW effects. It was noted that “the principle of EMW action is based on short-term electromagnetic radiation of great power, capable of
incapacitating radio-electronic devices that comprise the basis of any information system.”[35]
The authors conclude as follows:
Universality, covertness, variety of the forms of software and hardware implementation,
the radicalism of effects, adequate choice of time and place of employment, and, finally, cost-effectiveness make IWes extremely dangerous. They are easily camouflaged as
protection resources of, for example, intellectual property. They make it possible to even
conduct offensive operations anonymously, without a declaration of war.[36]
Near the end of 2012, S.G. Chekinov and S.A. Bogdanov defined the initial period of war
(IPW) in Military Thought, as the time when forces are deployed pre-conflict, to create favorable
conditions for committing their main forces. Under the new military, political, and economic
conditions, the authors attribute special significance to IPW for winning a conflict:[37]
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The IPW may become the hardest phase in which the warring sides will be striving to
make the most of the power of its groups of forces built up in advance and deployed in
secret to achieve the main goals of the war. This period will be the most critical phase of
the war and have a great effect on its outcome.[38]
Of interest are malware and other information technologies secretly placed in the infrastructure or computers of potential opponents in peacetime that would help accomplish some of the
main means for winning a war, such as totally upending an opponent’s command and control
system. Such technologies are IWes. The authors noted that “major military, political, and strategic objectives of the war must be achieved in its initial period.”[39]
In early November 2013, the State Duma Security and Anticorruption Committee recommended amending a Federal Security Service (FSB) law to allow police investigations to counter threats to Russia’s information security, such actions previously permitted only as to state,
military, economic, or environmental security threats. The report indicated that harmful software, for example, can be used as an information weapon[40] that could threaten security. That
same year, Russia’s Security Council noted that information and communication technologies
are a looming threat as IWes, since they can threaten strategic stability, violate the territorial
integrity of other nations, and act in both the military and political spheres of interest.
In 2013, Chekinov and Bogdanov discussed new-generation warfare, highlighting on numerous occasions the importance of information technologies,[41] noting that “decisive battles
in new-generation wars will rage in the information environment,” where computer operators
will manipulate computers far away from the conflict. Information operations will induce world
public opinion to accept the need to restore democracy and fight tyranny.[42] Once information
superiority is achieved in peacetime; conflict may even be avoided. If a conflict appears inevitable, it is visualized information technologies will heavily influence and possibly dominate its
opening phases, as there will emerge a targeted information operation, an electronic warfare
operation, and high-precision weaponry loaded with information technology.[43]
In 2015, at a presentation in Garmisch, Germany, noted Russian information warfare experts
I.N. Dylevsky and S.A. Komov offered a paper titled “Rules of Conduct in Information Space—
An Alternative to an Information Arms Race,” noting that “[a]nother aspect of confrontation in
the information sphere is a rapid advancement and proliferation of information weapons.”[44]
Their use can lead to industrial disasters or, worse yet, critical infrastructure (finance, energy,
transport, etc.) destruction. The authors, while urging that it was time to adopt universal laws
to prohibit their development,[45] did not expand on how this could be done, or how nations
could control the risk of their development elsewhere.
Later that year, Military Thought described nonlethal weapons (NLWs) as effective information warfare assets, implying their potential as an IWe. In handling internal issues, NLWs can
“defuse the bellicose moods stoked by propaganda and isolate the most outrageous advocates
of the indiscriminate use of military force.”[46] Ironically, the “mood” of recent anti-Kremlin
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demonstrations in Moscow was provoked or exacerbated by the Kremlin’s decision to keep
certain people off election ballots. So, moods can either be “provoked” or “defused” (with NLW)
by the same government officials.
Russia’s National Security Strategy, published in 2015, referred 36 times to the term “information” without ever mentioning the term “cyber.” The primary use of information, it seems, is
as an instrument “set in motion in the struggle for influence in the international arena” (along
with political and financial-economic instruments). The Strategy reported that confrontation in
the global information arena is “caused by some countries’ aspiration to utilize informational
and communication technologies to achieve their geopolitical objectives, including by manipulating public awareness and falsifying history.” Information is also mentioned as one way to
enhance strategic deterrence. Information associated with extremism or terrorism is taken to
be a significant threat to public security and, countering such threats requires an information
infrastructure that ensures the public’s access to information on issues relating to the sociopolitical, economic, and spiritual life of Russia’s citizens.[47]
In 2016, during his annual speech at the Academy of Military Science, General Staff Chief
Valery Gerasimov discussed the impact of so-called “color revolutions” and how their utility
could be quickly furthered through the adaptive use of information resources as a weapon:
Essentially, any “color” revolution is a state revolution organized from without. Their basis
is information technologies, which envision the manipulation of the protest potential of
the population in combination with other nonmilitary means. Here, mass targeted effects
on the consciousness of the citizens of a state—the objects of aggression by means of the
global “Internet” network—acquire important significance. Information resources have essentially become one of the most effective types of weapons. Their extensive use makes it
possible to “shake up” the situation in the country from within in a matter of days.[48]
“Information resources” the West uses against Russia, according to a New York Times source,
are nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and operations aimed at the young. For example,
President's Putin's 2007 speech in Munich expressed concerns about NGOs, alleging they
“are used as channels for funding, and those funds are provided by governments of other
countries.” That flow of foreign money to assist opposition political organizations in Russia, he
said, is “hidden from our society. “What is democratic about this?” he asked. “This is not about
democracy. This is about one country influencing another.”[49]
In 2017, Chekinov and Bogdanov shifted focus from new-generation wars to the importance
of “new-type” warfare. stating that globalization threatens a “new type” of war, which could
“become the pivot of historical life in the 21st century.”[50] New-type warfare is characterized using “political pressure, information sabotage, cashing in on humanitarian issues, secret-service
activity, and unfair and cunning diplomacy.”[51] Earlier in the article, the authors addressed the
growing impact of information warfare. Information operations use manipulated information,
computers, and telecommunications technologies to suppress adversaries by disorganizing
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command and control and introducing chaos into their work. This work misinforms army personnel and the population and psychologically crushes them.[52] The realm of the virtual, both
informational and cognitive, is exploited.[53] Again, while not explicitly mentioning IWes, the
article clearly views IWes as major components of new-type warfare.
In 2019, the journal Vestnik Akademii Voennykh Nauk (Journal of the Academy of Military Science) published an article on the impact of information processes on Russia’s national security.
It stated that the information society, globalized information processes, and the democratization and heightened importance of socio-political factors in society had created an information
struggle. Internally, the struggle is about controlling large numbers of people. Externally, the
information struggle rages both in times of peace and war among states, regardless of whether
the states are allies or enemies. Twenty-first century struggles include a state’s information
capabilities, which work to achieve the strategic advantages[54] that come from information
superiority.
Information, the authors note, moves through space and time via processes of “searching,
collecting, storing, processing, presenting, accumulating, disseminating, and decision-making.”[55] Depending on how information is used and where it is located (in military weapons
technology, in a human mind, in command and control processes, etc.), it produces different
effects (precise targeting, manipulation of data, etc.). The authors defined IWes as follows:
Information weapons are the totality of technical, software, and other special resources,
constructively intended for the formation of information effects for the purpose of disrupting information processes by means of effects against the elements of an information resource (information target) by a special pattern of organized flows of emissions
of energy of different physical natures or a specific pattern of selected and structured
information.[56]
The authors believe the concept of “means of information effects” more broadly describes
the essence of IWes. Technical effects, linguistic and software products, and other means can
produce effects against an opposing side’s information resources. Effects used to gain information superiority against an opponent include radio-electronic warfare resources, software that
disables automated C2 systems, psychotropic generators, special pharmacological means, and
the mass media. Information superiority was defined as superiority in timeliness, reliability,
and completeness attained by C2 organs for use in the processing and timeliness of decision
making and control in the execution of plans.[57]
A final 2019 article by a US author, discussed Russia’s use of the “big lie,” that is, Russia’s
tendency to define objective reality as the Kremlin sees fit and thereby avoid responsibility for
the “truth.” This is a different type of IWe. The article described Russia’s recent admonition to
Iran never to admit guilt in the downing of the Ukrainian airliner that it had recently caused. A
deputy head of Russia’s State Duma’s Defense Committee noted that it was far more important
to blame the US.[58] This has been a typical Russian response to avoid responsibility at all costs,
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even to the detriment of its own credibility. Russia is quick to openly deny complicity in any
accusation leveled against it by other nations. To date, its responsibility for the shootdown of
MH-17 airliner over Ukraine and its involvement (based on credible evidence) in the poisonings of former Russian intelligence operators Aleksandr Litvinenko and Sergey Skripal (both
on UK territory) are such examples. So is its failure to accept responsibility for the doping of its
athletes in the Sochi Winter Olympics, a charge first levied by a Russian!
FROM INFORMATION WEAPONRY TO KOKOSHIN’S TECHNOSPHERE
Now shifting attention from IWes to artificial intelligence (AI) and quantum computing issues, while these topics are beyond the scope of this article, their mention is important, given
their significance in the continuing evolution of IWes.
Andrey Kokoshin, former Secretary of the Russian National Security Council and Deputy
Defense Minister, is a renowned researcher on military and scientific issues. He wrote in a
2019 issue of the Journal of the Academy of Military Science that the military technosphere is
a complex combination of technologies from several generations, and in several dimensions,
that must be studied and used to forecast and implement change. These technologies will affect
both operational and strategic plans. Various components of the technosphere, to include the
combat and non-combat employment of forces and means, need to be assessed[59] for how technical issues can strengthen or weaken their use. Crucial technosphere developments currently
include AI and quantum computing capabilities, along with the use of information influence.
Kokoshin stated that the ability to impose information effects on an opponent, including
political and psychological effects, can deter confrontations. Each effect relies on “a persuasive,
carefully thought-out demonstration of our military-technical and operational-strategic capabilities.”[60] Information confrontations can include fakes and deliberate disinformation, and these
can contribute to an escalation of the situation and affect decision-makers. While never citing
the term “IWes” directly, Kokoshin describes AI systems, robotics, and military confrontations
in space all as information-based technologies, thus implying that they are IWes.
Kokoshin views AI’s development strategy as complex, requiring consideration of uncertainty and risks: some (if not all) AI applications may have unexpected consequences, particularly
when decision-making and command and control issues are at stake. Further, leaders need
information as to political-military, operational-strategic, and tactical situations during information confrontations and struggles for cyberspace superiority. The last two issues must be
included in war games to create a precedent for decision-making support systems.[61]
Kokoshin also views quantum technologies and quantum cryptography as critically important. Because China may have the edge with quantum telecommunications network superiority,
he also believes that China can perhaps deliver “a blow against the contemporary information-centric methods of waging war” that the U.S. Armed Forces have developed.[62]
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CONCLUSIONS
Russia is far removed from the days when it threatened the US with a nuclear attack if an
information attack was conducted against the Kremlin. Russia now possesses its own arsenal
of IWes, one with different forms than what the West is familiar with. Russia believes IWes
are non-nuclear, strategic weapons capable of inflicting numerous types of destruction or influencing potential opponents, from disorganizing command and control and disabling critical infrastructure to manipulating and persuading public opinion and causing chaos in state
administrations and electoral processes. Information technologies lie at the center of IWes
and, while they can be found in the arsenals of most nations, they are used in different information-technical and information-psychological ways by Russia. Information resources are
used to manipulate objective reality in favor of the Russian perception of events, all the while
disregarding logic and the accumulation of available evidence and proof that totally offset the
Russian version of events.
Russian theorists focus their IWes in the following characteristics, types, advantages,
targets, and challenges:

mIWe characteristics: universality, covertness, variety of software and hardware
implementation, radicalism of effects, adequate choice of time and place of
employment, and, finally, cost-effectiveness

mIWe types: NLWs, color-revolutions, NGOs, high-precision weapons, electronic warfare
assets, electromagnetic pulse weapons, software viruses, energy-information-psychological weapons; psychotropic-information weapons; technical means (generators, etc.)
of virtual information-psychological weaponry; and information-psychological weapons
integrated with fire, radio-electronic, and energy effects

mIWe advantages: can be used in secret, can cross borders with impunity, and can be
used against military and civilian structures; offer freedom of access to adversary
information systems, such as social media; and allow for the covert preparation of
battlefields years in advance with placement of specific software in an adversary’s
cyber operations

mIWe targets: warfighting, economic, and social systems, along with computers;
programmable apparatuses, command and control means, communication and
decision-making channels, and the human intellect and mass consciousness

mIWe problems (Note: this is a Russian perspective): IWes threaten strategic stability
and the violation of territorial integrity; it is hard to get UN agreement to limit IWe
development; it is important to guard against the Western use of color revolutions and
nongovernmental organizations to falsify history and manipulate public opinion against
Russia; we must be vigilant for information sabotage
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mIWe effects: physical, informational, software, or radio-electronic; special pharmacological means and the mass media; information technologies that intensify the accuracy of
munitions and reconnaissance assets and offer the pervasive application of propaganda
and software; energy (as components of EW, microwave, and cruise or unmanned aerial
vehicles); and chemical (gases, aerosols, pharmacologic agents, etc.)
In Summary, the Russian understanding of an IWe is much broader than how the term might
be understood in the West. There is much for analysts to consider as they ponder Russian access to and use of the IWe, especially as Russia will continue to search for new and innovative
applications of their use.
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